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INTRODUCTION

Work supported under Contract Number NAS8-28248 began in

January 1972 and has continued with varying degrees of effort to the

present time.	 The work has involved the application of improved aero-

dynamic theory towards the goal of obtaining more accurate knowledge

{ of the upper atmosphere. 	 Advancements have been made both in the area

r- of aerodynamic theory and the interpretation of the dynamic response

of objects traveling through the atmosphere.

The work began as a study of ways of ,improving models of the

upper atmosphere as deduced from observation of satellite decay.	 In

the development of atmospheric models, it was found that the decay

of the orbit of a satellite due to drag had been modeled as simply a

sphere with a drag coefficient of 2.2 traveling through a rotating

s	 ;: atmosphere.	 The assumption of a sphere of CD = 2.2 was of course

recognized to be only an approximation and of particular use in the

analysis of the drag decay of foreign or some domestic satellites for

which limited knowledge existed concerning the shape or other physical
a

parameters.	 One of the goals of this work was to investigate the

k g	 assumption 	
_	 1magnitude of error made in the. assum tion of a sphere of CC
	

2.2 and

to propose more accurate data reduction techniques.

;F Chapter 1 describes the major influence revealed in this study

concerning the influence of real satellite aerodynamics on the deter-

:., mination of upper atmospheric density.	 Chapter 2`,presents a method

of analysis of satellite drag data which includes the effect of satellite

lift and the variation in aerodynamic properties around the orbit.
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The method was applied to the data from'OVI 15 satellite.	 One of the

interesting results obtained from analysis of satellite orbit decay

has been the superrotation of the atmosphere deduced by King-Hele.

In Chapter 3, a study is presented which shows that satellite lift

effects may be responsible for the observed orbit precession rather

than a super rotation of the upper atmosphere.

Emphasis of this work gradually came to the lower altitude regime

and the 80 to 120 Km region in particular. 	 This region of the atmo-

sphere is of great importance since it serves as a major boundary

between the lower atmosphere which is constant in molecular weight and

:-: the upper atmosphere which reaches out many thousands of Km having

considerable variation in molecular composition. 	 This important region

of the atmosphere has received little experimental attention due to

the difficulty and expense of performing measurements at these altitudes.

The falling sphere method is found to be the primary source of information

k
for this region.	 As with satellite drag measurements, it was found

i
that simple assumptions concerning the aerodynamics of objects were

often employed in the falling sphere analysis.	 The influence of the

errors made due to the simplifying assumptions were evaluated and an

improved method of<_anlaysis was proposed and applied as reported in 	 j
^i

^. Chapter 4.

f_ The work on falling sphere data analysis also revealed that

most of the 80-120-Km results were based on values of drag coefficient

in the transition regime that were extrapolated from wind tunnel results

that were far outside the transition regime. 	 In the work reported here,

more recent wind tunnel data reported in the literatiure were obtained

1
and more accurate drag coefficient`` relationships were developed based

on these data.'	 This work is reported in Chapter 5.

Y " 2	
7)
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7 The improved drag coefficient relationships revealed a con-

siderable error in previous falling sphere drag interpretation.	 These

data were reanalyzed using the more accurate relationships.	 The

i results of this work is given in Chapter 6.
I

<< In this work the drag coefficient has been studied for the

a entire spectrum of Knudsen Number and speed ratio. 	 One region which

was of particular interest is in the very low speed ratio region.

i^m

This region of the aerodynamic spectrum has received little experimental

f attention except for highly viscous flows due to the experimental

difficulty of obtaining drag data in a low density slow flow situation.

The theoretical work in this region is discussed in Chapter 7.

The recommendations for future work are presented in the form

of two proposals given in Chapter 8.	 Both proposals would involve

additional analytic work; and subsequent experiments using the shuttle'

space craft.

The computer programs generated during the period of performance

of the contract are given in the appendix.

i
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Reprinted from Preprint Volume of the b0arnational Conference on Aerospace and Aeronautical
Meteorology, May 22 -26,	 1972, W&ALWton, D.C. ; published by AMS, Boston, Mess,

s . INFLUENCE OF SATELLITE AERODYNAIQCS ON ATNOSPHERIC DENSITY DETERKINATION*

Gerald R. (;err and	 Robert E. Smith

Coordinated Science Laboratory _ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
University of Illinois Narshall Space Flight Center

--" Urba"a, Illinois Huntsville, Alabama

w 1.	 INTRODUCTION The three factors to be discussed are of
importance in the interpretation of past data as

u Drag-deduced densities ofthe upper ,atmos- well as the application to future more accurate
phere have been a primary source of data in the measurements.	 Feir this reason, an estimate will
development of atmospheric models and to the be made of the possible correction to present
study of the upper atmosphere.	 In the past, the density models based on the results of the

`
determination of atmospheric density has been present study.	 As a basis for calculation and
through the observation of satellite orbital comparison only, the Jacchia (1971) model is
decay over a long period of time which neces- employed in the analysis. 	 Other current models

u sarily required knowledge of only the average could be used for the same purposes with similar
drag properties of the satellite. 	 However, as results-._
tracking techniques become more accurate and the
use of sensitive accelerometers increases, the 2.	 SATELLITE AERODYXWCS

- assumption of average, drag properties is no
longer valid and amore accurate treatment of The aerodynamic flow regime experienced by
satellite aerodynamics must be made. the majority of satellites is free molecular.

That is, the mean free path between collisions
The purpose of the following discussion will of molecules in the upper atmosphere is greater

'. Y be to focus on three principle satellite aero -_ than the dimensions of the majority of Earth
dynamic factors which influence the interpre- satellites.	 This assumption is certainly true
tation of satellite dynamic response;` these are, for altitudes, greater than 200 km where the near

- (1) the influence of satellite orientation and free path is on the order of kilometers.
shape on the drag coefficient, (2) the effect of Although departure* from free molecular flow will

' changes in the gas flow properties with altitude, occur in regions of high density, the assumption
- and (3) the influence of upper atmospheric winds of free molecular flow may be considered

on the interpretation of data. reasonably_ accurate to an altitude of `100 km
where the dean free path is of the order of

The three topics to be treated are effects meters.	 For convenience, free molecular flow	 }
causing the greatest source of error in current is assumed through out the altitude range being
data reduction.	 Other factors such as aero- considered in this discussion.
'dynamic lift, changing atmospheric composition,
and changing satellite surface properties will In the free molecular flow-of space, by
not be treated here but such factors could be of definition, collisions of molecules with the
importance for particular satellite systems satellite surface predominate. 	 For this reason,
having large aerodynamic lift forces and widely the study of satellite aerodynamics requires an
varying gas and surface properties. 	 The follow- understanding..-of the interaction of gas molecules 	 r

ing will then be limited to a discussion of with 'solid surfaces.	 The drag properties of a
aerodynamic drag effects only and the assumption satellite are influenced primarily by the
of constant satellite surface properties. 	 The exchange of momentum with the surface during the
atmospheric gas will be considered of single molecular impact.
species having the average properties associated
with a particular altitude.^ The description of the molecular impact to beP

employed in this discussion is the generalized

m This work was supported in part by the Joint
gas surface interaction _(GSI) model which has

Services Electronics Program (U.S. Army, U.S.
direct application to the problem of satellite
drag, see Karr (1969).	 This model is represented

Navy, and U . S. Air Force) under Contract DAAB- in Figure 1 shearing a general non-specular type 	 j
07-67 -C-0199; and in part by the National of reflection.	 The reflected molecules produce a
Aeronautics and Space- Administration and the momentum vector in the direction 8	 with an
American Society for Engineering Education ti

average velocity of U .	 The reflected propertiesjSumnerthrough the 1971 ASEE-NASA 	 Faculty are assumed to depend upon the incident flow
Fellowship Program at Narshall Space Flight proPerties such that
Center.
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e j 	 2 Pj + (1-P )e CD - 2 -	 1-&j cga[2 Pj + (2-Pj)6,

Uj = , 1 -^j U where 6 is the cone half angle.

It
ITwhere ofj and Pj are parameters of the interaction. SphereAn r2

4(L-cos 
2 

Pj)1
C	 = 2 + 1=a

^., D	 j Pj(4-Pj)
Generoi;zed

n Model	 ur where the bracketed term is equal to zero for
U	 - Pi = 0.	 A value of Pi = 4 is not applicable.\	 n

\\\ ^"^	 ^-	 Ursvinnu , r, The above results clearly illustrate the
of Beam influence of the GSI and the shape on the drag

r..>
r^ properties.	 The results for a sphere are

"r
..ir

B r	
^3 	 Surface

t3
shownlotted in Figure	 gp	 gore 2.	 A range of C	 from a
minimum of 2.0 to a maximum of 4.0 is seen

:; . \ : •	 :^^^:. \ depending ' upon the values of gas surface inter-
action parameters,aj and Pj .	 The results for
the cone shape reveals that depending upon the

Fig.	 1.	 Description of the gas surface inter- none half angle, C D, values less than one are
action. possible. ' Thus, it is seen that satellite

;." shape and satellite surface properties are
t Using the model of the interaction described, strong influences on the drag properties.

the force components in the direction of drag can
be expressed locally at the surface.	 The total
force is obtained by integrating over the entire
surface exposed to the flow.	 If the `satellite
velocity is much higher than the random kinetic —r
motion of the gas molecules, the gas molecules 4.0 Pi -2.0	 Sphere
can be considered stationary as the satellite

jsweeps out molecules in its path. 	 The assumption 1,4
of such conditions (the hypervelocity assumption)

1.2
allows one to determine the drag coefficient

1.4based upon the area projected to the flow.
3,0 0.8

E	 ku Under the assumption of hypervelocity flow
0.6and the generalized gas surface interaction the

following results are obtained for four shapes of CD 0.4
interest.	 The drag coefficient is defined as

- O 2
s f

«u
Cp = Drag /2P V2A

2.0 0.0' y

i

where A is a reference area taken to be a
constant, independent of angle of attack.

„
Flat plate with angle of attack P 1.0

0 02	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 1.0
r;-

A Area of plate
y

aj
fly-443

CD	 2 sing - 2, 1-3, lino cos 2 Pj + (2-P)0
i

} Cylinder with axis perpendicular to flow Fig. 2.	 Drag coefficient of sphereas a function	 9
of gas surface interaction parameters.

A	 DL	 D	 diameter	 ,	 L	 length
3.	 THE EFFECT OF SATELLITE ORIENTATION

= 2	 1-a
cos 2 Pi

(1-P ) (3-P ),
C	 +
D	 j Satellites rarely present the same shape to

j	 j the flow during an orbit. 	 For this reason, the

where the bracketed term is equal to n`when P	 -_ effect of satellite orientation ,which is
4	 j important in determining the instantaneous drag

1.0. A- value of P j	 3 is not meaningfully applied properties of a satellite, is also important in
to	 this	 shape ., determining the average drag properties. 	 In

order to illustrate the effect of angle of 	 ;g
Cone with axis parallel to -flow attack, consider first a cylinder with spherical

A	 Area of base of cone = n r 2
end caps with an angle of attack o. 	 For the	 3

special case of specular reflection (Pj = 0) and	 J

6
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hypervelocity flow, the following analytic
results are obtained.

Cylinder with spherical ends; P  . 0, hyper-
velocity flow and angle of attack o'.

CD - 2 C1 
f 
4 U sin aJf

+	 rt	 sin n 
r
rd sIn 2a - 2.01

where A = ^r2 and 1./D in the length to diameter

ratio of the cylinder.

These results reveal L at C: n ,for the cylinder

with spherical ends,changes considerably depend-
ing upon the ankle of attack and the shape
(length to diameter ratio). As expected, the CD

value is that of a sphere when a is zero and is
progressively influenced by the cylinder as the
angle of attack is increased to a value of

iSince R r 2 is used as the reference item at

all angles of attack, C U will reach high values

for large values of L/0.

For more complex shapes such as the cone,
results must be obtained numerically. Figure 3
shows such results for a 35 0 half angle cone.

The plot is a three axis presentation of the

surface CD (P ,d) where P. varies from zero at

the front to j a value of '1 2 at the rear. The
angle of attack is varied from zero on the right
to 1800 on the left. The value of ot. was taken

to be zero in constructing; this plot The

function has a maximum value of 4.00 and a
minimum value of 0.399. 'These results illustrate
further the strong dependence of aerodynamic
drag on the shape, orientation, and CSI.

Fig. 3. Computer generated plot of surface

CD (P i ,9) for a 35 0 half angle cone with

flat base where P. varies from zero to
two from front to l back and d varies
from zero to 1801' :rom right to left.
The values of CD vary from 0.399 to
4.00.

Just as the instantaneous values of CD are

influenced by angle of attack, the average value

Of CD over an orbit alsu depends upon the

attitude history the satellite experiences over
the orbit. In order to illustrate this factor,
consider the determination of the average drag
coefficient over an orbit of the satellite. The

time average of C O is given by

ORIGN

GF 
Ppp 

QU 
GE LS

T
CD ` T f CD d[.

0

For a circular orbit the satellite will travel at
a constant rate and, for this case,

2n

^D 2n f CD dv.
0

Consider now a spin - stabilized cone shaped

satellite with a flat base. The orientation of

the satellite spin axis with respect to the
orbit is given by the angle X as shown in
Figure 4. The angle 9 s serves to Oriente the

x,x'

Fig. 4. Coordinated system describing
orientation of spin stabilized satellite

with respect to orbit plane.

spin axis with respect to the velocity vector

Um . For a circular orbit, the velocity vector
will rotate about the spin stabilized satellite
at a constant rate. Since the instantaneous

value of CD for each point in the orbit can be

determined, the average CD over the orbit can

also be determined by numerical quadrature. The
results of such a study are presented in Figure
5 for five cone half angles and for a from 0 to
300 . The base area of the cone was chosen as the

reference area in each case and the same GS1
parameters used for each plot.

The results given in Figure 5 illustrate the
importance of taking the satellite orientation
history into account in selecting an average
drag coefficient. Since the satellite orbit and
the satellite spin axis will tend to drift in
space, the average drag coefficient should not be
expected to remain constant. The amount of
variation is seen to increase as the amount of
non-symmetry of the satellite is increased. Only

spherically symmetric shapes will experience no
variation.
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Fig. 5.	 Average drag coefficient for spin

- stabilized cone shaped satellites as a 4

function of spin axis orientation with •..._...
respect to orbit.

0 02	
103	 104

4.	 EFFECT OF ALTITUDE ON DRAG COEFFICIENT (THE ANitude	 (km)	 Ao,eu
- SPEED RATIO EFFECT)

The assumption of hypervelocity flow used in Fig. 6.	 Circular speed ratio as a function of
obtaining the results of the preceding sections altitude for fourexospheric tempera-
will now be examined. 	 A discussion of this tures based on Jacchia 1971 model.

° assumption is facilitated by introducing a flow
parameter termed the speed ratio, S, defined as
the ratio of the satellite velocity to the case.	 These three values were used to obtain a
random velocity of the gas molecules in thermal {
equilibrium.	 The speed ratio is given by C

S	 D

S = U_/ 2RT /M °D	
2'0

^i 8	 2.106 + 0.450(2L/nD)
where R the universal gas constant, M the
a y. rage molecular weight and T is the tempera- 4	 2.249 + 0.885(2L/nD)
ture of the gas.	 Hypervelocity flow, the
assumed flow in the preceding work, is approached

d- as the speed ratio approaches infinity.
second order polynomial approximation to the

' variation in CD with S.	 The results are

Two factors influence the value of the speed
C /C	 = 1 + (0.350 + 1.166 L/D)/Sratio as the altitude of the satellite orbit is D	 D

-, changed.	 First, considering circular orbits
$ —w

 -	 .1528 L/D)/S2+	 (0.592	 .
only,: the velocity of the satellite decreases as

i, altitude increases.	 Second, the temperature of
This function is plotted in Figure 7 for three

the atmosphere and :therefore the thermal velocity
values of -L/D.	 Two factors of impu:tAnce arcr, of the molecules increases with increasing

altitude.	 These two factors combine to cause a illustrated in these results.	 First,	 long

considerable' decrease in speed ratio as altitude slender object at low angles of attack are

increases.	 This effect is illustrated in strongly influenced by speed ratio effects.

Figure 6 which shows the value of the ' circular Even at relatively high values of speed ratio,
r.,( speed ratio as a function; of altitude for four  there is strong sensitivity to the length to

"i ' exospheric	 temperatures.	 This plot was diameter ratio for long slender objects.

JL constructed using values of temperature and Second,	 for a given satellite' shape,- consider

mean molecular weight from Jaccha ( 1971). able change in the value of C 	 is seen to occur

over the range of interest from S = 4 to  S =20.

In order to investigate the influence of
Combining the results of the polynomial fitS need ratio on the drag coefficient, consider a

,: ,!under with spherical ends.	 -Utilizing data ` O f C	 values fora sphere with the change of SD
from Karr and Yen	 (1972},'Sentman (1961), and with respect to altitude, the 	 C

D
	a

D
Fan and Andrews (1969), the value of CD for

` ratios

sphere over the altitude range from 100 to 1000

km is obtained and presented in Figure 8. 	 These
three speed	 were obtained giving the
following results for the zero angle of attack

results, for the same four exospheric

I

E

^
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5. EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC WINDS ON DRAG STUDIES

Recent analytic and experimental studies
point to high velocity atmospheric winds in the
upper atmosphere.. Velocities of as much as
400 m/sec have been reported. Since satellite
velocities are of the order 7 km/sec, atmospheric
winds are expected to be an influence on the
satellite motion. In order to investigate such
influence, consider a simple model of the upper
atmospheric wind structure which inc;udes the
rotation of the atmosphere at the rotation rate
of the Earth. In addieion to the rotation,
consider an east-west wind which varies in both
magnitude and direction. Results of Challinor
(1969), suggest that the east-west component
could be assumed to approximate a sinusoid

Speed Ratio, S variation with a longitude angle, a, me cured
from a reference point of zero wind.	 The
velocity of a satellite with respect to the
atmospheric gas in circular orbit is then given

Fig.	 7.	 Change in drag coefficient as a function by

of speed ratio for three values of L/D•

Um ' 	 r - rO	 - Vmaxsina!

x

where V	 is the peak wind velocity, r is the
distanceaxfrom the center of the earth and ile
is the angular velocity of the earth.	 At some

:u longitudes, the 'wind -is seen to subtract from
0 2H .

the atmospheric velocity while adding at other 	 -
n - - - 500*K longitudes.

024 10000 K
---- 1500°K	 ^.^ ^' The instantaneous drag acting on a satellite

020 — •— 1900°K at any point in the orbit is given by

0.76 i^ D - 2 pU^CDp.

e	 `jl2 i The average drag over one revolution is :found by

integrating over the time in the circular orbit
u 008

a	 I

v
o

o0a  ^..
_._._._._._.

D	 2̂ t jjPU?CDA da

100	 200	 400	 600	 900 1000 PCDA U r -.rf2e
	 + ]f	 . Attitude	 (km)

max

the average drag is found to be increased by a
-.- Fig. 8.	 Change in drag coefficient as a function factor,F	 where

windF, of altitude for four exospheric
temperatures. i	 2

Fwind
a
	µ 

Vmax
2

temperatur+bs as in Figure 6, show that a sphere
_

r	 r"e

P will experience a change in C D of from 2 to 10%
depending upon the atmospheric temperature. The increase in drag due to winds for a circular
Even greater changes would be expected for non- orbit is found to be small enough to be

i° spherical satellites such as the cylinder with neglected.	 The increase is less than 1% for
t

y
spherical ends. typical, values' of velocities..

Of importance is the fact that the noted Consider now a more severe case when a
• change in CD with altitude is found to be satellite in an elliptic orbit has its perigee

systematic with altitude. 	 For this reason then, at the peaks of wind velocity. 	 Such a situation
° b it is to be expected that present drag deduced is likely since, often times, observations of

density values will have these systematic errors elliptic satellite orbits are made to determine
incorporated into the results.	 This factor atmospheric properties in the region of perigee. 
could account for some of the discrepancies in Much of the knowledge of latitude and longitude	 j
densities at high altitude in comparison to variations in. the atmosphere have developed

' densities at	 lower altitudes.	 Similar results from such observations.
and conclusions were found by;Izakov ( 1965)
using an analytic expression for CD of a sphere Consider the perigee passage at a( = goo,
as a function of S• where the wind velocity subtracts, with the

7
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perigee passage at 2700 , where the wind velocity chances of C	 due to shape, orientation, and
adds.	 For similar orbits and conatant density, altitude reveal that systematic variation of CD
the olio of drag at perigee for these two cues around an absolute value would occur under most
could be taken to be circumstances.	 These variations should be

included in the analysis of future satellite

^-	
2 data where information on satellite orientation

D90o
1 +e - r 0 - V

ro	 p e	 max stay be `available.

D 270 - The effects of atmospheric winds were
r	 1 + e - r 0 + V.x illustrated assuming a simple model of the wind
p	 p

structure.	 These results illustrate still
another source of error in drag deduced

'..•
4 V

max density values.	 Future planned work will1	 _

consider a more sophisticated model of the wind

11 4,_+,  - r 0 structure.	 This study is expected to lead to
r	 p e improved knowledge of the upper atmospheric

density and wind structure.

" where r	 is the 'orbit radius at perigee and a is
the ecegntricity of the orbit. 	 In the altitude 7.	 REFERENCES
range from 100 to 1000 km	 rP0	 isg	 ,	 o.pp?oximately

5 km/sec, and	 r	 is approximately 7.5 km/sec.µ/ Cha111nor, R. A., 1969, Neutral-air Winds in the 

I For e values less	 than 0.2, percentage Ionospheric F-region for an Asymmetric.

differences in drag of the order of three per- Global Pressure System, J. Atmos. Sci., 17,

cent are obtained for V	 values of 200 to
pp.	 1097-1106.

400 m/ sec.	 The wind effect is found to be much
larger for this case than for the circular orbit Fan, Chien and Andrews, C. Donis, 1969,

case.	 Due to the lag in solar heating of the Application of the Nocilla Wall Reflection,

rr
atmosphere, the 	 90° point would occur after Model. to Calculate Aerodynamic Coefficients 

sunset while the 2700 point would be after sun- for Orbital Vehicles with Complex Geometry,

rise.	 The results obtained reveal that a Lockheed Missiles and Space Company,

difference in drag of a maximum of 3% at about HBEC -4401-1, Huntsville, Alabama.

200 km is explainable by wind effects. 	 If
these wind effects were not taken into considers -

Izakov, M. N., 1965, Some Problems of

? tion, the difference in drag would be misinter - investigating the. Structure of the Upper

preted as being caused by acorresponding. Atmosphere and Constructing its Model, Space

difference in atmospheric density.;	 Therefore, Res., V, pp.	 1191-1213.

wind effects could explain some of the day -night-
- Jacchia, L- G., 1971, Revised Static Models ofvariation in density deduced from satellite

-' drag. the Thermosphere And Exosphere with
Empirical -Temperature Profiles, SAO Special
Report 332, Smithsonian _ Institution,

e:
6.	 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS Cambridge, Mass. z

£ The preceding discussion has emphasized the Karr, Gerald R.,, 1969-, - A Study ofEffects of the
variability of satellite drag coefficients. 	 In Gas-Surface Interaction on Spinning_ Convex
particular, the effect of the gas surface Bodies with Application to Satellite
interaction is seen to dominate.	 Unfortunately, Experiments, Coordinated Science Laboratory

4b values of Pii and a have. yet to be determined Report R-435, University of Illinois, Urbana,
accurately inough to be used in satellite drag Illinois (Ph.D. thesis).
studies.	 This factor leads to considerable
uncertainty in the specification of satellite Karr, G. R. and Yen, S-M, 1972, Aerodynamic
drag coefficients which could cause errors of Properties of Spinning Convex Bodies in a
as much of 50% in the values of CD * 2.2 used Free Molecule Flow, Rarefied Gas Dynamics,'
in past data reductions. Seventh Symposium, Academic Press, (in

_ press), 8 pages.,
In view of the influence on drag coefficients

of non-spherically symmetric shapes and the Sentman, Lee H., 1969, Free Molecule Flow Theory
speed ratio, values of C	 of around 2.2 are and its Application to the Determination of
likely too low for most satellite shapes. 	 This Aerodynamic Forces ,_ Lockheed Missiles and
observation is based on the fact that for a Space Tech. Report, LMSC-448514, Sunnyvale,
sphere the minimum CD for S	 is 2.0.	 Speed California.
ratio ' effects cause the minimum value to be
increased to values of 2.1 or higher. 	 In order
for the sphere to have the Minimum C D, the gas
surface interaction would have to be specular
or the accommodation coefficient would have to
be unity corresponding to reflection at near
zero velocity.	 Such limiting interactions
appear unlikely, meaning that CD values higher
than 2 . 2 are likely.

mt Although an absolute value for Cp may be
lacking	 resultspresently, the	 obtained for
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SATELLITE AERODYNAMICS AND ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY DETERMINATION 	 FROM	 °.

SATELLITE DYNAMIC RESPONSE

rz
by

I{ eG	 raid	 R.	 Karr-

_3

ABSTRACT

rp .w
A method for determining	 satellite aerodynamic properties and upper
atmospheric density	 from observed satellite dynamic response has been
successfully developed and tested.

I

The aerodynamic drag and 	 lift properties of a	 satellite are first
[ expressed as a function of two parameters associated with gas-surface

interaction at	 the satellite surface. 	 The dynamic response of the
satellite as	 it passes through the atmosphere	 is	 then' expressed as

f a- functi on of the two	 as-surface	 interactiong	 parameters, the
atmospheric density, 	 the satellite velocity, 	 and the	 satellite
orientation to the high speed flow.	 By proper correlation of the 	 j

-- observed dynamic response, with the changing angle of attack of the
satellite,	 it	 is	 found that	 the two unknown gas-surface	 interaction
parameters can be determined. 	 Once the gas-surface	 interaction
parameters are known, 	 the aerodynamic properties of the satellite at

f; all	 angles of attack are also determined.	 The atmospheric density"

Ir

then be accurat el y calculated once the true aero dynamic p r opertiesy	 y y	 P" p-
are

Employing accelerometer data	 from the OVI -15 	 satellite,	 analysis was
Gi successful iy made of the aerodynamic properties of that	 satellite

q7 and a, determination was made of the absolute value of atmospheric
density near	 the orbit	 perigee.	 These	 results constitute the first
successful	 application of the proposed method of analysis. 	 These
results also serve	 to ;illustrate	 the potential	 of the technique'in
the analysis and prediction of satellite orbit decay	 in	 the atmos-
phere and the accurate determination of upper atmospheric density

7
from	 satellite]	 dynamic	 response.
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1.	 Introduction

The problem of satellite orbit decay prediction and the problem of
determinationupper atmospheric density 	 have encountered a common

ka 3 source of unknown error which can be traced toa lack of knowledge of
satellite aerodynamics..	 The basic equation, employed in both orbit
decay and density determination is the familiar drag equation:

a
Drag = 1/2 pU2CDA

where p is the density, U is the velocity of the sate llite with respect
to the atmosphere, CD is the drag coefficient, and A is a suitable

1 reference area.	 In most applications of this equation to satellites
the value of C D is considered to have a constant value. 	 Generally,

- however, the assumption of constant drag coefficient is not valid and
the use of such an assumption can lead to considerable error (see
Karr,	 1.972)-.	 The uncertainty in satellite aerodynamics has prevented.

_._. the, assignment of even an approximate value of drag coefficient with a
known range of uncertainty.	 A value of CD of 2. 0 or 2.2 is often used

I in satellite drag studies and in the determinationz of atmospheric density.
These values of CD are likely too small and, combined with the fact

,p that CD is not constant, have resulted in an overestimation of upper 	 7

atmospheric densities (see Karr and Smith 1972).

A more accurate treatment of satellite aerodynamics has obvious
benefit to the determination of upper atmospheric density and the pre-
diction of satellite orbit decay.	 Satellites traveling in the earths upper

i atmosphere ,experience the aerodynamic flow regime termed the free
molecular flow regime. 	 In this flow regime, the collision of atmospheric

E . gas molecules with the satellite surface dominate the flow and collisions
of gas 'molecules with other gas molecules maybe ignored. 	 Satellite

` aerodynamic properties are then the result of the interaction of high
speed gas molecules with the solid satellite surface. 	 Unfortunately,
very little is known about the- gas surface interaction at satellite veloci-
ties and this lack of information is the basic source of uncertainty in
satellite aerodynamic properties.

In the interest of developing a more accurate treatment- of satellite
aerodynamics for application to orbit decay prediction and density deterrni-
nation, a model of the gas surface interaction has been developed which
utilizes two ,parameters to describe the interaction (sec Karr, 	 1969 and
Karr and Yen, 1970), > The advantage in this treatment of satellite

w,
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aerodynamics is that no a priori assumptions of the aerodynamic
properties need be made. 	 The gas surface interaction parameters
are considered as unknowns to be determined from the observed
dynamic response of the satellite as it travels through the atmosphere.
The determination of the gas surface interaction parameters serves
as the key to the subsequent determination of both the aerodynamic
properties and the atmospheric density.

To test the proposed method of analysis, accelerometer data from
the OVI-15 satellite is used.	 The accelerometer data provide an
accurate, instantaneous measure of the level of aerodynamic force
and the attitude of the satellite with respect to the flow. 	 As is pointed
out in the paper, accurate satellite attitude informatin is essential to
the analysis.	 The OVI-15 satellite, although less than ideal in shape
for an aerodynamic study, provided a good basis for the test of the
proposed method of analysis. 	 The results serve to illustrate the
potential that this method of analysis has to future determinations of
aerodynamic and atmospheric properties.

2.	 Satellite aerodynamics and the gas surface interaction.

s Consider a local satellite surface element in which the high speed
flow of molecules is incident at an angle of A as shown in Figure 1.
Associated with the incident flow is the incident momentum which
gives rise to the incident force ? i .	 This force is colinear with the
satellite velocity, U, with respect to the atmosphere. 	 Assume for
now that the speed ratio is infinite where the speed ratio is defined
as the satellite velocity divided by the thermal velocity of the gas
molecules.	 The thermal velocity of the gas molecules is taken to be
equal to	 It T/M where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature,
M is the mean molecular weight.

The molecules reflected from the surface cause a net reaction
force Fr which is colinear with the mass-motion velocity vector Uj
of the molecules leaving the surface. 	 The direction of Uj is given
by the angle © 1 . .

Modeling of the interaction is performed by providing relationships
between the incident and reflected quantities. 	 The relationships are
given by

U^ = I U

J
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n
where 0: • and P• are the parameters of the interaction. The subscript j
is used if more than one set. of interaction coefficients is to be considered
in the analysis. Untti more is learned of the interaction, these linear
relationships provide a useful first approximation to the interaction that
occurs at satellite velocities. The parameters aj and Pi are capable
of describing a much wider range of possible interactions than other
models. The development of this model and the capabilities are
described in detail in Karr 1969 and Karr and Yen, 1970.

The model described above is particularly useful in the determini-
nation of forces acting on the satellite surface. The total vector force
acting on the element of surface shown in Figure 1 is given by

dF = -( U -a j Uj ) p U-n dA

where a j is employed if more than one gas surface interaction is
employed in the analysis. In order to conserve mass at the surface,
the suns of the a j values must be unity.

The magnitude and direction of U j is determined by the parameters

aj and Pi . The vector force acting on the local element of surface is
then expressed as a function of CYj , Pj , U, p , and 0 . For a given satellite
shape (assumed to be convex) the total aerodynamic forces and torque
acting on the satellite are found by integration of dF and RxdF over the
surface exposed to the flow. In general, the results will be of the form

Drag = 1 /2 p U 2 CD (CZj , Pj , R) A

Liftl , 2 = 1 /2 p U 2 CLI , 2 ( ai , Pj , ^) A

Torquel,2,3 = 1/2pU2 CT1,?,3(aj, Pj , P) AL

where A is an angle of orientation and the subscripts on C L and CT are
to indicate that there are two components of lift and three components
of torque. The six aerodynamic properties are found to be a strong
function of the gas surface interaction parameters. For non-spherical
objects, the angle of orientation, 	 also has a strong influence on the
drag, lift and torque properties (see Karr and Yen, 1970).

15
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3. Aerodynamics of the OVI-15 * satellite.

The approximated shape of the OVI-15 satellite is a cylinder with
spherical ends as shown in figure 2. The satellite spin axis was
normal to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder with a spin rate of about
10 rpm. Near the center of the satellite a three axis accelerometer
detected the forces acting on the satellite. Since the data. to be used in
the subsequent analysis has been filtered and averaged over a number
of spin cycles,.the aerodynamic properties averaged over a spin cycle
are developed.

*	 The total instantaneous vector force acting on the satellite is given
by

^'' = 1^2 P U 2 A (CI D -T) -F CL1 Ll + C L? L2)

where D, L 1 , and L ? are mutually orthogonal unit vectors in the drag
and lift directions. The L l and LZ directions are defined with respect
to the instantaneous orientation such that L l is perpendicular to the
cylinder axis and the velocity vector. The direction of L 2 is perpendi-
cular to t nth I,1 and D. Due to syi,.,netry the lift force in the Ll
direction is zero.

From 'Kai r, 1969, C D and C L2 are obtained for the infinite speed
ratio case, given by

IT
CD = 2 + 4 vl - aj (1 -cos2t) P . (4 - P.)

+ 2A R cos es	 27
+ AR	 l _ai
	

IT [cos 6 s sin^-Cj - cos 3 Gs

sin 3	(Cj +S^) Id F,
Z1 T

C L2 = -,/ 1 -aj All cos t O s sin^sf sin3 ^(C^ + S^)d°;

CL1 0

where the first two terms in C D are due to the spherical ends and the
remaining terms are due to the cylindrical section. The angle E is a
cylindrical surface-integration angle. The quantity A R is the area ratio
of the cylinder to the sphere given by

A R = Acyl^Asph = ZrL^1Tr 2 = 4^nD
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The quantitiesCj and Sj contain the parameter Pj where

cos (1;/2 Pj + (1 - Pi) 0)
Cj =

cos 0

si.nN2 Pj 4 (1 - Pj) 0)

sin 0

0 = sin -1 (__ cos 0s sink)

The angle 0 s is an angle of instantaneous orientation defined as the angle
between the velocity vector and the longitudinal axis of the cylinder.

Since the OVI-l5 spin axis is perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder,
the angle Os is a function of the angle the spin axis makes with the velocity
vector, y, and a spin angle, , which changes from 0 to 2rr every spin
cycle (see Figure 3).

For certain values of Pj the surface integrals over the angle ^ are
easily performed. For Pj = 0, which corresponds to specular type
reflection,

Cj	 = S 	
J	

= 1
T' =U	 I P•=0J 

For Pj - 1 which corresponds to diffusive type reflection,

	

C•i	 = 0	 S• I	 _ -1/cos	 0 s sin

J 
P^ 1
	 J 

Pj 
1

For Pj - 2 which corresponds to perfect backscatter type reflections

J pj= 2	 J 1 P.=2

The values of C and C L2 at the three values of P. = 0, 1, 2, were
used to obtain an polynomial approximation for C D an  C L as a function
of Pj.

Since the accelerometers were body fixed, the output of the acceler-
ometers were a function of both drag and .lift forces given by

	F/ PU2	 CLsin Y cos	
+L 

I-si n g y cos 2X 
i

cos Ds

0
if
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+ - CD sin y sin a _ CL sin 
2y cos X sin X j

[	 co. 8 s

sin y cos y	 cos

+[-CD  cos y - C L	 cos
B

where i, j, and k are unit vectors in the directions of the three axis of
the accelerometers with i along the axis of the cylinder, k is in the
direction of the nominal spin axis and j is orthogonal. Since the data
being used in this analysis has been averaged over spin cycles, the
component of force as expressed above were integrated over the angle X.
The results after averaging over one spin cycle were

Fy = siii'y 2 P U 2 'Tr 2 CF, U. . Pj , Y)

FL = COs y 2 P U 2 n r 2 C F ( J' Pj, y )

where C ; is the integrated force coefficient. * These results show that
Fy and 7 measure the identical forces except for the factor sin )- and
COO y. This property was used by Fess and young to obtain the angle Y
which the spin axis makes with the velocity vector.

Y = cos -1 ^z vi' F`y + F^2 !

The force coefficient C F, v,ras found by fitting a 3 rd order polynomial
to the values of C F and C L2 at the three values of Pi = 0, 1, and 2.

C F =A4NI a (G+14P14QPj2+PPj3)

where	 A = -2 -4 A R E(Y,-) /n

rrG = -4 AR E (Y, 2 )/3 rr

H = 4F- 2G-ZA

Q = - 4 F 15 G/4 + 11 A/4

P= F • . G/4 -3 A/4

F=-4/3  - rr A R/ 2
n

where r--(Ys	 is a complete elleptic integral of the second kind resulting;
from the aver age over one spin cycle.

The accelerometer in the x direction did not function so only Fy and
'Z are treated in the analysis.

18
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1	 4. Method of analysis.j

The objective of the analysis is to find the best values of cx j , Pj and
density which explains the observed accelerometer output of the OVI-15.
Although cxj , Pj, and P are considered as unknowns in the analysis,
certain assurr,ptions on the characteristic variation of P are made to
facilitate the analysis. The assumption made is that the density varia-
tion is symmetric with respect to the perigee of the orbit. The absolute
value of density is still treated as an unknown quantity.

E	 4. 1 Least squares fit.

Assuming symmetrical density variation about perigee, differ-
ences in forces measured at points equal distance from perigee must

1	 be due to changes in the aerodynamic force coefficient, C F. Since the
density is equal at these two points, we can write

Ul2 
P 1 ( T-At i) _ ^ U 2 2 o 2 (T +ZA

where the subscript 1 indicates approach to perigee, subscript 2 indicates
recession from perigee and T is the perigee passage time. The aero--
dynamic properties and forces measured at these two points must then
satisfy the following relationship

Fit
C F (ct j , Pj , Y il ) C F (11j , Pj , Y i2)

where Yil and Yi2 are the angles of orientation at • .*,,6 t i and T+,6ti

respectively, and F= I"z f F'	 y	 quantity'V ^ ^y z In the anal. sis, the uantit DEL I is
found from the preceeding relation, defined as,

DEL• = l L	 — F C

	

i	 it Fi2	 i2 k,il

where i is used to indicate a comparison made at T ± tt i . A solution in
the ]oast squares sense is obtainedby finding the values of aj and Pj

t

	

	 which provide a mininnun to the sum-of -DEL i-squared for a number of
observations near perigee

n

sum - iF ] (DELi)2

The best values of o: j and Pi are those which satisfy

0
a( 3i_"j)	 ^ Pj

in the region of 0 ' Pj r 2, and 0 "^ I -aj ^ 2.0
t
t
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4. 2 perigee passage time.

The analysis requires first that the aerodynamic properties be
different at the comparison points used in the analysis. If the C F were
not different, then the last equations would be satisfied for all values of

4
and p^.A lthough the OVI-15 satellite was designed to maintain a Y =
° thoughout the orbit, considerable uncontrolled drift in the spin axis

was found to occur. This malfunction was desirable for purposes of this
analysis since the angle r changed considerably during a given orbit.
This factor resulted in a changing value of CF, over the orbit which pro-
vided a good sampling of C F and T' values for a wide range of angles of
orientation. The analysis also requires that the perigee passage time
be accurately known since the comparisons are made at equal points on
each side of this time. Since the report of Fess and young did not provide
a perigee passage time, it was necessary to calculate that time fr-7i the
accelerometer output. Since the aerodynamic properties are chang it.g
during a perigee pass due to the changing angle of orientation, the peak
in the F curve is shifted in time from the peak in dynamic pressure.
The derivative of F during a perigee pass is

F = S CF + S ' CF.

where S is the dynarnic pressure. At the perigee passage time, the
dynamic pressure is maximum and S = 0. Therefore, at the perigee
passage time

_	 F(T)	 I
F^ (T) = C F (-I')	 C F. (T)

This equation was employed to find the true value of T for each data set
employed. The quantities C F. and C F; are a function of  • and P. in
addition to the angle Y. The analysis was able to take ino consideration
the expected shift in F output which was found to vary frorn 3 to 15 seconds
depending upon aj, P  and the rate of change in the angle Y .

4. 3 Speed ratio effect.

As discussed by Karr 1972 and Karr and Smith 1972, changes
in speed ratio with altitude result in a systematic increase of CD with
altitude. The amount of increase was found to be a function of the
satellite shape and orientation. This factor was taken into consideration
in the analysis of data of the OVI-15 by approximating the expected change
in aerodynamics properties with respect to speed ratio. Using information:
from Karr and Smith 1972 and taking into account the average over a spin
cycle, the following speed ratio correction factor was obtained.

COF = 1 f .632/S +..  56148/52

+ .4 sin ? Y (1. 66/S - . 1528/S2)

20
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d
x	 The correction factor is a function of the angle of orientation which must

be taken into account in the determination of aj and P•. For the altitudes
of interest for the OVI-15, speed ratios of about 10 Ae obtained which
result in an increase in the aerodynamic force coefficient of about 5%.
The determination of density is then strongly influenced by the speed
ratio effect.

5. Results.

S. 1 Data used in the analysis.

An example of the data employed in the analysis is shown in
Figure 4. Data from orbits number 890, 893 and 896 were employed in
the least squares fit to aj and Pi . These orbits had significant changes
in Y during perigee passage and experienced approximately the same
atmospheric conditions. These nearly polar orbits occurred in mid-
September 1969 with perigees at 150 km, perigee latitude at 10 °S latitude
with a local perigee time at about 1930. Since the sun declination
was near +3 °, the variation in density with latitude near perigee is

C1	 approximately zero according to the Jacchia 1971 model of the atmosphere.

The choice of orbits used in the analysis contributed to the
reduction of errors resulting from any nonsymmetry of density variation.
Further reduction in this type error was made by using only data within
*10 0 of perigee. In addition, since data from three orbits was used,
the errors due to wave motion or other short durat = on density disturbances
would contribute only to the random error.

The values of accelerometer output F, angle of orientation Y ,
and time in seconds from the beginning of data transmission are given
in Table I. The units on Pis in counts inwhich 5. 3 counts equals 10-6g
of acceleration. The angle Y is given in degrees. The data is seen to
cover an angle of attack range of about 28 degrees. All the data falls
within 150 seconds of perigee which for these orbits means that the data
is taken within f 10 ° of perigee. Since the true perigee is always within
f 20 seconds of the peak F, corrected perigee times will not change the
range of data significantly.

5. 2 Gas Surface interaction parameters.

Using the data given in Table I and taking into account the perigee
passage time correction and the speed ratio correction, the results of

{.	 the sum-of-the-squares-of-DEI -i are given in Figure 5. These results
show a unique minimum of the sum-of -the -squares -of -DEI1 at P- _ .44
and 1 -a^ _ . 6. These values for a-i

 and P . mean that the reflection is
between a specular and diffusive type reflection in direction and has
moderate accomadation of energy.
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5. 3 Aerodynamic properties.

Using aj = .64 and P^ - . 44, the aerodynamic force properties
of the OVI-15 satellite may be found using the equations already derived.
The results are shown. in Figure 6 which gives C F. as a function of angle
of orientation. The level of Cr is dependent directly on the reference
area, A, choosen to represent the satellite. The plot is given for two
acceptable areas (1) the maximum cross sectional area seen by the flow
nr 2f2rL and (2) the minimum cross sectional area seen by the flow, nr^
These results are for the infinite speed ratio case and must be modified
according to speed ratio influence.

At angles of 0, 90 and 1800 , the quantity CF is equal to the drag
coefficient. At all other angles, CF is influenced by both drag and lift
coefficients. These results show that the drag coefficient is higher than
the value of Z. 2 normally assumed in drag analysis. The speed ratio
correction will cause these values to be increased by about 5°'o to 10% for
the altitudes at which the data was taken.

The atmospheric density values may be obtained since the values
of CF throughout the orbit have been calculated. Assuming an orbit of
e = . 113 and perigee at 150 km, the value ut U at the data points are
obtained and density values are given by

P(I, J) = 2amF(I, J)/U 2 (1, J)TCF,(I, J) COF

where COF is the speed ratio correction factor dependent upon the angle
Y (I, J), a is the conversion factor needed to convert accelerometer counts
into accelerometer values (a = 10 6 g,/5. 3 counts), and m is the satellite
mass = 214 kg. The speed ratio correction requires an estimate of the
speed ratio. For the date, time, and region of the atmosphere for which
the data corresponds, an estimate was made of the exospheric temperature
from information provided by Smith, 1972. In this region of the atmosphere
the exospheric temperature remains essentially constant and was taken to
be 1100 °. Using the Jacchia 1971 model atmosphere, a value of T/M versus
altitude were fitted to a polynomial over the altitude range of interest from
140 km to 220 km. The speed ratio is then given at each data point by

S = U/ 2R T7?
where l: is the universal gas constant. Values' of density calculated in
this manner are about 5 to 15%u less than those predicted by the Jacchia
1071 model. A more complete discussion of these results will be made
at a later date.

6. Discussion of results.

The results of this analysis are important for a number of reasons.
First, the analysis illustrates a new method for the analysis of satellite.

1
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dynamic response. Second, the results obtained for(xj and P  are the
most accurate of measurements of the gas surface interaction parameters
at satellite velocity. Third, the values of C F. obtained in the analysis
are the most accurate of mewiurements of satellite aerodynamic proper-
ties. Finally, the results obtained for density are the most accurate
of measurements of absolute values of upper atmospheric density.

Past drag analysis have required that critical assumptions be made
on CD or p or some of the gas surface interaction parameters. The
analysis presented Here on the other hand has employed very few assump-
tions in comparison. The assumption of symmetrical density variation
about perigee is most subject to error. However, the possible error
introduced by nonsymmetry is expected'to be much less than the errors
committed in past drag studies. The method presented here is far
superior in terms of error than previous methods.

Improvement of the errors in the present analysis could be made
by a more accurate treatment of aerodynamics and more accurate
measurement of accelerations and angles of orientation. The accuracy
of angle measurements was about + 1 0 while the force measurements
were accurate to ± 576 for the data used. The aerodynamic description
of the OVI-15 could be improved by employing a more accurate expression
for the variation in C F- %with I'j . The polynomial approximation employed
in the analysis could be improved or the exact expressions could be
employed at the expense of computer time.

The results obtained for C F as a function of angle of attack for the
OVI-15 is of special interest because of the many drag analysis which
have been performed on the satellite. For example, Champion, Marcos
and McIsaac, 1970; Marcos and Champion, 1972; Marcos, Champion.
and Schweinfurth, 1971 ; have analyzed the accelerometer data of the
OV1-15 to reveal a number of properties of the upper atmosphere.
these analyses, accelerometer data was used only when the satellite
was broadside into the flow. This instantaneous attitude would correspond
exactly to the 00 or 180 0 spin axis orientation of the OVI-15. At this
attitude CD is equal to CF- as given in Figure 5 and would have a value
of 2. 539E for the case of infinite speed ratio and a  = . 64 and P  = . 44.
This value of CD is 15.4% greater than the value of 2. 2 which was employ-
ed in these analysis. Additional correction would have to be made if
speed ratio effects were.takeii into account. These corrections would
result in substantial decrease in densities reported using a C D of 2. 2.

E
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1
OVI-15 orbital data has been analyzed by Ching 1971 and King-Hele

and Walker 1969. The King - Hele and Walker - analysis employed a
constant C D of 2. 2 independent of the satellite orientation. The reference
area used by King-Hele and Walker was midway between the maximum
of 2. 578 n r 2 and the minimum of 17r 2  shown in Figure 5. On the basis
of the reference area employed by King-Hole and Walker, a C D value of
between 4. 543 and 3. 889 would correspond to the values of 

a, 
and Pj

found in the analysis.

The orbital decay analysis reported by Ching 1971 includes a factor
to represent the changing aerodynamic drag properties of the OVI-15.
The factor is based on the changing cross sectional area seen by the flow.
The drag coefficient is considered constant while the reference area used
in the analysis is changed by as much as 25 %. A 25 0/'o correction factor
is too large in view of the results of Figure 5 which show that the maximum
change in CD A would be 167o.

In addition, the effect these results have on past analysis of OVI-15
data in particular, the results indicate that the assumption of C D used
in most drag studies have been too low. The value of C D = 2. 0 or 2. 2
which has been used for most past drag analysis is lower than could be
expected for most shapes with a  _ .64 and P

i 
_ .44. A sphere for

example would have a CDhh= 2. 352 which is 7% higher than the 2 .2
value often used. It shouls^be noted, however, that the results obtained
here are for one satellite surface and one atmospheric composition. It
is expected that other surfaces and other compositions should change the
values of a

j 
and Pj and result in a change in aerodynamic properties.

More data must be collected before a firm value of a j and P. can be
assigned to a given gas and surface combination. Future work should

L9	 be directed towards this goal.
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TABLE I

Orbit Number = 890	 Time of Peak F = 672

I	 F(i, 1)	 GAMA(i, 1)	 F(i,2)	 GAMA(i, 2) TIME(i, 1) TIME(i,2

1 317.5 137.75 320.0 134.8 647 697
2 307.0 139.50 306.0 133.25 622 722
3 291.5 141.75 291.0 132.25 597 747
4 270.0 142.50 268.0 130.0 572 772
5 251.0 144.0 244.0 129.0 547 797
6 225.0 145.75 214.0 127.5 522 822

Orbit Number = 893 Time of Peak F = 681

I	 F(i, 1)	 GAMA(i, 1)	 F(i, 2)	 GAMA(i, 2) TIME(i, 1) TIME(i, 2)

1	 292.0 14.1. 75 292.0 137.25 650 712
2	 282.0 14"2.75 283.5 135.0 625 737
3	 264.0 144.50 263.0 132.75 600 762
4	 243.0 146.20 239.5 132.0 575 787
5	 218.0 147.50 215.0 130.0 550 812
6	 199.0 148.20 190.5 128.0 525 837

Orbit Number = 896 Time of Peak F = 675

I	 F(i, 1) GAMA(i, 1) F(i, 2) GAMA(i, 2) TIME(i, 1) Tirne(i, 2)

1	 306.0 133.5 302.5 129.5 650 700
2	 302.0 135.0 291.0 127.7 625 725
3	 289.0 136.25 275.0 126.75 600 750
4	 270.5 137.5 256.0 125.0 575 775
5	 250.0 138.0 231.0 123.0 550 800
6	 226.5 141.0 200.5 120.5 525 825
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CHAPTER III

AERODYNAMIC LIFT EFFECT ON SATELLITE ORBITS

A paper submitted to the AIAA 13th Aerospace Sciences by

G. R. Karr, J. G. Cleland and L. L. DeVries. Presentation was made
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Abstract

Numerical quadrature is employed to obtain
orbit perturbation results from the general per-
turbation equations. Both aerodynamic lift and
drag forces are included in the analysis of the
satellite orbit. An exponential atmosphere with
andwithout atmospheric rotation is used. A cam-
parison is made of the perturbations which are
caused by atmospheric rotation with those caused
by satellite aerodynamic effects. Results indi-
cate that aerodynamic lift effects on the semi-
mH1or axle and orbit inclination can be of the
same order as the effects of atmosphere rotation
depending upon the orientation of the lift vector.
The results reveal the importance of including
aerodynamic lift effects in orbit perturbation
analysis.

I, Introduction

The perturbations of a satellite orbit
caused by the interaction of the satellite with
the earth's atmosphere has been a topic of con-
siderable interest since orbital flight was pro-
posed. The forces acting on a satellite during
its passage through the atmosphere at speeds of
near 8000 m/sec are predominantly the drag force
which we will define to be that force which acts
parallel to the velocity vector, V, of the sat-
ellite with respect to the atmosphere, For a
satellite having a drag coefficient C and a ref-
erence area x, the aerodynamic drag force, 6, is
given by

PD = 2 pV2 CD A VI	 (1)

where 0 is the density of the atmosphere. An-
other aerodynamic force which may act on the
satellite is the aerodynamic lift force which
we define as the force perpendicular to velocity
vector of the satellite with respect to the at-
mosphere. Aerodynamic lift forces arise when a
nonspherical satellite travels through the at-
mosphere at an attitude such that atmospheric
molecules are deflected by the satellite in a

tThis research was supported in part by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala-
bama, through Contract NAS8-28248.
*Assistant Research Professor, Mechanical Engi-
neering Department, Associate Member AIM.
**Master's Degree Candidate, Mechanical Engi-
neering Department.
**+"pace Science Laboratory, NASA-M3FC, Member
AIAA.
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nonsymmetric pattern with respect to the velocity
vector. Consider, for example, a cylinder or
cone with an axis of symmetry along the direction
of the unit vector a. If such an object were to
travel through the atmosphere with a in the
same direction as V, then only drag forces would
result. However, if it were at an angle 5, with
respect to r, then a lift force will arise given
by

F - 1 0 V 
2 

C A 
(Vx 4) xV	 (2)

L	 2	 L	
V2 ein 5s

where C	 is the lift coefficient of the object
and A is assLuned the same as the x used in
the drag equation (Eq. 1),

The drag and lift forces given in equations
(1) and (2) are both defined using the velocity
with respect to the atmosphere as distinguished
from the inertial velocity of the satellite v.
The inertial velocity is defined here as the ve-
locity given by the orbital elements of the oscu-
lating orbit at the satellite,

v -
	 1 + e co g E )	 (3)

a	 1 - e co g E

where a and a are the osculating elements of the
orbit and E is the eccentric anomoly. Since the
atmosphere at orbital altitudes may have motions
with respect to inertial space, the inertial ve-
locity v is not necessarily the some as the ve-
locity of the satellite with respect to the at-
mosphere 1. This difference is due to the mo-
tion of the atmosphere,	 at the satellite.
The velocity C is then mo$ified by the atmospher-
ic motion to give

V = d - VA	 (4)

Orbital perturbations under the action of
pure drag (i.e., IfI^ = 0), with and without atmos-
pheric motions with respect to inertial reference,

have received considerable attention for the pur-
poses of (1) predicting the orbit of a %atellite
into the future ( g ee, for example, Ref. 1) and
(2) deducing atmospheric properties from observed
perturbations (see, for example, Ref, Z), The
influence of nonzero lift (p 1 0) has received
little attention due to a number of factors which
have been cited to reduce lift effects to negli-
gible values. For example. random tumbling of a
nonspherical satellite is often cited as a reason
for neglecting lift since the lift vector would
be randomly oriented and tend to average to zero
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under such conditions. Second, lift forces are
thought to be negligible for satellites based on
the argument that the satellite is a poor reflec-
tor of molecules since the gas surface interaction
is assumed to be inelastic. However, the assump-
tion of inelastic reflection is not verified and
the possibility still exists of significant lift
coefficients. While many of the earlier satel-
lites were nearly spherically symmetric and ran-
domly tumbling (uncontrolled c.ltitudes), many
recent satellites are now spherical and may have
large wing-like configurations (such as Skylab)
and generally require altitude control by either
active or passive means. Such satellites may
then experience lift forces of greater magnitudes
than experienced by past satellites.

Another reason that lift forces have re-
ceived little attention is the possibility that
orbital perturbations that have been caused by
lift forces may have been wrongly attributed to
other effects, such as atmospheric motions. At-
mospheric motions that are not colinear with the
inertial velocity can give rise to pure drag
forces with components perpendicular to the in-
ertial velocity vector, one of the major motions
of the upper atmosphere often included in drag
atudies is that movement which is correlated
with the rotation of the earth. The atmosphere
IF; assumed to rotate in inertial space with
about the same angular velocity of the earth. A
pure drag satellite in an inclined orbit would
then experience components of the drag force
which are perpendicular to the orbital plane.
These forces cause the orbit plane to rotate in
space. The observation of rates of change of
the orbital plane of selected satellites has
been used aq evidence of the rate of rotation
of the upper atmosphere under the assumption of
pure drag only (see Ref. 3). We will show that
aerodynamic lift forces can give rise to orbital
plane changes of magnitudes comparable to those
caused by rotation of the upper atmosphere.
This is not meant to imply that there is no at-
mospheric rotation because there is strong evi-
dence to suggest a co-rotating atmosphere for
the earth. We will show, however, that lift
forces of seemingly small magnitude can at least
produce orbital plane changes that are of the
same magnitude as those assumed to be caused
by atmospheric rotation. On this basis we feel
that lift effects should be examined carefully
in the rv'-iction of orbit perturbation data for
the purpose of deducing upper atmospheric mo-
tions.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the
essential characteristics of orbit perturbations
that result when a satellite has lifting prop-
erties. Comparisons will be made with pure drag
cases where appropriate and comparison will also
be made with the effect of the atmosphere ro-
tating at the earth's rotation rate. The basic
aerodynamic relations will be presented and em-
ployed in the general perturbation equations.
Lift forces will be divided into two classes:
(1) lift forces in the orbit plane and (2) lift
forces perpendicular to the orbit plane. Numer-
ical integration of the perturbation equations
was made using an exponential atmosphere for pur-
poses of illustration of the aerodynamic lift
effects. Special emphasis is given to the de-
pendence of lift effects on high eccentricities
in order to expand on previous work valid at low
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eccentricities. High eccentricity orbits also
have the effect of concentrating all the aero-
dynamic effects at the perigee region since the
atmospheric density drops off exponentially rr.ay
from perigee.

II, Aerodynamic Lift

In the free molecule environment at orbital
altitudes, aerodynamic lift and drag forces are a
direct function of the interaction of the atmos-
pheric gas molecules with the exposed surfaces of
the satellite. The characteristics of the gas
surface interaction icr collision of upper atmos-
pheric molecules with satellite materials at ve-
locities of the order of 8000 misec is not well
understood. The gas lift face interaction is de-
scribed in $$ g eral. manner using a model devel-
oped by KarM which the force acting on to ele-
ment of surface expos*4 to the flow is divided
into two components. With reference to Figure 1,

^ MNc+so
1	 f}ior

Inc.dent
Flow

--- ----------
...

FIGURE 1. Illustration of Forces Acting Due
to Gas Surface Interaction

the force acting on the surface will have compo-
nents F  which is the force associated with the
momentum carriad by the incoming molecules and
F . which is the reaction force associated with
molecules leaving the surface. The group velocity
of molecules leaving the surface, U	 is assumed
to be some fraction of the group velocity of the
Incoming molecules, U, due to possible inelastic
collisions with the surface. The relationship
between U  and U is given by

U  = 1 - aj	 U	 (5)

where the proportionality term is expressed as
1 - 1	 in order that the parameter a resemble

what it customarily termed the therral Iccomno-
dation coefficient. A second parameter is intro-
duced to provide the direction of the reflected
force. The angle of reflection law chosen is a
linear relationship between the angle of inci-
dence, 6, and angle of reflection, 6 j , given by

	

6 ) _ 4 P' + (1 - P J ) 6	 (6)

where P  is the adjustable parameter with P  = 0
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giving specular reflection (8 f = 9) and P i	1
giving diffusive reflection (t7 =rr/2, independent
of 9). The mass flux impinging on an element of
surface is given by

m	 p V, n d A	 (7)

where 'n is the unit outward normal of the sur-
face. The exchange of momentum that takes place
at the surface gives the net force acting on the
surface

11 	- (C - 9 j ) p d. d d A	 (8)

The total drag and lift forces acting on an ob-
ject are obtained by integrating equation 8 over
the exposed surface of the satellite. Detailed
results for spheres, cylinders, cones, and flat
plates are given in reference 4 and 5.

The above equations show that forces perpen-
dicular to the velocity vector can only arise
through the tt term in equation 8. Since the
magnitude and j direction of 11 are functions of

a i and P , the lift force aching on any object is
directly related to the gas surface interaction
parameters. This observation provides added mo-
tivation for the study of lift - induced orbit per-
turbations, since measurements of such perturba-
tions could yield information on the gas - surface
interaction.

For purpose of illustration of lift-induced
orbit perturbations, flat plate drag and lift
properties will be used, given by

CD - 2 sin 9s -

2J1_ --a. sin 9 s cos[. Pj +(2-P j ) 91
LL	 (9)

CL - - 2^ sin 9 s sinl 2 Pj+(2-Pj)9s^

(10)

uncertainties in upper atmospheric density, accu-
rate determinations of the gas surface interaction
from drag studies alory^ is not feasible. Recent
work by Reiter and Moe, )h ow ever, on the analysis
of drag and torque acting on a paddlewheel satel-
lite provides the best values of gas surface in-
teraction parameters since atmospheric density is
eliminated in the analysis. Reiter and Moe, em-
ploying a number of gas surface interaction models,
concluded that the energy accommodation a is
in the range of . 75 - .95, This would put ) 1-a
in the range of .5 to . 22. The accommodation c^-
efficients coming from their studies are high,
indicating inelastic collisions. The value of

	

1 - a	 is seen to be significant even at high
accomirL aticn coefficient values (for example,
CL - ,99 gives ^ = .1) which implies that
11ft forces may also nave significant values.

The ratio of lift forces to drag forces act-
ing on an object is a nondimensional measure of
the magnitude of lift effects. For the flat plate,
this ratio is obtained from equations 8 and 9

	

FL	 1-a sin -^ P + (Z - P ) 9$
= 1 -	 -aj cos n Pj + 2 -Pj s
	

(I1)

2

The lift to drag ratio given in the above equa-
tion is tabulated in Table I for four sets of gas
surface interaction parameters. The values are
tabulated as a function of angle of attack and
show that (1) small angles of attack of a flat
plate yield the highest L /D values, (2) specular
reflection causes the highest L / D values (L/D =
tan 6 , for specular reflection) and (3) highly
inelastic collisions (a 3 = .99, P i = 1) cause
lift forces which are almost 107 Of the drag
force. The values of a =,75, P = 1 were cho-
sen to simulate the gas j surface interaction re-
sults obtained by Reiter and Moe. This set o`,
parameters produced L/D values of near 0.5 and
this value of L/D will be used to illustrate the
orbital perturbation caused by lift forces. The
intermediate case (a= .5, P = ,5) was chosen
only to illustrate tAe effect j of reflections
other than specular and diffuse. r ,e L/D values
for the intermediate case are seen to be near
unity at the small angles of attack.

a
a
0

where 9	 is the angle of attack A the flat
plate, sFor 9 = 0 the plate is edge-on into the
flow while for 9 = n/2, the plate has the out-
ward surface normal into the flow. Equation 10
shows that the factor 1 - a	 plays an important
role in determining the lift j magnitude. If the
molecules have an inelastic collision with the
Surface, the velocity of reflection may be ex-
tremely low, the valueof ayy would be near unity,
and the lift very small, TMe perfectly elastic
or perfect specular reflection (P = 0, a = 0)
would provide the highest possib14 valuesjof
lift.

Laboratory experiments at velocities corre-
sponding to satellite velocities are not con-
clusive on the gas surface interaction to expect
at orbital altitudes. Work by Hulpke 8 for ex-
ample tends to show elastic collisions while
other experimenters have found diffusive type
reflection ( Ref. 9) or both (Ref. 6 ). Due to

A typical satellite would not have the high
L/D values as experienced by the flat plate which
is an ideal lifting body at orbital altitudes.
For comparison, Table II gives the L/D values
obtained from results given by Sentman (Ref. 10)
for a typical satellite shape and typical gas
surface interaction values, The shape is a cy-
linder with a conical end and having a total
length of 4 times the diameter. The values of
L/D are generally lower than the flat plate val-
ues because this object maintains a high drag
profile at all angles of attack. The peak value
of L/D of .044 is seen to occur at near 25 0 angle
of attack. While this L/D is much smaller than
flat plate values, the lift force will be nearly
57 of the drag force for this typical satellite

,shape.

Having now established the likely existence

of aerodynamic lift forces of magnitudes from a
few percent of the drag force and greater, the
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outward normal to the orbit path and is in the
orbit plane; the W component is the force per-
pendicular to the orbit plane with positive being
in the same direction as the orbit angular mo-
mentum vector. The aerodynamic force acting on
the satellite will be expressed in components a-
long N, T, and W.

Consider a flat plate in orbit with the
orientation of the plate held constant with re-
spect to the N, T, W coordinate system. The unit
vector Z will be taken as the normal to the flat
plate with components in the N, T, W directions
given by

aT = cos 0W cos ONT

aN = cos 0W	 Bill 0 N	 (22)

%.	 sin 0W

Equations 1 and 2 give the lift and drag force as
a function of the relative velocity V. The re-
lative velocity d is first fouL.d with respect to
the R, S, W coordinate system in which the R di-
rection is radially outward from the geocenter
and S is perpendicular to R and W with positive
being in the direction of Notion. An atmosphere
rotating at the earth's rotation rate, :r , is to
be considered the only atmospheric motio g for
purposes of this study. The velocity field pro-
duced by the atmospheric rotation is given by

' A = (fie x r

= r 0. (cos i S - sin 1 cos(8+w)W] (23)

A n
where S, W, and r are unit vectors. The inertial
velocity of the satellite is given by

d	 r R+ r 8 S	 (24)

The relative velocity d is 5 Lven by equation 4.
Equations 4, 23, and 24 are substituted into
equations 1 and 2 to obtain the components of lift
and drag in the R, S, W coordinate system. The
unit vector if will have components a aa^^ and

fr
in the R, S, W system. The transfol^natTon

om the N, T, W system to the R, S. W system is
obtained from the following relationship between
the unit vectors

N = f Ul + e coe 8) R - e sin A SJ

(25)

T -[esinAR ♦(1 + e coo 0)S

Using equations 25 and 22, we find
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aR * -r rcoB O
W 

sin 0 N*1, (1 + • cos 8)

+ cos 0W cos 0NT a sin 61

(26)

aS	 f rcoe 0W cos 
0NT 

(1 + • cos A)

cos 0W sin 0 
N 

a sin A^

aW = sin OW

The angled called for in the drag and lift re-
lationshipe scan be obtained in terms of the orbit
parameter and the angles 0W and 0 N from

8e = sin 1 (t- V 4)	 (27)

where

d . ? + (r 8-0e r cos OS +[Qa r cos(A+w)

sin i W3	 (28)

It is convenient to write the velocity d as a
function of E and E. To do this, the following
relationships are employed

r = a e sin E E

1/1

r A	 a (1 - e 2 )	 E

5/2	
(29)

r	 a	 (1 - e coe E) 1 E
µ

E
a3 (1 - e cos E)

Substitution of these relationships into the ce
equations, and taking components in the 1, 5, T

for

directions, we obtain the following components of
force R, S, and T.

R - p V2E I n sill	 ( 1 - e coe E)
s

Be Bin E (BL cot 8 a + BD)^ (30)
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a (CL , CD , 0W , OM a, e, 1, w, n, E

dE	 fe(CL' DD' 0W' eNT' a ' e ' i ' w ' n' E)

etc.	 (33)

The atmosphere density called for in tie pertur-
bation equations is given by

p ( r) =	 p p	e - (h-hp)/H	 (34)

where p	 is the density at perigee, h 	 is the
height 9f perigee, H is the scale height at
perigee, and h is the height of the satellite
given by	 It _ r - RE where RE is the radius of
the earth.

IV.	 Method of Calculations

The orbit perturbation equations were inte-
grated numerically using E as the independent
variable.	 A modiff4d	 unge.Kutta fourth order
process due to Gill &A	 discussed	 in ref.13was used.
Double precision was used to maintain accuracy.
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The step size on LE was taken as small as 0.1 de-
gree depending on the rate of variation of the or-
bital elements. The accuracy of the results Is
not expected to be good near the final stages of
decay since the orbital elements are changing rap-
idly. Errors also build up at low eccentricities
due to the high rate of change in j, which invali-
dates the assumption of constant orbital angular
momentum implied in equations 29.

The integration of the equations stepwise
in E is a departure from previous work by Cook
(Ref. 14) in which a series expansion was employ-
ed to facilitate the integration analytically
from 0 to 2rt. We did not take this approach for
two reasons: First, the results obtained by Cook
are only valid at low eccentricities (less than
.2) and expansion for high eccentricities were
not found. Second, we were interested iii the lift
effects on orbit decay which are not apparent if
one takes, as Cook did, equation 12 to imply that
lift forces have no effect on decay of the semi-
major axis. Equation 12 shows that the rate of
change in a is, to first order, a function of
only forces tangent to the orbital path. For a
non-rotating atmosphere, drag forces only would
produce tangential components and lift forces
would not effect a. We find that in a non-ro-
tating atmosphere, n = 0, lift forces do affect

vthe value of a oer that of drag alone. This
is clearly a second order effect which we find is
comparable to the effect of atmospheric rotation

on a for L/D = .5. Results such as these are
found by stepwise integration of the orbit equa-
tions and would be lost if integration from E = 0
to 2- were done assuming all parameters remain
constant over the interval.

V. Results

The results are grouped into three classes
of lift orientation: (A) Lift forces perpendicu-
lar to the orbit plane, (B) Lift forces in the
orbit plane and in the same direction around the
orbit, and (C) Lift forces in the orbit plane
which change direction at perigee and apogee.
The first and last type of lift orientation serves
to approximate cases in which satellites maintain
an orientation with respect to inertial space.
The second type of lift orientation serves to ap-
proximate the earth oriented object.

A. Lift Perpendicular to the Orbit Plane

For a flat plate with angles of orientation
with respect to the N, T, W coordinate system
given by (0 = constant other than zero 0^,^T = 0),
lift forces will be produced in the W direction
which is perpendicular to the orbit plane. The
effect on the orbit of aerodynamic forces perpen-
dicular to the orbit plane have been studied by
Cook and P11mmPr (Ref. 15) and Cook (Ref. 16) for
the case of a satellite having pure drag with the
perpendicular forces arising due to the rotation
of the atmosphere. For comparison, we took the
case of a non-rotating atmosphere with an aero-
dynamic lift force of L/D = .5 and .1 acting per-
pendicular to the orbit.

The orbit parameters most sensitive to forces
perpendicular to the orbit plane is the orbital
inclination 1 and right ascension of the ascend-
ing node n As pointed out in refe m nce 15, the

BL a
S	 pV2E	 S	

( 1 -e C "s E)
n sin 6

s

r	
2 1!2 nacoo 1	 2

I (1-e )	 -	 n	 (1-e cos E ) ,

V 
(BL cot 5

8
 + BD)	 (31)
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EI
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CiE a	
2

n V	
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4	 (BL cot 9 a + BD)1	 (32)

= C D A	 C A
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BD	 2 m	 ' Z = 2 m , m - mass

f
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of satellite and n - µ / a3 .

A	 This concludes the development of the orbit
perturbation relationships. Equations 30, 31,
and 32 along with the transformation relations
given in equation 25, provide the necessary re-

S

	

	
lations to write the orbit perturbation equations
in the form
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perturbationl in n c.used by aerodyn.mic forc • • 
perpendicular to the orbit are 1.11 than .11 of 
thOle cauled by the ob1aten I. of the eartih . The 
inclination i i s not affected ~y .arth ob1.te
Mil t o IU h an extent aDd Ie therefore a lensi
tive indicator of eerodyu.mic Orc.1 p.rpendicu
lar to the plane. 

The characteriltic' of orbital inc1inati OR 
changel cauled by eerodynapdc lift were found to 
be not much different from those caused by .tmo
Ipheric r ot.tion acting on a pure drag late11ite. 
One difference ii, of cour s , th.t the magnitude 
of component of drag force i n the W direction 
caueed by atmospheric rota ion il prOP~Ltiona1 to 
.in i whereas eerodynaMic l i ft force I are inde
pendent of i . Therefore, inclinati on changel of 
ne.r zero incl i nation orbils mUlt be c.uled by 
aerodyu.mic l ift eff ectl only, s i nce .tmolpheric 
rot.tion can h.ve no influence at zero inclina
tion. lor coroparison purpose., the l ift i nduced 
rate of change in inclinat ion with no atmolpheric 
rotation w.. normalized with relpect to the in
clination rateg of chang. for a pure dr(~ lat.1-
lite at i a 45 in an atmolphere rotatin& at the 
.arth I I rotation r.te. Th.le re.ul t. .re i're
.ented i n igur, 2 for LID '" • 5 f!d LID • . ~. 
with BD ., .2 III I,~ .nd ~ = . 1 III I~ . 
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Incl in t i on 
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The notat ion Ly is used t o s i gnify t hat the lift 
force is i n the direct ion. Fi ur 2 shows th t 
the r ate of chang in inc11n~tion f or LID ", . 1 1s 
over twi ce that t hat would b c used by ntmo
.ph.ric rotation. Th curv for LID • • 5 shuws 
that th effect is proportion 1 t o LID. Fig re 
2 .1.0 .how. a cgmpar .on of the abuo pheric ro-o 
t.tion . t i • 90 with respect to that at i • 45 • 
The eff.ct il proporti onal to th ratio of t he 
ai .... of the an 1es as wou1 b. upec ted. 

Figure 2 .hows an increase in the rete ratio 
as • f unction of e. Th. re .. on for this incre .. e 
i. due to the decrease in di/dt for the .t.o
.pherie rot.tion effect.. • i. increased .ince 
the inerti.1 velocity Mar peri,ee incra&8e. with 
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e. The atmospheric rot.tion eff.ct on i d 
cre.... linc. it i . proportional t o the r atio of 
V to v whic d.cre .... with .ccentricity. The 
alrodyn.m c l i ft force • not aff.ct.d by e since 
LID i, i nd p.nd.nt of v.1ocity. 

B, In-P1ane-Lift lorcel Constant in Direction 

Consid.r now flat plat. with angles of 
orient.tion such that' • 0 and II .. constant 
(other than zero) . ThiV orientati~ would pro
duce • lift f orce t hat is in the N direction and 
conatant in sign around t e orbit . Two cases will 
b. conaidered, (1) LID • . 5 with the lift force 
direct.d always in the pOlitive N direction and 
(2) LID .. . 5 with the lift force directed always 
in the negative N direct ion. As pointed out above, 
equ.tion 12 shows that t h.le lift forces do not 
C.UI. a ~h e in a to first order. 

w. investigated the change in a and e (~ al 
~ t end ~ ./~ t) at a point near pe igee, but a1-
W.YI aft.r perige J uling t e numerical methods 
de.cribed . The results are gi ven in figures 3, 4, 
and 5 in whi ch the efl.c of l ift and t e effect 
of atmospheric rotation a both coropared t o t he 
eff.ctl cau by pure drag only with no a osp er-
ic rotation. The notation ~ i8 used to s i gni fy 
th.t the lif force il in th~ N direction. 

Figure 3 showl that 6 a/6 t is pOSitive or 
n.gative dep nding upon the ori.ntation of the 
lift vect or . The magnitudG of t he effect is de
pendent on the eccentr i city, being larger for 
.mall.r values of e . Also plotted in Figure 3 
il the effect gn 6 a/~ t due to & rotating atmo
Iphere ~i .. 45 ) . The magnitudes of the two ef 
f.cts are coroparable and are seen to be of order 
51 of the drag-nonrotating-atm sphere effect &
lone . The lift effects are second order .ffects 
as pointed out above while the atmospheric r o
tation effec ts are firat and second order . The 
firs t order effect due to atmospheriC rotation 
COllIeS in because the force i n the T direction AS 
decreased by the wind for i b.tween 0 and 90 . 
Figure 4 shows that t hl! eff.ct on • h .. much 
the same character as the .ffects on a. 
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PIOURB 4. In-Plane-Lift Effects on Iccentric
i ty De ay Rates 

Pigure S shaws the dependence of A alA t on 
perigee height for two eccentricity values e • .2 
and e • • 8. Below a perigee altitude of 130 lCIII, 
the rotating atmosphere effect i s seen t o t end t o 
reYQrle while the lift affects beca.e targer and 
do DOt change dp .. does the atmospheric rotation 
Iffecrt~. ____________________________________ --, 
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PlGUR! 5. In-Plane-Lift Iffects on Instanta
neouo Semi-Major Axis Decay Rates 
aa a Function of Per i .e Height 

The ef f c of constant lift on e orbital 
life t ime is shown in Figure 6. The lifetiDe is 
ca.puted f rom time of initial coaditions until the 
al titude becomes circular . Althou h the computation 
t echnique was not desirned to handle zero eccentric
i tie. , littl error is involved sin:e the orb t 
eccentricity Ulually would b c zero from ini-
tially h!.gh valuea only ry near final decay. The 
lifatt.e. are normaliz with reapect to t 1if-
tt.e of a ~ure drll aata1lite having the a dr 
.. the Uftilll aatellite . Th a .phere w .. taken 
to haw zer o rotation in order to clearly ahaw t he 
affact of lift. The resulta ah h~t iD-pl8Be lift 
affecu tand to deere .. a th lifet· for high ec
centricity onita, i" ~ of t " direction of 
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I n-Plane-Lift Effects on Satellite 
Lifetimes 

the 11ft vector N (al8umed to be cons tant in 11 n 
around t he onit). At low eccentricities, th ef 
f ect on lifetime is le.s but there is eparetion of 
the effect according to the sign and magnitude of 
the lift vector . e reaulta at low eccentricitie. 
contain s~ error due to the rapid rotetion of the 
orbit in space . Por this reason, the magnitudes of 
the influence on lifetime may be in error at low 
eccentricities by an unknown amount . The curve is 
presented here in order to shaw the clear tendency 
of lift ef fects to duce lif time .. eccentricity 
la i ncre ... d. 

With reference to equation 16, the effect of 
constant lift f oree around the orbit should have a 
aignificant effect on since the N campone t of 
foree is multiplied by co. E. This w .. alao noted 
and evaluated by Cook (Ref. 14) for l aw ece ntrici
ties . Ul1ng th s ame aerodynamic values used by 
Cook, w valuated' for law and h h eccentrici-
tie. and campar d the results as s in Pigure 7. 
The comparison with the Cook result is aeen to be 
good at th low at eccentricities uaed in our numer~ 
ical work . In addition, our relults ahow that ill 
for higher eccentricities continues to decrease with 
lncreaaing e. 

C, In-Plane-Lift Foree. Which Chanae in Stan at 
Perigee and ARosee 

Consider a flat plat e fl such that the 
angle of att.: in the NT plane chaacea diacontinu
oUlly in lip, but ~na constant in magnitude, at 
perigee and apog... '!'hie special c.e i s of intarest 
ainca it h .. the affeet of approx1uting a .pac. 
craft with .t1tuda cODtrollad with reapaet to iD
artial ...... '1'Vo CMU ari.a; (1) lift ia pollti". 
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direction of N before perigee and in negative di-
rection after perigee and (2) lift in negative di-
rection of N before perigee and in positive di-
rection after perigee. These types of lift his-
tories have the effect of making the N sin E term
in the equation for de/dt (Eq. 13)either always
negative, case 1, or always positive, case 2.
Case 1 is the same as that considered by Cook in
reference 14. Instantaneous values of p a/A t
and p e/A t at a point dust past perigee for both
positive and negative values of lift are given in
figures 3 and 4. Values of A e/T where T is
the orbit period were comi itad and found to agree
well with the results published by Cook and will
not be presented here. Of special interest, how-
ever, was the effect of the discontinuous lift
cases on orbit lifetime which was not considered
by Cook.

The lifetime of the orbit was found to be
strongly affected by the discontinuous lift cases.
The results are given in Table III in which the
lifetime is normalized to the lifetime of a satel-
lite having drag of the same magnitude as the lift-
ing satellite and with no atmospheric rotation.
The lifetimes for case 1 lift histories were seen
to be increased by 1,7 to 3.5 times over the drag
only lifetimes. Only three lifetimes were com-
puted due to the long computing times required as

Table III

Discontinuous Lift Effect on Lifetime (L/D=,S)

ifetime) /(Pure Dram Lifetime

e	 Case 1	 Case 2
N sin E is Neg.	 N sin E is Pos.

1	 1.7	 .52
.2	 3.2	 ,48
.3	 3.5	 .41

the eccentricity was increased. The case 2 lift
history is seen to reduce the lifetime to about
half compared to the drag-only case. Careful anal-
ysis of our results shows that the case 1 lift

history has the effect of reducing the perigee de-
cay rate of the orbit, thereby reducing the drag
effect, whereas the case 2 lift history causes the
perigee height to decrease faster than the pure
drag case. This effect is best understood by con-
sidering the relationship for perigee radius, r
given by	 p

rp = (I - e) a	 (35)

The time derivative of r is
P

dr
pda	 de

	

dt = (1-e) dt
- a 

dt	
(36)

The values of da/dt and de/dt are negative for pure
drag and for both case 1 and case 2 lift histories.
The action of case 1 and case 2 lift histories is
to modify the decay of perigee height with respect
to the pure drag case in the following manner:

dt - (1 + X) ^
` dt 

1	 + (higher order terms)
0

(37)

where X is a number of magnitude .1. The plus
sign is taken for case 1 and the negative sign is
taken for case 2. The subscript o refers to the
pure drag values of r

P*

VI. Conclusions

Satellite lift forces were shown to be of the
order of a few percent of the drag force for an
ordinary satellite and may range up to near unity
for a satellite designed to have high lifting forces
Reference to figure 2 concerning the lift effects
on the orbit inclination leads us to conclude that
an L/D of only .01 would produce an orbital in-
clination rate of change of a magnitude nearly 25%
of that attributed to atmospheric rotation. Clear-
ly, then, an attitude stabilized satellite with a
lift force consistently perpendicular to the orbit
plane could produce large changes in the inclina-
tion which may be wrongly attributed to high ve-
locity upper atmospheric winds.

The results obtained concerning the effect
of different lift histories on the lifetime of the
orbit are conclusive on three points: (1) constant
lift directed either positive or negative along N
about the orbit causes a reduction in lifetime at
high eccentricities, (2) a discontinuous lift with
change in sign at perigee and apogee,such as to
have positive lift before perigee,causes increased
lifetime over a drag-only satellite, (3) a discon-
tinuous lift change of the other type, in which
the lift is negative before perigee, causes a re-
duced lifetime of the satellite. These conclusions
are apparent from the results given in figure 6
and those given in Table III.

Due to difficulties we had in the numerical
procedure near final decay of the satellite, the
numbers on lifetime may be in error. For this
reason, we stress that the results merely provide
the character of the orbital perturbations due to
lift and may be in error in absolute value. We
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r.
round it difficult to put a realistic estimate of
error on the results obtained.	 All work was car-

9. K. Jakus and F. C. Hurlbut, 	 "Gas Surface
Scattering Studies Using Nozzle Beams and

tied out in double precision and the step sire was Time-of-Plight Techniques," Rarefied Gas
decreased until no changes in previous results were Dynamics,	 Sixth Symposium, Vol. 	 II,	 pp.	 1171 -
found.	 We did find variations from the smooth 1185,	 Academic Press,	 1969.

{ } curves of figures 3, 4, and 5 of the order of 1 to
10. Lee H.	 Sentman, "Free Molecule Flow Theory and

5%.	 The results are considered accurate enough to
its Application to the Determination of Aero-

indicate the controllability of H atellite orbits by
dynamic Forces," Technical Report LMSC-448514,

lift.
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, 	 Sunnyvale,

The results show the influence of satellite
California,	 1961.

lift on the orbital elements and also open 	 the 11. Philip M.	 Fitzpatrick,	 Principles	 of Celestial
possibility of utilizing 6atellite lift to non- Mechanics,	 Academic Press,	 1970,
propulsively control the satellite orbit plane and

12. S. Gill,	 Proc.	 Cambridge Philos Soc, Vol.	 47,
orbital lifetime.	 A flying spacecraft would have

96-108,	 1951).
pp'an advantage over the propulsive satellite if the

aerodynamic shape could be incorporated into the 13. Orbital Flight Handbook, Space Flight Handbooks,
design without increased weight.	 The weight of the Vol.	 1, NASA SP33,	 Part 1, National Aeronautics
propulsion system and its fuel could then be used and Space Administration, 	 1963,
as	 payload. 14. G.	 E. Cook, "The Effect of Aerodynamic Lift on

Future work should he done on the observation
Satellite Orbits,"	 Planet.	 Space Sci.,	 Vol.	 12,

of lifting effects on existing satellite orbits in
pp,	 1009-1020,	 Pergamon Prase,	 1964,

order to confirm the results obtained here.	 In 15. G.	 E. Cook and R.	 N.	 A.	 Plimmer,	 Proc.	 Roy.
(((^^^^ addition,	 analytic work and further ,ltunerical Soc.	 A258,	 516,	 1960.

studies need	 to be done on the influence of lift
16. G.	 E.	 Cook,	 Proc.	 Roy.	 Soc.	 A261,	 246,	 1961.

on the orbital	 elements.

i
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Aba ract 

A ne approach to t h analysis of f alling 
aphere drag data i described in which he data 
from two trajectories throu h th same re ion of 
the a tmospher ar analyzed imult neously. The 
anal ys ia provide important erodynami c infor
mat ion which is us d to obta n an improved value 
of atmosph ric d ns i ty. Th technique ia applied 
to a aet of fHllin aphere data in which a aph r 
tranait ion-flow p rameter and atmospheric denaity 
reaults are obtain d in th 80-120 km re ion from 
publi shed data for all in pber ea over Kwa j ale in . 
Another set of da ta for a f I ling spher test over 
Wallops lsI nd is also analyzed with compar.bl 
reaulta. 

Introduction 

The falling sph re t chniqu h been th 
prim ' sourc of m asurementa of atmo pheric 
density and t emp r tur in h important altitud 
r ange of 80 to 120 km. In particular, th r suIt 

rom thr e f llin aph r experim ntal group 
provided h information us d to uppl m nt th 
1962 U. S. Stand rd tmo ph r .1,2 Thea groups 
were Pet r on , Hansen, McW tter nd Bonfanti,' of 
the Univ rsity of Michi an ; F ir and Champion~ of 
the Air Force C mbrid R rch L boratories; nd 
Pear on5 of Aua r Ii n W pons R s arch Establish-
men t . Th results ob tained by th groups ar 
aummariz d in the 1966 supplements to the U. S. 
Standard Atmosph re. 2 The m thad of nalysia in 
all t hese experim nts waa t o fi r s t meaaure the 
accele r a t ion, a , acting on t he aphere from either 
trajectory nalyai or acc lerom r readings. Th 
drag equation 

a (1) 

i s han mployed to de uce th d naity, p , wh r V 
i s the velocity, CD ia the drag co fficient, A is 
• r fer nc ar. and m is th ma Th mass, 
acc 1 ra ion, veloci y , and area are all meaaured 
quan titi s, 1 aving only p and Cn as un nowna in 
aqua ion (1). A table of Cn as a unction of 
Reynolda numbe , Re , and Mach numb r, M, i usually 
.. ploy d 0 ob ain a valu of CD. A d naity valu 
i a then determin d by aolving equation (1). Sinc 
Cn 1s a function of Reynolda numb nd ch 
nuabe r which r d nsity and temp r tur d p nden , 

*Thia wo rk waa supported by th ationsl Aero
nautica and S ace dmin s ra ion under Contrac t 
NAS8-28248 throu h SA/HSFC, Huntsville, 
A1aba ... 
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the analyais of the drag data usually i nvolves a 
nuaber of interations until there ia conver ence 
to a fine l density value. 

The work r port d here is the result of an 
examination of the falling spher technique for 
the purpos 0 proposing possibl improvements, 
particularly i n the area of aerodynamics. As with 
all .drag d uced density experiment "the values 
employed for th drag coefficient in the data 
reduction is a major sou rce of error. The possi
bility of rror due to drag coef..icient ia largest 
in th 80 to 120 kill re ion, due to the passag of 
the pher through various aerodynamic egim a. A 
typical falling spher rajectory will be in a 
free molecule flow re 1m at high altitude and will 
pass through transition flow into continum flow at 
low ltitudes during descent. In addition , the 
speed of th falling pher may pass from subsonic 
to supersoni c and back to subsonic during a typical 
traject ory. 

A consid abl improv m nt in knowledge of 
pher dra co ffici nt has b n mad r ecently 

throu h a co pr h nsiv xp rim ntal program at 
ARO which wa sponsor d by AFCRL for specific 
application to th fall ing apher pr ogram. The ARO 
work r eported by B il Y and Hiatt' covera a 
veloci ty ran e fr~m 0.1 to 6.0 in Mach number and 
a Reynolds numb r ran from 20 to 100,000. While 
t his data is xtr ly us ful, there is atill a 
l ack of accurat information for th n ar-fr e 
molecul dra co ffici nts hieh would correspond 
t o Reynolds numbers blow 100. 

of 

rav l11n 
spher with 
tration,the fal l in 

t a l. and Pet eraon 
uaing one of the 

Basi 

wo n w m t hode 
re propos d 
th low dena i y, 

re wher 
atill lacking . 

Dual Falling 
riment" 

Conaid r n exp rimen t i n which t wo sphere 
r ag measurement a ar e per formed in t he aame 

r egion o( t he a ospher e but a t dif fer ent 
ve loc ities. 
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Dl ' 2 P V17 CDI A I	 (2)

D2 ' 2 P V22 CD 2 A 2	(3)

Since the spheres are in the same region of the

atmosphere, the values of density are the same for

equation (2) and (3). Assume also that the

dependence of CD on p, V and a third quantity B,
which will be discussed later * is well understood.

Then, in general

CD1 (P, B. V l) 0 CD2 (P. B. V 2)	 (4)

and equations (2) and (3) represent a set of two
equations In the unknowns p and B. The values of
c and B are found by solvinj equations (2) and (3)
simultaneously.

P ' P (D 1 . D 21 Vl. V2, A l. A2)	 (5)

B	 B (D I , D 2 , V 1 , V 2 , A l , A 2 )	 (6)

In the process, not only is a value of density

obtained but also the two drag coefficients are

determined for the two cases.

The basic theory of dual falling sphere

analysis depends on the fact that the drag

coefficient is not independent of the velocity and

can be written as the function of two other

parameters at most. The dependence of the drag

coefficient on density and the quantity B must be

known in order to write equations (5) and (6). The
quantity B will be seen to be the temperature

for the first case discussed below and the

transition flow parameter for the second case.

If the drag coefficient were a function of more

than two unknowns, for example

CD . CD ( C, B' , BAS B,, . . . Bm)	 (7)

then two possibilities exist. One could consider

multiple falling sphere experiments designed so

that m + 1 drag measurement would provide infor-

mation necessary to invert the m + 1 drag

equations, giving

0-P (DI,D2... Dm+1 ,V1 . V2.....Vm+yA,,A2"*Am+,)
B I . B I ( DID D2 , ,.. Dm+l , VI .....)

less than in single falling sphere analysis where

all the BI quantities must be assumed. The approach

taken in the following discussion is to reduce the

unknowns in the drag coefficient to the density and

one other quantity called B in the above. The

potential of the dual falling sphere technique

appears to be greatest in the high altitude region

in which the flow is free molecule and the drag

coefficient is very sensitive to the atmospheric

temperature as discussed in the next section.

Temperature and Density

Determination in Free Molecule Flow

In the free molecule flow regime the drag

coefficients of a sphere is strongly dependent

upon the speed ratio for speed ratios of order

unity and less. The speed ratio is de"ined as the

ratio of the sphere velocity to the thermal

velocity of the gas given by

S ' V/ 2 RT	 (9)

the free molecule sphere drag coefficient is

obtained from free molecule theory to be

_
	
[(1 1_1

CDfm	
2 	 + 1 

4S°	
erf S +

(10)

+ rl+ 1 ) e S 

Z 

J 
(1 + K)

\S 2S I /l

where K is a factor of order unity dependent on

the gas surface interaction.

The drag coefficient is found to be inde-

pendent of density in a free molecule flow. The

nature of the dependence of CD on S is better

illustrated by the expansion of equation (10) for

the cases of large and small values of S. The

results are

CD fm	
n r— .

1
3 S + 15 S 240 S ,

J
 (1+K)

(11)
S <_ 1.25

CDfm - 2 Il + S Z	 48°] 
(1 + K)

(12)
S > 1.25

B2 . B 2 (DI. D2, ... Dm+l, V1 .....) 	 (8)

Bm . Bm (D 1. .... Dm+l • VI. .....)

The second possibility, and the one more

practical to consider, would be to assume all but

two of the quantities needed to determine the drag

coefficient in equation (7). An error is of course

made depending upon the accuracy of the

assumptions but the total error Is expected to be

Equation (11) shows that C Dfm tends to infinity

as S tends to zero while equation (12) shows that
CDfm tends to 2 (1+ K) as S tends to infinity.
Values of S of order unity and less are seen to

cause the greatest variation in CDfm'

Since falling sphere velocities at high

altitudes typically correspond to speed ratios

of unity or less, a dual falling sphere analysis

may be feasible and fruitfully applied in this

region. Consider two sphere drag measurements

at free molecule conditions
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(13)

m 2 a 2 / A2 - Z P V2 CD fm ( S21 K2)

.1 V2 2 CDfm (T, V 2 , K2 )	 (14)
2

where the speed ratio has been written as a

function of temperature which must be the same for

both measurements. Since free molecule drag

coefficient is independent of density, the density

can be eliminated in the above equations giving

m l al

2 V 2 
CDfm (T, V1. Kl) Al

(15)

m	 a
2	 2

2 V 
s C

D 	 (T, V2' K2) A2fm

Equation (15) now contains the unknowns T, K l , and

K2 . If the two spheres have the same surface

properties and Vlis not much different from V 2 , one

would expect the gas surface interaction to be the

same for both spheres, Therefore,

however, is independent of the density determi-

nation and becomes more accurate at higher

altitudes where free molecule conditions prevail.

A survey of published falling sphere data did

not produce data of the type needed for an example

analysis of the free molecule type. The proper

data could be obtained by launching two spheres at

near the same time but with different velocities.

Another technique would be to track the sphere

both during ascent and descent since the veloci-

ties would be different due to drag effects. Data

of the latter type is available but only at lower

altitudes where the flow 1s transition rather

than free molecule. Analysis in the transition

regime is considered in the following section.

Dual Falling Sphere Analysis

in thf. Transition Regime

As a falling sphere passes into regions of

greater density, the drag coefficient must change

from a free molecule value (2 and greater) to a

continuum value (1 and less). The flow regime

between the limits of free molecule and continuum

is termed the transition flow regime.Since no

theoretical expression is available which can be

accurately applied to the transition flow regime,

empirical and semi-empirical relationships are

commonly employed. One such relationship given by

Matting  has application to drag coefficient

determination in the near-free molecule side of the

transition regime. The expression is given as

U
ri

a	 Ki - K2 - K	 (16)	 CD - CDC + (CDfm - CDC) a-E/Kn	 (19)

and the common factor (1 + K) can be eliminated

from equation (15), leaving a single equation in

the unknown temperature T. Therefore, from

equation (15)

T - T (ml a t, 1r 2 a2, V 11 V 2, A1, A 2)	 (17)

and either equation (13) or (14) may be used to

obtain

where CDC is the continuum drag coefficient, Kn is

the Kundsen number, and E is the parameter which

must be determined from experiment. The above

equation is semi-empirical based on a first

collision analysis of near-free molecule flow.

For application to falling sphere analysis

the quantity E/Kn can be expressed as a function

of density since

n
u

P - P rm a, CDfm (T, V. K)]

Notice that LLthe value of K becomes important in

determining the value of density but is not

required in determining temperature.

(18)	 Kn Q 
1
pr

where t is the sphere radius. Therefore, write

E/Kn 2 C3 P r
	

(2G)

E

e
Discussion of Proposed Pree

Molecule Analysis

The above procedure would provide a more

accurate measurement of temperature at high

altitudes than that provided by single sphere

experiments. In single failing sphere experiments,

the temperature Is deduced from the density values

by integration of the hydrostatic equation

beginning at the high altitudes. As discussed by

Bartman, Chang, Jones and Liu,' this method of

determining temperature is subject to large errors

at the high altitudes. The dual sphere analysis,

where C 3 will be termed the transition flow onset

parameter. Since CDfm and CDC are functions of

velocity, temperature, and the gas surface inter-

action, the functional dependence of the

transition flow drag coefficient is vritttsn From

equations (19) and (20)

CD - CD (P, C3. T, V, K) 	 (21)

Since CD contains four unknown parameters,

two parameters must be assumed in order to perform

dual try sphere analysis in the transition 	 (f a llin g)
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to be given by the usual methods of integration of

the hydrostatic equation since Bartman, I at al.

point out that the temperature deduced by the

integration methods becomes more accurate at the

lower altitudes. The second parameter to be

assumed in the analysis is the gas surface inter-

action parameter, K. The value of K - 0 will be

employed in the ana ysis for reasons discussed

later. A gas surface interaction in which

molecules are reflected in the specular direction

corresponds to K - 0, independent of the degree

of accommodation to zhe su-face temperature.

Therefore, C 3 , is chosen r.s the unknown parameter

which will be determined in the analysis in

additionto the density o. The value of C3 is not

well established due to a lack of experimental

results in the near-free molecule regime. The

analysis will then help establish the value of

this important parameter for use in future experi-

ments.

Having chosen the unknown parameters, the

method of analysis is similar to the free molecule

flow analysis. Consider two drag measurements

in the transition regime at one same region of the

atmosphere but at different velocities.

Dl ` 2 P Vl' I CDcl + (CD fml - CDc1 ) 
e-C3prJ A

l	 (22)

D2 2 P V2  f CDc2+ (CD fm2 - CDc2 ) e-C3Pr] A

where the spheres are taken to be the same size so

that Al - A 2 - A and r  . r 2 ' r. The quantity

exp (-C3pr) can be eliminated in the above

equation giving a single equation in the unknown

density p.

(Dl/ViA)(Cpfm2-CDc2)-(D2/VZA)(CDfml-CDcl) 
(23)

CDcl CDfm2- CDc2 CDfml

and C3 is found from either of equations (22) once

a value of p is determined from equation (23).

C	 1 In
(D /-1 V 7 A) P - CD 	

(24)3 - p	 _

CDfm	 CDC

The transition flow analysis has been

successfully applied to five sets of falling sphere

measurements over Kwajalein made by the University

of Michigan group in 1963 and 1964 as described in

the next section.

Analysis of Kwajalein Falling

Sphere Measurements

0.66m and a mass of SO grams. The velocity-

altitude history of a typical flight is shown in

Figure 1. In this particular flight there is an

overlap of ascent and descent data in the region

between 90 and 110 km. Data of the type shown in

Figure 1 are suitable for analysis as a dual fall-

ing sphere experiment using the method outlined

above.

Unfortunately, not all flights had regions of

overlap. Of the 13 successful flights over

Kwajalein, only six have any overlap. The sounding

number and the region of overlap of the ascent and

descent are the following:

Sounding 2;	 100 to 102 km

Sounding 3;	 99 to 102 km

Sounding 8; 104 to 109 km

Sounding 12; 99 to 104 km

Sounding 13; 96 to 107 km

Sounding 14; at 102 km

The plots of these data are given in the reference

by Peterson; et al. The data used for the work

reported here was obtained in the form of computer

output of the University of Michigan analysis, a

sample of which is also given in reference 3. The

temperature data obtained in that analysis was

used directly in this work after smoothing over the

data in the region from 80 to 120 km using a third

order least squares polynomial. The drag term

required in equations (23) and (24) was obtained

using the published values of CD and P in the

following relationship

D	 _

1	 (P	 ) published values	 (25)
2 V^ A

Due to noise in the data, the application of

equations (23) and (24) could not be made point

by point. A smoothing of the data was then

performed over the region of 80 to 120 km employ-

ing a second order least squares polynomial fit.

This meant that the ascent and descent

trajectories were smoothed over a distance of about

20 km.

The CD values used were obtained from either

equations M) or (12) and CDc values were obtained

using a polynomial fit to the data given in

Reference 6 for the highest Reynolds numbers. The

mean molecular weight needed to determine speed

ratio or Mach number was obtained from a polynomial

fit to the mean molecular weight given in the 1962

U. S. Standard' for the region between 80 and 120

km.

Discussion of Results for 66 am Spheres

The University of Michigan falling sphere

measurements consist of data taken both during

ascent and during descent for one of the three

spheres ejected from the rocket during the ascent

phase. The spheres were made of Mylar inflated

with leopentane having an inflated diameter of 46

Values of C 3 were calculated in the region

of overlap for each of the soundings. Due to the

smoothing operations only one value of C 3 could

be obtained from each sounding. Soundings number

8, 13, and 14 were analyzed using all the data

1..
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points provided in the 80 to 120 km region. The

results are

C 3 (8) = 3.8200 x 10 6 m?/kg

C 3 (13) - 3.2352 x 10 6 m=/kg

C 3 (14) - 5.2345 x 106 m2/kg

The data for soundings 2 and 3 were noisier

than the rest and a value of C3 could only be

obtained after eliminating a number of the most

divergent points. The results were

C3(2) - 5.852 x 106 M2 /kg

C 3 (3) - 15.924 x 106 
M2 /kg

The noisy data associated with these results is

likely the cause for the values being higher than

for the other three.

Additional overlapping falling sphere data was

obtained for an accelerometer instrumented 7 in.

sphere experiment over Wallops Island flown in 196L.

The data is published in NASA-CR-29 by Peterson and

McWatters 7 consisting of results obtained from the

first tests of the accelerometer system. The

method of analysis was the same as used on the

66 cm data. The result obtained was

C3 (7 in) - 1.5583 x 10 6 04

This result is within a factor of two of that

obtained for soundings 8, 13, and 14. The factor

of two difference may be due to the different

surface properties of the 7 in. as compared to the

66 cm. Also, the 7 in. sphere enters the

transition regime at a lower altitude than does

the 66cm sphere due to its smaller size. The

different molecular composition at lower altitudes

may cause a change in C3. These questions could

he answered by analysis of more 7 in. trajectory

data.

Atmospheric Density Calculations and

Discussion of Results

After determining a value for C3, the drag

data taken in the original experiment may be

reanalyzed to obtain new values of density employ-

ing equation (22). An iterative technique was

employed using the unsmoothed temperature and

drag values given in Reference 3. A comparison

was made of the density values given in reference

3 with the density values obtained using 	
47

C3 - 4 x 10 6m 2 /kg which represents an average of

the results for soundings 8, 13, and 14. A point

by point comparison was made for each of the

soundings	 8, 13, and 14 and the average was

obtained. The results are presented in Figure 2

which shows that the densities calculated using

the methods described in this paper produce

generally higher values than obtained in the

original experiments.

Figure 3, obtained from reference 2, shows

the mean values of density obtained in all 13 of

the original experiments as compared to the 1962

U. S. Standard.' This figure shows that the

original analysis resulted in a nearly 10% lower

density value above 100 km than given in refer-

ence 1. Application of the results of the current

work shown In Figure 2 would cause the density to

be nearly equal or somewhat greater than the

U. S. Standard above 100 km. Both methods of

analysis give a higher density in the 90 to 100 km

region than that given in the U. S. Standard, but,

neither analysis is correct in this region as

discussed in the following:

In the 90 to 100 Ian region, the Knudsen number

is of order .1 as is shown in Figure 2. Transition

flow is considered to be within the limits of 10

to .1 which means that in the 90 to 100 km region

the flow is near continuum rather than near free

molecule. For this reason, equation (19), which

is derived on the basis of near free molecule

theory, is likely not valid in this lower region.

The results could be improved by employing a more

valid relationship. The method of analysis would

remain the same however.

The results obtained in the 90 to 100 km

region in the original analysis, reference 3, are

also not correct due to inaccurate values of CD.

The recent work on CD reported in reference 6 shows

that the values of CD used in the original

analysis were about 10% higher than those measured

in the wind tunnel. Therefore, somewhat higher

values of density would be obtained in the 90 to

100 km region but not to the degree indicated by

the results shown in figure 2.

Above 100 km, an average 10% higher density

is found using the CD values calculated from the

transition flow analysis. This difference can

partly be explained by the difference in the

treatment of the gas surface interaction. In the

current analysis, a value of K - 0 was used while

in reference 2 the treatment of the gas surface

Interaction resulted in an additive term of the

form 2 fn /3Sw was used where Sw is the speed

ratio molecules would have if they obtain the

temperature of the sphere wall, Tw - 300 0K. Values

of K which would compare more to the assumption

made in reference 3 were attempted but the results

for C3 obtained for higher values of K were not as

consistent as the ones obtained with K - 0. In

some cases, no solution for C3 could be found for

K greater than zero. These results tend to

Q
l
1

CI

f'
ii

The data for sounding 12 was smooth yet a

solution for C 3 could not be obtained.	 It should

be noted, however,	 that sounding 12 was also cause

for concern by the Michigan group because of the

anomoulous behavior which they felt might be due

to a small leak in the	 inflated sphere.

Results From 7 In.	 Sohere
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indicate that K - 0 is a proper choice but more

conclusive evidence is needed in order to fix this

important parameter.

Conclusions

The method of analysis reported here has

demonstrated potential for application in high

altitude falling sphere experiments. The values

Of C3 obtained represent one of the first experi-

mental measurements of this quantity under high

altitudeconditions. More accurate values of C3

are needed to remove this unknown in the analysis

of falling sphere experiments could then be

designed to measure still other unknown quantities

such as temperature. Gual falling sphere measure-

ments of both temperature and density at high

altitudes have been proposed and appear to be an

experiment well worth performing.
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Figure 1. Velocity-altitude history for falling

sphere sounding 13 in which ascent and

descent trajectory overlap.
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A Sphere Drag Bridging Relationship in the Low

Mach Number Transition Regime*

by

Gerald R. Karr

The University of Alabama in Huntsville

Huntsville, Alabama 35807

Introduction

Transition flow is defined as the flow regime in which the mean

free path of the gas molecules is of the same order as a typical dimension

e`
of the body under consideration. l	At the boundaries of the transition

/

l

regime are the free molecule regime (mean free path much larger than the

characteristic dimension) and the continuum rVpime (mean free path tm2ch

less than the characteristic dimension). The drag coefficient of a sphere

is known to change markedly in the transition flow regime between the

limits of free molecule and continuum flow and is a strong function of

Mach Number. The drag coefficient in the free molecule regime approaches
l

infinity at zero Mach Number and approaches a value near 2 at hypersonic

	

...	 Mach numbers. At the continuum limit, on the other hand, the sphere drag

coefficient has a more complex nature which is known to depend on the

Reynold's Number and the turbulence or lack of turbulence in the flow.

In this work, however, the high density boundary of the transition regime

will be assumed to be at Re — 10 4 for which the drag coefficient has

	

j	 a value of near 0.4 at subsonic velocities, increases in the transonic

regime to a value of near 1.0 and approaches 0.92 at hypersonic velocities.

Research supported under National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Contract NAS8-28248, Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.

Assistant Research Professor, Mechanical Engineering Dept., Member AIAA.
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1
The continuum limit of the transition regime was taken as Re m = 104 for

two reasons: ( 1) the sphere drag data employed in this work all corre-

sponds to Re < 105 and (2) sphere drag variations which occur above

Re = 104 are more clearly correlated with continuum parameters (Re and
CO

turbulence) rather than what is normally considered transition flow

parameters (Kn and surface to gas temperature ratio).

Due to the lack of adequate theory of the aerodynamics in the

transitional regime, analytic determination of the sphere drag coefficient

is usually made through semi empirical relations which are based on near

free molecule flow theory and experimental results. These formulas are

called bridging relationships ; a number of which are reviewed in refer-

ences 2, 3 and 4. The accuracy of a bridging relationship may be de-

termined by comparison with experiment and most formula have at least

one free parameter in order to obtain a best fit with given data. As

discussed in reference 4, it is found, however, that available bridging

relationships are	 typically	 accurate only over a limited range in

Mach Number and Knudsen Number.	 The purpose of this paper is to report

on a bridging formula which, with three free parameters, was found to

predict to about 6% accuracy the sphere drag results obtained by the

ballistic range method by Bailey and Hiatt. 5	Although Bailey and Hiatt

provide plots of curve fits of drag coefficient as a function of Reynold's

Number to a claimed accuracy of f 2%, the analytic results obtained here

are provided as a function of Knudsen Number and have the advantage of

allowing for ready interpolation as a function of Mach Number and Knudsen

^e Number,.	 Finally, it should be noted that the results obtained here are

applicable only to fitting the Bailey and Hiatt measurements which are

somewhat unique for sphere drag data in that the sphere surface temperature
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'	 was equal to the gas temperature (T4//T. = 1). The results then have

application, for example, to falling sphere data analysis where Tw/T00 1

but would not be applicable to wind tunnel data where typically T w/TW >> 1.

The Bridging Relationship

The bridging relationship used in this work is a modification of

that developed by Matting  and also given by Rott and Whittenburg.7

Using a first collision, two fluid flow approximation, Matting obtained

the result which can be written as

	

C = C	 + (C	 - C )	 e - E/Kn
	 (1)

D	
Dc	 `` DFMDc	 J

where CD is the drag coefficient, CD is the continuum drag coefficient,
c

CD	is the free molecule drag coefficient, Kn is the Knudsen Number
FM

(defined as Kn = mean free path/sphere diameter), and E is the free

parameter. Equation 1 is seen to provide the correct limits as Kn is

allowed to vary. At the free molecule flow limit, Kn	 m, which gives

CD = CD . At the continuum limit which in this work is taken as Re = 104,
FM	 ^

Kn	 0, which gives C D = CD . The limits are approached asymptotically
c

which is what is observed experimentally. As will be shown, however,

Equation 1 is not found to accurately predict the CD variation in the

low Mach Number transition regime for any value of the free parameter E.

Equation 1 is found to predict a much steeper variation in CD than what

is observed in recent experimental results of Bailey and Hiatt.5

In order to correct the failure of Equation 1, a second free

parameter was introduced which was found to improve the accuracy con-

siderably. The new form of the bridging relation is given by

	

CD
 = CD c (CD,M

+
	
- CDc )
	

- E/(Kn) x	(2)
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Twhere x is the new free parameter introduced here. By raising Kn to a

t
power, the steepness of the variation of C D with respect to Kn may be

controlled, thereby better fitting the experimental results.

Method of Determination of Free Parameters

The values of free parameters are determined from a best fit to

data	 here	 byexperimental data. 	 The experimental	 used	 is that reported

Bailey and Hiatt5 which are obtained by the ballistic range method for

which T /T	 = 1 and covers a range in Mach Numbers from 0.1 to 6.0 and
w	 o0

a range in Reynold's N..mbers from 15 to 50,000.	 Due to a lack of coverage

in the transition regime at the lowest Mach Numbers, 	 the data used in

this work is limited to between M 	 ,	 .72 and M	 ,:; 6.0.	 Also,	 since only
CO

6 of the 356 data points in the range have 104 < Rem < 10 5 , a value of

Re	 = 104 has been used as the continuum limit.	 This range in flow
ro

parameters is of particular interest to falling sphere data analysis and

also has application to satellite reentry and sounding rocket trajectories.

Bailey and Hiatt provide tables of the experimental results

arranged in groups of approximately the same Mach Number. 	 For example,

32 measurements of sphere drag coefficients were made for 1.45 < M 	 < 1.65

and 36 measurements made for 2.8 < M 	 < 3.2 (see Table I for complete
—	 en-

list).	 For each measurement the values of M,. , Re" , and C D are given from

which a Knudsen Number can be derived using 

M

Kn	 d	
-	 . 499	

8	 Rem	 (3)

where k is the mean free path, d is the sphere diameter, and y = 1.4.

The continuum and free molecule drag coefficients are assumed to

be functions of Mach Number only. The free molecule drag coefficient 

is given by
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C	 I+ 1 - 1	 erf S+ 1 + 1	 e	 (1+K)
DFM	 S2	 4S4	

S	
2S3	 rr

(4)

where erf is the error function and where S is the speed ratio given

by S = V/ 12 RT , which can also be expressed in terms of Mach Number

as S = M Y/2. The quantity K in Equation 4 is a factor of order unity

dependent on the gas surface interaction.

Since the evaluation of Equation 4 is complicated by the presence

of the error function, a useful expansion of Equation 4 for low and high

values of S was employed in the analysis. The results of the expansion

are

CD (S < 1.25) _ ?, 8 S + 85 S - 280 
S3J 

(1 + K)	 (5)
FM	 ^	 J

CD (S _> 1.25) = 2 Il + 12 - 14
J 

(1 + K)	 (6)
FM	 S	 4S J

which are accurate to better than .1% with respect to Equation 4.

The continuum values of drag coefficient were obtained also from

Bailey and Hiatt using values of CD versus MCO for Re = 10,000 which, for

	

the Mach numbers of interest here, correspond to Kn	 10 -4 . The ex-

pression employed is given by

CD (M _> 1.0) = .92 + .166/M - .366/M 3	(7)
c

which is found to give an accuracy of at least 5% with respect to the

experimental results. For Mach Numbers below 1.0, the following values

were used

CD (.1 < M < 1.0) = .403 - .142 M 2 + .459M4	(8)
c
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Using the relations given above, the data in a given Mach Number

group were used to find the best values of x and E in a least squares

least	 the	 derivativessrnse.	 The	 squares equation was written and	 partial

with respect to x and E were found. 	 A computer program was developed to

find the values of x and E which made the derivatives zero and thereby

made the error a minimum.

Results and Discussion

For each Mach Number set tested, a root-mean-square (rms) value

was computed and used as a measure of the accuracy of the fit for that

set of data.	 The value of K required for the free molecule drag co-
IM

haveefficient value was found to	 influence on the results obtained.

The RMS value for a given Mach Number was found to be improved if the

value of K was taken to be a small negative number. 	 Therefore, K becomes

a third free parameter of the fitting process.

The least square results showed that x and K have a Mach Number

LI dependence	 is	 The	 K	 found towhile E	 nearly constant.	 x and	 values were

be nearly linear in Mach Number and approximated by the following rela-

tionships,

E x = .399 + .016 M	 (9)

K = - . 002438 -	 .01842697 M	 (10)
so

and the average value of E was found

E =	 . 212	 (11)

A set of x, K, E values are thus obtained over the full range of Mach

Numbers under consideration.	 Equations 9,	 10, and 11 were employed in

Equation 2 and the results compared to the ARO drag data.	 The RMS values

that resulted are given in Table I along with the number of data points

and the values of x, K, and E.	 The average RMS value of the 16 sets of

data tested in Table I is	 .059.
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Figure 1 shows a plot of C D vs Kn for six of the seventeen sets

of data employed in the analysis. 	 The bridging relationship is shown

lines	 based	 the	 Machas the solid	 which are calculated	 on	 midrange

- number of a given set of data. 	 The figure illustrates the success of

the bridging relationship in the transition regime and shows that much

of the 6% rms error can be traced to scatter in the data which is nearly

t 10% at some values of Kn.	 One failure worth noting, however, is the

tendency of the bridging relationship to underestimate the CD value in

the 10-3 < Kn < 10-2 range by about 5% in some cases. 	 This is likely

a slip flow influence which has not been taken into consideration in

this work,

Table I

RMS Values of Curve Fit to ARO Data Using Equations 9,

10, and 11 in Equation 2

Midrange Mach Number of
Mach Number Number Range Data Points X E K RMS

.72 .70	 - .74 7 .4105 .212 -.016 .013

.81 .79	 - .83 9 .4120 .212 -.017 .076
s

.915 .88	 - .95 20 .4136 .212 -.019 .065

.965 .96	 - .97 10 .4144 .212 -.020 .123

.989 .98	 - .998 8 .4148 .212 -.021 .082

1.135 1.08	 - 1.19 24 .4172 .212 -.023 .036

1.25 1.2	 - 1.3 15 .4190 .212 -.025 .055

1.375 1.3	 - 1.45 28 .4210 .212 -.028 .075

1.55 1.45	 - 1.65 32 .4238 .212 -.031 .050

1.75 1.65	 - 1.85 23 .4270 .212 -.035 .051

2.05 1.9	 - 2.2 30 .4318 .212 -.040 .060
{

2.55 2.4	 - 2.7 18 .4398 .212 -.049 .059

3.00 2.8	 - 3.2 36 .4470 .212 -.058 .054

4.00 3.8	 - 4.2 28 .4630 .212 -.076 .060

5.00 4.8	 - 5.2 40 .4790 .212 -.095 .041

6.00 5.8	 - 6.2 33 .4950 .212 -.113 .042
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Conclusions

A sphere drag bridging relationship has been developed for the

low Mach Number transition flow regime which fits recent experimental

results to an accuracy of about 6% rms. The experimental results used

were exclusively those reported by Bailey a:.d Hiatt in tests ran at ARO

and reported in March 1971 in which the sphere surface temperature was

equal to the gas temperature. The results of this work should have

application, for example, to the analysis of falling sphere data in

which T /T %:t:s 1.
W CO

Due to the unique nature of the Bailey and Hiatt data (i.e.,

Tw/Tm = 1), it is of interest to examine the conclusions these data

indicate concerning the nature of the transition flow regime. Using

the parameters found in fitting these data, Eq. 2 was plotted, C D vs M,

(Fig. 2) for 0 < Kn < m and .1 < M < 6 for constant values of Kn. Since

the highest Kn tested by Bailey and Hiatt was 10-1 and since there was

little transition flow data below M = 1, the curves for Kn > 10 -1 and all

the curves for values of Kn for M < 1 are extrapolations. The results

obtained, however, point to two important conclusions: (1) the width of

the transition regime in terms of Knudsen Number is wider than usually

assumed and (2) the free molecule drag coefficient implied by the results

is less than usually assumed.

Since the value of x (which is a measure of the slope of the CD

vs. Kn curve in the transition regime) was found to be about .45, the

width of the transition regime is increased over that obtained using the

Matting relation which has x = 1 (Equation 1). This conclusion is

illustrated by substituting into Equation 2 the value Kn = 5 which is

the usually assumed upper limit of the transition regime. l The results
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at M = 6, Kn = 5 give C D/CD	= .956 which shows that the free molecule
fm

limit has not been reached at this value of Knudsen Number. 	 A value

of CD /CD	.99 is found to be reached for M	 6 at a value of Kn

fm
100.

The free molecule limit was found to be of importance in the de-

velopment of the bridging relationship since K had to be adjusted to neg-

ative	 values in order to obtain an accurate fit. 	 This implies a free

molecule drag coefficient less than two for the high values of Mach

Number tested.	 Results from other experimenters 	 show that the drag

coefficient in the free molecule limit is greater than 2 at Mach Numbers

from 4 to 6.	 This departure from the results of others is likely ex-

plained in that much of the sphere drag data at high Knudsen Numbers and

high Mach Numbers used by others are obtained in low density windtunnels

whereas the experimental data employed in this study was obtained ex-

clusively from ballistic range data.	 The higher surface-to-gas-tempera-

ture ratios that occur in windtunnels cause higher free molecule drag

due to the energetic reflection of molecules at the surface. 	 This effect

9,10 
in which Cis	 shown in recent sphere dragclearly	 experiments

Dfm

is found to decrease as Tw/TM is decreased.	 In fact, an extrapolation

U1,
of the data of reference 10 down to T /T 	 = 1 indicates a C D of 2 or less.

W

A free molecule sphere drag coefficient of less than 2 requires that the

gas surface interaction be non uniform on the surface of the sphere.

This possibility is discussed by Cook ll in which he proposes that the

lowest possible free molecule drag of a sphere is 1.5. 	 The lowest value

implied in this work is 1.844 at M = 6 where K = -.113.

s

The above conclusions are tentative but point to a need for free

molecule experimental data in the low Mach Number regime at surface
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temperatures close to ambient. Although the Bailey and Hiatt data do

not reach free molecule conditions, the extrapolation discussed above

show that the data lead to different conclusions than obtained from

TW/T
CO
 ¢ 1 experiments.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Comparison with Equation 2 of Sphere Drag Coefficient Data

(Ref. S) as a Function of Free Stream Knudsen Number for

Constant Values of Mach Number.

Figure 2. Sphere Drag Coefficient as a Function of Free Stream Mach

Number for Constant Values of Knudsen Number.
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Improvements in Falling Sphere Data Analysis in the 80 to 120 Km Region

by

Gerald R. Karr and Robert E. Smith

-- The analysis of falling sphere drag data is a principle means of

density and temperature determination in the 80 to 120 Km region of the

earth's atmosphere.	 This important method of atmospheric probing was

reported by Bartman, et al l in 1956 and has found wide use in upper atmo-

spheric research.	 The method is particularly useful in the 80 to 120 Km

region which is above the altitude capability of most aircraft and balloon

probes but below normal satellite altitudes.

In a typical falling sphere experiment, a sphere is ejected from a

sounding rocket and the trajectory of the sphere is measured as it falls

through the atmosphere.	 The trajectory information is analyzed to de-

termine the velocity and acceleration as a function of altitude. 	 This

Ll information is then used in the drag equation

Drag =	 2	 p	 V 2 CD A	 (1)

where density, 	 is obtained for 	 given value of drag coefficient 	 CY 	 .	 g	 g	 .	 D'

and sphere crosssection area A.

Temperature values are obtained from the density measurement using

the hydrostatic equation

dp = - g p d z
	

(2)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, z is the altitude, and p is the

pressure. Equation 2 may be integrated between any two limits in altitude

to give the pressure at z
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The temperature at z is obtained by substituting the values of p and p

into the equation of state,

p(z) = p (z) (R/W(z)) T(z)	 (4)

where R is the universal gas constant, W is the molecular weight and T

is the temperature.

The temperature determination is seen to require knowledge of the

pressure or equivalent temperature at some reference altitude (p(z 0 ) in

Equation 3). In practice, the integration of Equation 3 is taken in the

negative direction, from the point of highest ascent down to the lower

altitudes. The temperature at z  is usually obtained from some atmospheric

model. The error caused by possible incorrect temperature selection is

minimized by the practice of downward integration since the term p(z 
0 )

in Equation 3 becomes small in comparison to the first term as the inte-

gration proceeds to the lower altitudes. Thus, the effect of error in the

initial temperature selection should become unimportant at one to two scale

heights below the initial selection point. This was verified in the present

study by selecting temperatures from 00K to 10000K at 120 Km. The effect

on results below 100 Km due to such wide choices in temperature at 120 Km

was found to be negligible ( < 1%).

Another source of error in the falling sphere method is the value of

CD used in the drag equation, Equation 1. The typical trajectory of falling

spheres in the 80 to 120 Km region is found to correspond to an aerodynamic

flight regime for which sphere drag coefficients have been highly uncertain.

Due to the low densities (10 -5 to 10 -8 Kg/m3 ) and the low Mach numbers
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(]. to 5) experienced by falling spheres in this region, the aerodynamic
flight regime is classified as the transition flow regime (Ref. 2). The

mean free paths of gas molecules in this region of the atmosphere vary

between 10-3m to 10m which means that the flow is too dense to be considered

free molecule but two rarefied to be considered continuum. While the free

molecule and continuum values of sphere drag coefficients have long been

{	 well known, the values of C D in the transition flow region have only re-

cently been measured to adequate accuracy.

The purpose of this paper is to report on improvements made in the

falling sphere method of analysis. The most important of which is an im-

proved relationship for the sphere drag coefficient which has estimated
t-:

accuracy of at least 5% over the range applicable to falling sphere tra-

jectories. The second improvement in the analysis is to employ both the

ascent and descent trajectory data in the data reduction. These improve-

_#
ments are applied to published fa-ling sphere data and comparison is made

with the results of previous analysis.

Drag Coefficient Relationship

Recent sphere drag experiments reported by Bailey and Hiatt 3 have

provided and improved the drag coefficient information in the transition

regime.	 The experiments were made in a Mach number and Reynold's number

range of particular application to falling sphere data analysis	 (0.1 <

MCO < 6.2 and 20 < Re < 105 ).	 These data were obtained in ballistic range

in which the temperature of the gas and the sphere temperatures were

approximately the same.	 The data are obtained in a consistent manner by

one group of experimenters over the complete range of flow parameters

importanceapplicable to the falling sphere flight regime. 	 In view of the

of this single source of drag data, a curve fitting relationship employing
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this data exclusively has been prepared by Karr. 
4

The sphere drag bridging

BIT
relationship thus developed is given by

am
=	 -E/a (Kn) x
	

CDc)CD	 CD	+ e	 ( CD (5)
c	 FM

where a = .499	
8	

and where C.	 and C	 are the continuum and free
TT	 DcDFM

molecule drag coefficient, respectively. 	 The quantities E and x are

parameters of the curve fit and Kn is the free stream Knudsen number.

The free molecule and continuum drag coefficients may be written as

functions of speed ratio, S 	 , and Mach number, M, given by4

3
16CD	(S < 1.25) =	 S + 5 - 70

\
1	 (1 + K) (6)

FM	 3	 n

1	 1
CD	(S > 1.25) =	 2 {1 +	 -	 )	 (1 + K) (7)2 4

`	 S	 45FM

Lis
CD	 ( M > 1.0) _	 .92 + .166/M -	 .366/M3 (8)

c

CD	(.1 < M < 1.0) _	 .403 -	 .142M2 + .459M4 (9)
c

where

S = V/^RT	 and	 M =	 V/	 Y 8T (10)
W	 W

where ^{ is the ratio of specifl.: heats of the gas,	 and (1 + K)	 in

Equations 6 and 7 is a factor or order unity which is related to the gas-

surface interaction.	 The least squares curve fit of the above relations

to the data of Bailey and Hiatt has revealed that Equation 5 will fit the
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data to an accuracy of about 5% (based on RMS value) for the following

values of the parameters

x = .399 + .016 M	 (11)

K = -.002438 - .01842697 M	 (12)

E = .212	 (13)

The use of Equations 6 through 13 in the sphere drag bridging rela-

tion given in Equation 5 p.-ovides values of drag coefficients which are

based on the most accurate and applicable information now available. In

order to use this relationship in the drag equation, values must be

available for the velocity V, temperature T, molecular weight W, and the

Knudsen number, Kn. The velocity is a measured quantity while values for

the others are obtained as discussed in the following.

Knudsen Number

Knudsen number is defined as the ratio of near free path, Q, to the

characteristic length of the object. We take the characteristic length

to be the sphere diameter, d . Therefore,

Kn = I / d	 (14)

The mean free path is inversly proportional to number density, n, for a

simple gas (c.f. Ref. 5) and given by

-1

	

I = ( 2 n n 6 2 )	 (15)

where Q is the diameter of the gas molecules. Using the average molecular

weight, we write the mean free path as a function of density

-1
1 =	 (2 TT W ,- 0	 Q2 )	 (16)

	

A	 ,
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where NA is the Avogadro constant. Using a value of a = 3.72 x 10-tom

which is representative of air s , we obtain

Kn = 2.7 x 10-9	
pd
	 (17)

for o in units of Kg/m 3 and d in meters.

In developing Equation 17, we have neglected the small effect tempera-

ture has on the value of a and we have assumed the gas molecules each

have a mass corresponding to the average molecular weight of the gas.

Molecular Weight

A value of molecular weight is required for the Mach number, speed

ratio, and Knudsen number expressions. (We assume Y = 1.4, independent

of the molecular weight). The mean molecular weight is known to be a con-

stant of 28.964 up to about 90 Km altitude. At that altitude, the heavier

molecules begin to settle out causing a drop in molecular weight. Models

of this molecular weight with altitude are provided in Ref. 6. Representa-

tive values of the variation is given by the following equation

W = 24.68 + . 1235 z - . 000874 z 2	(18)

where z is the altitude. Equation 18 gives values of molecular weight

with an accuracy of better than 1% in comparison with a nominal spring/

fall values given in Ref. 6.

Temperature and Density Iteration

The temperature at a given altitude is determined as stated in the

introduction, by downward integration of the density profile. However,

since the drag coefficient is a function of temperature (i.e., Mach number

and speed ratio are inversely proportional to the square root of temperature),
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1	 values of temperature must be available before determination of density

is made using the drag equation. 	 Thus, we are lead to an iterative

for finding both density and temperature.	 The	 isprocedure	 procedure

begun by assuming some initial temperature profile from which, given the

unusual velocities, the Mach number and speed ratio are found. 	 Once a

density profile is obtained (to be discussed in the next paragraph) using

the assumed temperature profile, a new temperature profile may be con-

structed.	 This process is repeated until the values of both temperature

., and density no longer change beyond a specified error limit.

Since the drag coefficient has been written as a function of density,

the drag equation becomes of the following form

x

Drag =	 2	 p	 V2 	A	 CD	+ e- 
bp	 (CD	- CD )	 (19)

., c	 FM	 c

where b is defined through Equation 17 and 5.

-9
b = E/(2.7 x	 10W/d)x	(20)

s

` Equation 19 is a nonlinear equation in the unknown density and must be

solved using numerical procedures.

Solving for density from the drag equation of the form given in Equation

19 t)as two advantages.	 First, as already pointed out,	 the relationship

for CD represents recent, accurate drag measurements. 	 Second, by solving

Equation 19 for density directly, we eliminate the uncertainty of choosing

a drag coefficient from a set of values tabulated as a function of Mach

s number and Reynold's number. 	 Falling sphere experimenters effectively

i solve an equation like Equation 19 by iterating between tabulated CD values

and using the simple drag equation.	 The solution of Equation 19 is obtained
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much faster and the solution is likely more accurate than that obtained

in such	 iterative procedures.

Application of the Proposed Method

The procedure outlined above was applied to sets of falling sphere
!l

data reported by Peterson, et a17 for measurements made over Kwajalein

during 1963 and 1964.	 One of the reasons for using this data to illustrate

the application of the proposed method of analysis is the importance of

the results which were obtained in the original experiment. 	 This set of

data is of particular interest since it forms the basis for the density

and temperature model in the 80 to 120 Km region for what is labeled

"15 0N, Annual" in the U. S.	 Standard Atmosphere Supplements, 	 1966. 6	A

summary of the density results obtained by Peterson, et al? are given in

Figure 1 which is a copy of Figure 2.20 of Reference 6.

A second reason for using this particular set of data was the avail-

ability of the information required in our analysis. 	 Through one of the

original experimenters, K. McWatters, 8 we obtained the detailed computer

output	 (a sample of which for one flight is given in Reference 7)	 for the

 falling sphere measurements made by the group.	 The data of interest is

i the density,	 po ,	 temperature T o , drag coefficient C Do , Reynold's number Reo'

Mach number Mo t and velocity V n , as a function of altitude, z n , which

resulted from their analysis of the falling sphere trajectory. 	 Of these

quantities, only velocity and altitude were measured where the subscript

s
n is used to indicate this. 	 The remaining quantities were deduced and we

use the subscript o to indicate this.	 The measured drag force, however,

can be found by taking the deduced density and the drag coefficient em-

ployed in obtaining that density, and substitute these values into the drag

equation.	 Therefore,
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	 An	 2	 p ^o n	 D	 n
0

where the area is based on 0.66 m sphere diameter. Thus, in this manner,

the values of altitude, velocity, and drag force are obtained as measured

in the original experiments. The accuracy of these measurements is ex-

pected to be at least 5%?

In order to begin the iteration for density and temperature, the data

analysis requires that an initial temperature profile be given. Of a l l the

temperatures given in this initial profile, the only one of importance is

the one given at the altitude at which the downward integration is begun.

For the Kwajalein data, the highest altitude for which data are available

is 120 Km since data above 120 was considered too inancurate. In our

analysis we have taken the temperature at 120 Km to be 460 :'K which is based

on the 15 0N Annual model given in Reference 6. For comparison, Peterson,

et al? used a temperature value of 361 0K at 120 Km which is based on the

1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere. 9 The higher temperature was chosen in this

work in view of the fact that the results obtained in the original analysis

revealed that the temperatures were generally higher than the USSA 1962 at

the high altitudes. The effect the choice of a 100 0K higher temperature has

on the final results will be discussed more in the conclusions.

Temperature Interpolation for the Descent Trajector

At this point in the discussion, we describe another improvement to

the data analysis which is applicdble to the Kwajalein falling sphere data.

Much of the data obtained over Kwajalein consists of two trajectories;

ascent and descent. Soon after ejection of the sphere, the radar tracks

the sphere during its ascent to apogee. This tracking begins usually near

100 Km and data ?.s then terminated at 120 Km for accuracy reasons as dis-

cussed above. During the passage through apogee, the radars "lose" the
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sphere. Also because of smoothness requirements, data processing during

(See Fig. 2)
descent generally does not start again until about 100 Km. In the orig-

inal analysis of this data by Peterson, et al^, the ascent and descent

trajectories were analyzed separately. That is, the downward integration

required for temperature determination was begun again at the top of the

descent trajectory with a temperature choice based on USSA 1962. The

temperature thus chosen at the top of the descent trajectory is potentially

erroneous, the effect of which will propagate two scale height down into

the descent trajectory. We have developed a more accurate procedure for

choosing the temperature value at the top of the descent trajectory which

employs the ascent temperature values and an isentropic relationship. The

{	

ascent temperature values in the 100 Km region are considered to be mor

1	 accurate than the higher altitude values since this corresponds to two

scale heights below the 120 Km altitude where the temperature is taken

arbitrarily to be 460°K.

The temperature determination procedure employed in the present

V
analysis is as follows:

Step 1. Density profiles are determined for both the ascent and de-

scent trajectories, oA (z) and pD (z), respectively. The 15° N Annual model

is used to give an initial temperature profile.

Step 2. A new ascent temperature profile, T A (z), is determined for

the ascent data using the downward integration method.

Step 3. For the region of altitude for which both ascent and descent

data points are available, an isentropic relationship is employed to find
t
t

the temperature for the descent trajectory points, T D (z), given by

1 v - 1

TD ( z )	 TA(z) (
JD(z) 

/ 0
A (

z )
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where Y is the ratio of specific heats. In using this relationship, we

are assuming that the densities which have been measured at the same

altitude by the drag method are different due to an isentropic process.

The sphere trajectory is such that at about 100 Km altitude, the ascent

and descent trajectories are about 80 Km apart. Wave motion in this

region of the atmosphere could then account for the differences in density

which are seen. Over the length and time scales of interest here, the

assumption that such processes are isentropic is reasonable.

Step 4. For the remaining altitude points in the descent tra-

jectory, the temperatures are determined using the downward integration

method.

Step 5. Based on the new temperature values, calculate new

values of Mach number and drag coefficient to be employed in the

determination of new density profiles. That is, start again at Step

1 above and continue the iteration procedure until convergence is

reached in both temperature and density results.

The above procedure requires at Step 3 that at least one data

point of the descent trajectory be at the same, or nearly the same,

altitude as a point on the ascent trajectory. This requirement is met

for six of the thirteen flights made over Kwajalein and reported in

reference 7. Table I gives some of the characteristics of the flights

studied in this work including the range of overlap for the six flights.

Two of the six flights had only one point in common while flight # 13

was found to have 12 data points in common (dat. is provided approximately

every kilometer, on the kilometer).
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Results

Density and temperature profiles were obtained by the methods de-

scribed above for the six falling sphere flights over Kwajalein which

'►'	 had overlap in altitude coverage of the ascent and descent trajectories.

The density profiles were compared with that published in the U. S.

Ut	

Standard Atmosphere 1962. 9 The ratio of the density found in this work

to the USSA 1962 densities is shown for each of the six flights in Figures

3 through 8. Also contained in these figures are the temperature pro-

files obtained in the analysis. Table 1 lists the sounding number which

was designated by the experimenters, the time and date of the flight,

and the altitude range covered on the ascent and descent trajectories for

the six flights analyzed.

The mean and standard deviation of the density and temperature pro-

file ratios (with respect to the models indicated) are plotted in Figures

F	

9 and 10, respectively. For the altitudes outside the region of over-

lap, six values were used in construction of the mean and standard de-

viation. For some altitudes within the overlap region, as many as 12 values

were used.

1
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Discussion of Results

The summary of density results given in Figure 9 show a signifi-

cant departure from that obtained in the original analysis of Peterson,

et al. 1966. This departure is found to be primarily because of the in-

complete information on drag coefficients available to the original

experimenter at that time. The drag coefficient values employed in

the present analysis are considerably more accurate and reveal a point

of maximum departure from the 1962 standard at 105 Km rather than at

92 Km.

The temperature results given in Figure 10 show better agreement

with the original analysis than does density. The departure at 120 Km

is artificial since the choice of a temperature value at 120 Km is

completely arbitrary. The departure in temperature between the present
r

and original analysis at high altitudes is not the cause for the de-

parture in density at these altitudes. In fact, if the value of

temperature at 120 Km used by Peterson, et al. were to be employed in

the present analysis, the departure in density results would be even

greater than given in Figure 9. The colder temperatures used by

Peterson, et al. would result in lower drag coefficients and therefore

even higher densities would be obtained from the drag equation. The

results we have obtained seem to clearly point towards the higher

ii	 values of temperature at altitudes near 120 Km.
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Table 1

Range of Range of
(GMT) Ascent Descent Overlap

^F

Figure Number Sounding Number Time & Date of Flight Altitude Altitude Range -

3 2 0257 March 29,	 1963 100-120 102-80 100-102

4 3 0328 June 18,	 1963 99-120 102-80 99-102

5 8 1458 Nov.	 14, 1963 104-120 109-80 104-109

6 12 1820 March 13,	 1964 99-120 104-80 99-104

t.
7 13 1125 May 12,	 1964 96-120 107-80 96-107

8 14 0101 June 17,	 1964 102-120 102-80 120
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Free Molecule Drag at Speed Ratio Less Than Unity

by

Gerald R. Karr
Assistant Research Professor

Mechanical Engineering Department
The University of Alabama in Huntsville

This work concerns results obtained in the calculation of the

drag force acting on objects which (1) have dimensions much less than

the mean free path of the gas (Knudsen number much less than one) and

(2) have velocity with respect to the gas which	 is much less than the

thermal	 velocity of the gas (Speed ratio, S, much less than one).	 These

El
conditions are characteristic of those experienced by certain aerosols

and Brownian type particles which are suspended in a gas or which are
C

forced to travel through a gas such as in separation processes.

The purpose of this work is to investigate the influence of two

factors which enter the calculation of the free molecule drag force;

(1) the shape of the object and (2) the gas surface interaction. Past

investigations 
1,2,3 

have concentrated on the second of these factors

while assuming the particles are perfectly spherical in shape. The

gas surface interaction has generally been taken to be composed of a

specular fraction and a second fraction which is purely diffusive (see,

Eli	
for example, Ref. 4) or a modified diffusive such as the elastic-

diffusive reflection employed in Ref. 3. The form o` the diffusive
I
)	 fraction of the reflected molecules has received considerable attent-t'on

because comparison of sphere drag calculations with experiment lead to

the conclusion that all the molecules must be diffusively reflected in

}	 order to explain the observed high drag coefficients at low speed ratios.
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In the work reported in this paper, the drag coefficients for both

specular and diffuse reflection were obtained for non-spherical objects

in	 to investigate the influence of shape	 very low speed ratios.order	 at

The drag coefficients were obtained by employing the expression

for force acting on an element of surface in a free molecule flow valid

at any speed ratio and taking the component of that force which acts

in the direction of the velocity vector. 	 The drag component of force

divided into	 due to the momentum of impingingwas	 a part	 molecules,

D i , and a part produced by the reaction force of the molecules leaving

the surface, D r .	 Expressions for both specular D r (specular) and

diffusive D r (diffusive)	 reflections were developed.	 The total drag

force is then given by D = D i + Dr for an element of surface at any

angle with respect to the flow and any speed ratio. 	 The expressions

were then integrated over the surfaces of various shapes including

oblate spheroids, cylinders with flat and spherical 	 ends, and cones

with flat ends. The drag force coefficients were obtained for these

objects at low speed ratios for both specular and diffusive reflection.

IThe total drag force acting on an object is written

Dr
D = Di (1 + D )

i

where the ratio D r/D i represents the effect of the reflection normalized

with respect to the incident contribution. For a perfect sphere, for

example, and for S << 1

D i (sphere) = 3 p n .	 2n RT C V

The attached figure presents examples of values of D r/D i for oblate

spheroid shapes as a function of the minimum-to-maximum radius ratio.
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The results show the sensitivity of the Or/D i to both the reflection

v	 characteristic and the object shape.

T	 The results obtained in this work show that the magnitude of

the force coefficient is strongly dependent upon the shape and o r ien-
t

tation of the object for both specular and diffusive reflection. Since

non-spherical aerosol or Brownian particles would present randon orien-

tation with respect to the velocity vector, the force coefficient for

a given object would be an average value. The results obtained in this

work provide the information needed to obtain the average force co-

efficient for various non-spherical shapes. One conclusion reached in

2 -
this work is that both specular and diffuse reflections can produce

high drag force coefficients at low speed ratios for non-spherical

objects and iieither should be excluded from consideration in such cases.

1. Epstein, P. S., Phys. Rev. 23, 710 (1924).

2. Millikar., R. A., Phys. Rev. 22, 1 (July 1923).

3. Mason, E. A. and Chapman, S. J., Chem. Phys., 36, 627 (1962).

4. Waldmann, Z., Naturforsch, 14a, 589 (1959).
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
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Proposal to Develop Zero—g Brownian Motion Experiments

by

I G. R. Karr

Introduction

Robert Brown in 1828 is credited with establishing as an impor-

tant phenomenon the observed irregular and perpetual motion of macro-

scopic particles suspended in gases or liquids. The theory of this

motion, which has become known as Brownian motion, has received the

attention of Einstein, van Amoluchowski, Langevin, Uhlenbeck and

Ornstein, Chandrasekhar, and many others. The motion received much

early interest because it has been established through the theory that

Brownian motion is direct observation evidence of the molecular state

of matter. For example, from observation of Brownian motion, one can

measure Avrogodros number and this method was in fact considered to

provide the most accurate measurement of this quantity in the early

1900's. The theory of Brownian motion establishes that the motion is

described as a random process which is found to be a major step in the

development of the field of study now called stochastic processes.

Experimental investigations of Brownian motion has not received

the interest of physicists recently and modern interest in Brownian

motion is primarily in the theory and its application. However, with

the unique environment which will be provided by the Space Shuttle, the

possibility now exists for performing experiments involving Brownian

motion that could not be done in a one-g environment. It is proposed

here to study possible experiments that may be performed in a zero-g

environment which involve the observation of Brownian motion. It is pro-

posed to assess the feasibility and importance of such experiments.
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The Theory of Brownian Motion

The currently accepted theory of Brownian motion was presented

by Ornstein and Uhlenbeck in 1930. Beginning with the equation of

motion of a Brownian particle (called the Langevin equation) we have

2

	

an	 2 = - m	 v+ F(t)	 (1)

dt

where ^ is a drag coefficient and where F(t) is a random forcing term

characteristic of the Brownian motion. Ornstein and Uhlenbeck obtain

the solution for the mean square displacement of the particle given by

	

S2	 =	 2 k T2	 (fit - 1 + e	 $t )	 (2)
M

which has the limits for t large compared to S-1

S2 =	
2mk 

T t	 (3)

which is the result obtained by Einstein and for t small compared to

$ -1 the result is

S 2	 u2 t2

0

where u
0 

is the initial velocity of the particle.

Other quantities may also be calculated. For example, the mean

square velocity of Brownian particles all starting at velocity u
0 

is

_	 k T	 r 2 - k T1	 - 2^ t	 (S)
=	 +	 u	 /I

u2 

u 
o	 m	 o	 m	

e

and the velocity distribution function of the particles is given by
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C(uo' u ' t)	

m	

-2	 t	
exp 2M
	

(u - un e - ^Stt)

rt k T(1-e	 )	 1 -	 e
(6)

which shows that the particles eventually reach a Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution.

The above results are all for what is called a free particle.

That is, the only forces acting on the Brownian particle are the drag

term m^v and the random forcing term F(t). 	 For the case of Brownian

motion in an external force fielu, such as gravity, theory is not so

Eli, clear nor as complete as for the free Brownian motion. 	 Uhlenbeck and

Ornstein, for example, consider the Brownian motion of a particle which

• is bound in a harmonic force field at frequency WO .	 Three cases result

a and the solutions for the mean square displacement under these conditions

are provided.

Overdamped case; a >> 2 W

xo = kT2 + (xo2 -
	 kT21 a-$t (cosh 

tu't +	 sinh w't) 2	(7)2
x	 mi	 \	 m 'A, J	 2 W'

2
whereu'	 _	 —13	 - 

W

s Critically damped	 case;	 = 2 u

—	 x o	 =	 —
kT2	 + f xo 2 -	 kT2

l l

2

+1̂	 + 	 e-'t	 (S)
Z	

`` x	 m t	 m ,u /

Underdamped case;	 < 2 W

2

2 xo =	
kT2 +	 r xo2 -	 kT2 1 e-fit	 cos W t +	 sin w l tl	 (9)2

` l 1	 /x	 m .W	 mw

where	 ual a	
W2	

4

While Uhlenbeck and Ornstein obtained solutions for the harmonic

' forcing cases, the case for constant forcing has not been solved as

completely.
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1 For example, Wang and Uhlenbeck state in their 1945 paper that they

have been unable to find the general solution for the constant force

case.	 Solutions do exist, however, for the special case when the

friction force is high and the observation time is large (i.e., for

t >> 9 -1 ).	 Chandrasekhar, for example, obtains the time varying dis-

tribution of Brownian particles in a gravity field and is able to show

that the particles arrange themselves in a barometric distribution with

respect to the gravity vector.

Solutions for other observables of Brownian motion in a constant

force field are apparently not available. 	 For example, the mean square

displacement or the velocity distribution function in a gravity field

were not found in tl,- references cited.	 Part of this study will be di-

f
toward	 thorough investigation of the recent literature 	 thisrected	 a	 on

subject.	 From the literature that has been searched, however, it is

apparent that Brownian motion in a gravity field will be much more com-

plex than the free motion and that sensitive experiments in one-g would

be strongly influenced by gravity.

T` Zero-g Experiments

The zero-g environmen t_ offers at least three advantages in the

performance of Brownian motion studies.

1.	 The theory of Brownian motion in zero-g is well established

while the motion under gravity is difficult at best to interpret.

2.	 Convection currents can be minimized or eliminated in zero-g.

3.	 In zero-g, particles of larger sizes and masses can be em-

ployed in Brownian motion studies.

The purpose of the proposed ,inrk is to study possible Brownian

motion experiments and to assess the value and feasibility of such

experiments.	 While it is expected that other experiments will be proposed
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and studied during this work, the following set of experiments have

already received preliminary consideration and will be described

briefly.

A. Particulate drag in the transition regime

As is well known, Brownian motion is observed in both liquids

and gases. The drag or friction coefficient, ^, in these media is,

however, considerably different. The friction factor in a liquid for

example is in the fluid dynamic flow regin^e called " Stokes flow" and

is described as a highly-viscous flow. For a Brownian motion in a

gas, however, the flow is free molecule if the mean free path of the

molecules is large compared with the size of the particle. It is

therefore proposed that a possible zero-g experiment is to var.r the

properties of the suspension medium or the particles, so as to obtain

friction factor information in the transition flow regime between the

Stokes regime and the free molecule regime. The proposed work would

consist of determining the range of particle and medium properties

that would be required to probe the transition regime. Also to be studied

is the limits imposed on such an experimer. :t by the one-g environment.

The transition flow regime ha; proved very difficult to probe in ground-

based experiments and becomes progressively more difficult as the speed

is reduced. The experiments proposed here would provide data at the very

low end of the velocity spectrum, a region for which little or no data

now exists. This possibility of increasing the range of understanding

of fluid dynamic drag appears to be of great value.

B. Gas surface interaction

Brownian motion observations provide an excellent basis for

studying the interaction of molecules with surfaces. The motion is a

direct consequence of the bombardment of the particle surface with
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molecules of the surrounding medium.	 The free molecule regime is best

for such observations since the motion is isolated from the effects of

viscosity	 that occur in the Stokes flow regime. 	 The proposed experi-

ments would consist of (1) the preparation of particles of known com-

position and surface properties,	 (2) the preparations of gases of known

composition and temperature, and (3) collection of data on the resultant

mean displacement and velocity distribution to determine the friction

determined	 be di-factor $.	 The value of S	 in such an experiment can

rectly related to the effect of the gas surface interaction. 	 The data

can then be correlated with respect to the gas and surface properties.

The physics of the gas surface interaction is not well understood

at present and experimental data of the type proposed here would be valu-

able in identifying the important characteristics of the interaction.

A factor of two variations in the friction coefficient, ^, is theoreti-

cally possible due tc the effect of the gas surface interaction. Ground

based experiments such as the oil drop experiment do not have the sensitiv-

ity needed to determine these effects.

C. Verification of Brownian Motion Theory

The Brownian motion theory proposed by Uhlenbeck and Ornstein is

the currently accepted theory of the motion. The theory of Einstein and

Smoluchowski is found to be the limiting case- of the Uhlenbeck and

Ornstein theory for large times (t >> 	 for the free particle case.

Edward Nelson further proposes that the Einstein-Smoluchowski theory is

also limited to the case of large friction ($ large) and points to ex-

perimental results of Kappler and of Barnes and Silverman to show that,

for the harmonic forcing case, the Einstein-Smoluchowski approximation

is invalid for the underdamped case even for t >> a-1. For the same

reasons as mentioned above, the presence of the one-g field requires
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that	 be	 light.particles	 small and For such cases then, it is difficult

to probe the Brownian motion for short times	 (t < -1 ). The motion for

short times can be used to verify the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein theory.	 The

46

results for t >>	 are the same for both the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein and

the Einstein-Smoluchowski theories and thus such results can not be used

to distinguish the theories. Due to tiie difficulty in making measure-

ments in the short time on earth, 	 there appears to be little, if any,

experimental verification of the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein theory. 	 It is,

E

therefore, proposed that since the zero-g environment offers the

opportunity to adjust the size if ^ over a wide range, a properly de-

signed Brownian motion experiment in space would allow for the verifi-

cation of theory of Brownian motion. 	 The proposed work will seek to

establish the conditions required to perform such an experiment.

Proposed Work

The three experiments proposed above are clearly of great value

and preliminary study indicates that they are also feasible. 	 During the

proposed study, these experiments and others will be considered in detail

to determine the value of the experiment, the reasons that zero-g are

required, and the feasibility of performing the experiment. Extensive

literature searches and personal contacts will be made to ascertain the

state-of-the-art knowledge of Brownian motion theory, motion experiments,

friction coefficients, gas-surface interaction, etc. Experimental tech-

^i► 	 niques will be surveyed and recommendations made for space experiments.

It is also expected that preliminary experimental development will be

undertaken to test observation methods data collection methods, and

data analysis techniques.
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An Experiment Using the Molecular Beam Apparatus Proposed for Space Shuttle

Title: Aerodynamic Force Measurements in Space

Principal Investigator: Dr. Gerald R. Karr, The university of Alabama in

Huntsville, Huntsville, Alabama.

Summary of Proposed Work

The feasibility is to be determined of employing the satellite orbit

environment in the measurement of forces resulting from the interaction of

atmospheric gas with solid surfaces at satellite velocities. To be con-

sidered is an experiment designed to measure the aerodynamic forces acting

on surfaces exposed to the high-velocity, low-density gas flow which is

generated as a satellite travels through the upper atmosphere. In partic-

ylar, the use of the proposed Molecular Beam Laboratory will be considered

for providing the required beam definition and orientation. Engineering

and scientific gains would be generated by the results of this experiment

which utilizes an aspect of the orbital flight environment not easily re-

produced in ground based facilities. The study would evaluate means for

measuring the aerodynamic forces on a selection of surfaces having a broad

range of material and physical properties. The study would determine the

desirable number of surface materials, the range of surface temperatures,

the range in degree of surface contamination, the number of surface coatings,

and the angles of attack to be tested in the proposed experiment. Finally,

the feasibility would be determined of correlating the force measurements

with changes in gas properties.

Justification

The determination of the feasibility of the proposed experiment is

desirable: in view of the potential benefits the experiment would provide.

L

v

r
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At present, satellite aerodynamic properties cannot be predicted accurately

because of the lack of information the proposed experiment could provide.

Analytic studies reveal that satellite aerodynamic properties are a strong

function of the character of the force caused by the gas surface inter-

action. The gas surface interaction, in turn, is expected to be a strong

function of surface properties and surface orientation. The design of

satellites to take advantage of (or to reduce) the aerodynamic forces and

torques has not been possible because of the lack of information on the

forces caused by the gas surface interaction. Knowledge of the character
i

of the surface forces and the major influences on these forces is necessary

to the design of satellites to have specified aerodynamic drag, lift, and

torque characteristics. Such knowledge is also needed in order to inter-

pret the dynamic response of satellites in the atmosphere as is done in

the determination of atmospheric density from satellite drag measurements.

In addition to the engineering information provided by the proposed

experiment, the results would also contribute to the scientific knowledge

of the gas surface interaction at satellite velocities. The expected

r	
results would compliment both orbital and ground-based molecular beam

studies which provide force information indirectly. The proposed experi-

ment would then serve to guide future investigations into the more subtle

details of the interaction.

F
Finally, the study of the feasibility of the proposed experiment

jis justified on the basis that the experiment may be a relatively in-

expensive method of obtaining valuable information. Consequently, the

experiment could require few equipment components with low development

cost and short development time. The information gained would be of

immediate engineering value and would be a valuable complement for future

gas-surface experiments.

L
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,f	 Method

The objective of this study is to determine the feasibility of

performing a space experiment to measure the aerodynamic forces on sur-

faces as a function of gas and surface properties and surface orientation.

r
The study is divided into three areas: 	 (a) Methods of making measurements,

(b) Selection of surfaces and surface conditions, and (c) Correlation of

results with gas properties.

(a)	 Measurement Techniques

The feasibility of making the measurements required will be

investigated taking into consideration the expected low level of force

^j and the perturbing influences of environmental factors.	 To be considered

is the feasibility of the aerodynamic forces acting on flat or shaped

^. surface samples exposed to the gas flow generated by the motion of the

satellite through the atmosphere. 	 The perturbing influence of molecules

..1
reflected from the satellite may require that the surface samples be ex-

tended on a boom ahead of the vehicle. 	 Methods will be evaluated for

measuring the forces, orienting the surface samples, and changing the

surface properties.

i The accuracy of the proposed measurements is to be evaluated

considering perturbing environmental influences such as upper atmospheric

wind and density fluctuations.	 Methods of calibration and monitoring of

the environment will be considered as means of increasing the accuracy of

the proposed experiment.

(b)	 Selection of Surfaces

The selection of surfaces to be tested in the proposed ex-

periment will consider the need to reduce satellite payload weight and

volume while yielding results of the widest possible interest. 	 The se-

lection of Surfaces will be on the basis of providing information of the
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many factors thought to influence the forces caused by the gas surface

interaction.	 Among the factors of interest are the influence of surface

T material, surface surface roughness, surface coatings, sur-temperature,

face contaminates, and surface angle-of-attack to the flow.	 The feasibility

study would establish a series of experiments which best isolate the in-

fluence of the individual factors. The surfaces selected will span those

used in satellite construction so as to provide engineering information

for future design.

(c)	 Measurement of the Influence of Gas Properties

3

Since the gas surface interaction is influenced by both the

surface properties and the gas properties, the feasibility is considered

of determining the influence of the gas properties on the surface forces.

The upper atmospheric gas composition, temperature, and degree of ioniza-

tion are a strong function of altitude, geocentric latitude and longitude,

and time. To be investigated is the possible correlation of the measured

forces with the changes in gas properties that occur naturally over the

orbit. The feasibility will be studied of identifying the gas-property

influences on the forces caused by the gas surface interaction. Study

will be made of the orbital parameters which provide the best conditions

for the experiment.

Personnel

The principal investigator of the proposed study is Dr. G. R. Karr

(resume attached) who has done considerable work on the theory of the gas

g
surfac- interaction and satellite aerodynamics. Since Dr. Karr has pri-

marily theoretical experience and capability, there is a recognized reed for

cooperation with personnel who have experimental capability and experience.

In view of the good working relationship which exists between Dr. Karr,

The University of Alabama in Huntsville, and NASA Marshall Space Flight

i J
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Center, Huntsville, it is proposed that the theoretical expertise of

Dr. Karr be complemented with the experimental expertise of MSFC personnel

such as Dr. P. Peters (a surface physicist) and/or Dr. R. Smith (an atmo-

spheric physicist) both of the Space Science Laboratory at MSFC.
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APPENDIX

Listing of computer programs developed and employed under NASA Contract

Number NAS8-28248.

Program Name Page

LESQA 106

RHORAT 111

AFILIP-HIGH CM 119

AFILIP-LOW CM 123

CDCLEV 127

CFEVAL 130

RUFSPH 133

CLELAN 137

Z-

v`

i

T#^p

i»P

a
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PROGRAM LESQA

This is a computer program which analyzes density, temperature,

velocity and altitude measurements from falling sphere experiments.

Also in the input data are the densities and drag coefficients em-

ployed by the original experimenters so that acceleration data can

also be deduced. Both ascent and descent data are employed. The data

are employed in an orthogonal curve fitting routine so that ascent and

descent data can be correlated at equivalent altitudes. Speed ratio

effects, molecular weight changes and drag coefficient variations are

all taken into consideration. A density is determined which best

represents the data based on the measured properties and those pre-

dicted by theory. A density profile is thus determined using both

ascent and descent information.
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gkUN•/IP LLSGArUAHXXXXXXXXXPLNVIP-UYI4-bKr5rl50
XXF(S)= 9399+.u16 *S
GSIF(S) = .9975617977-.n1842b966*S

DIMENSION C3U(9nU)rC3A(9UO)rkHO(9nO)rCUCO(9nO) ► nACHD(900)rCDFMU(9n
10)rSHD(9UO)rCDLA(yUO).DACHA( 9nO) ► CUFMA(QUO)rSRA(9nU)rVkATIO(9n0)
DIMENSION VAOR(9UU)rVDUP(9U0)

DIMENSION wVA(90U)rWVD(900)rCVA(90U) ► CVD(900)rALPHVA(900)rHETVA(90
10)v8ETVD(9U0)rALPHvD(qu0)
DIMENSION AT(9UO)rTEMP(9UO)rwT(900).CT(900)rALPHAT(900)rbETAT(900)

1rTOR(90n)
DIMENSION wD(9U0)
DIMENSION ALT(y0u)*YAOh(90U)#Yr0R(90U)

DIMENSION wA(9Un)rCA(9UO)rALPHAA(9Un)tbETAA(9(In)rTl(900) ► T2(9nO)r
1T3(9UO)rYA(900)rYU19001rCD(9UO)rALPHAD(900)t8ETAD(900)rHU(90U)rRA

1(900)
DIMENSION AA(900)rHHOA(9UO)rCDA(900)rRHOO(900)rCUD(900)rAD(gun)•

ITEMPA(900) ► TEMNn(gun).VA(9Un)rVT)(9Un)
10 READ (5r30k) (SA)

302 FORMAT (13)
READ(5#250)(C3rF)

REAC(5#301)(MAPMUPNPALTM)

REAn(5r3U0)(AA(I)rHHOA( I)rTFNPA(I)rCDA(I)rVA(I)rI=1 ► MA)
REAU(5.3uO)(AD( T) rKHUD( I )rTFNPD(1)rCUD(I) ► VD(I)91=1rMD)
wR1T0 6r251)(C3rE)
wRiTE(br304)MArMUrNrALTM
wP1TL(6r403) IAA( 1) ► kHOA(1)rTLMPA(I)rCOA(I)rVA(I)rI=1rMA)
wRlTL(6r3n3)(AL(I)rPHOU(1)rTEMPr)(I)rCDO(I)rVD(I)rI=1rMU)

304 FCRMAT(///3HMA=#14r3HMU=vI4v3H N= r14r5HALTM=pFln.5)
303 FORMAT (4XrFd.4r2XrF8.4r2XrF8.4r2XrF8.4r2XrF9.4/)

GAMMA=1.4

PI=39141592653

CONVSM=((2AMMA*.5)**.5
DO PO I=1rMA
AT(I)=AA(I)

80 TEMP(I)=TEMPA(I)

DO 81 1=1rMD
AT(MA+I)=Au(1)

81 TEMP (MA+I)=TEMNnl1)

MT=MA+MD
30U FORMAT (t- 7.3rEb.3 ► h894rF5.3rF8.2)
301 FOHMAT(313rFb.2)

DO 7U I=1rMA

70 WA(I)=1.0
DO 71 1=1rMD

71 *D(I)=1.0
wRITL (6r3u5) SA

305 FORMAT (4Xr IWISGUNn1N2 NUMBER =rI3/)

wRlIL(6r201)
CO 2 I =1rMU
YIU=RHO()(I)*CDL(1)

SXU=SXU+AD(I)
%R1TL(6r10u)AD(T)rY1U

Y=ALO(7 (kHOU (1) *CGL ( I) )
YO(I)=Y

001
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2	 CONTINUE
WR1Tt(b.t0^)
DO	 1	 I=1.MA
Y I A=HHOA (I) *CDA (1 )
Y=ALGG(RHOA(I)*CDA(I))
YA(I)=Y
WPlTL(bt10U)AA(I)#Yl'A

1	 CONTINUE
WRITL	 (6v2U0)
DO 60	 1=IPMA

60	 WRITE	 (6 p 1UO)	 AA(1)PYA(I)
WP1TL	 (br2U1)
DG F1	 1=1MD

61	 WR1TL	 (6#100)	 A0(1)•YD(I)
N=b1
DO 3U K =1.N

30	 ALT(K)=ALTM+.S*(K-1)+IU.0

LT=O

JT=O

KF1=3
KT=3
KO_2
KA=2
KFA=1
KFU=2
KCA=2

KCU=2
LA=O
LD=O
JA=O

R ' JD=O
KVA=s
LVA=O
LVU=O
KVU=3
JVA=O
JVU=U

f . KFVA=3
KFVD=3
CALL ORTHLS	 IAT.TtMP.WT•WIT.LT.JT.CTPALPHATtSETATPKTtTltT2rT3•IND1T

^ 1)
CALL ORTHLS	 ( AA ► YA•WA . MAPLAPJA#CAPALPHAAPBETAA • KA#TlPT2pT3.1NUlA)
CALL ORTHLS	 ( An• YU•WD.MU .LDFJO•CDPALPHAU•HFTAD.KDpT1•T2tT3.1NDiD)
CALL ORTHLS	 ( AA.VAPWVAPMAPLVA,JVAPCVA ► ALPHVAPRETVAPKVAPTlPT2pT3tlN

101VA )
CALL OR7HLS(ADPVU.WVU.MDPLVn.JVn,CVDtALPHVO•bETVD,KVDPTIPT2.T3#iNn

) ivu)
II=O

n'

WRlTL(6P106)	 IIND1VAr1IrCVA(1) r( IltCVA(II+l)rALPHVA ( II)PRLTVA(TI)r
lII=1rKVA)

II=O
WRITL	 (6•lU3)IND1VLrlItCVD(l)r(IIPCVU(II+1),ALPHVD(: I)PBETVD(II) ►

1II = ItKVD)
II =O
WRITE(btlo6)INLIAPIIPCA(l)oflT•CA(IT+1),ALPF4AA(TI).PETAA(II)•T1=1.

1KA)
II=O
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Mk1Tt ( 6.103 ) INUlUtll#CU(1)•(tI•CD ( lI+l)PALPHAD ( II)•BETAO(II)#II=1.
1KD)
II=O

1 %RiTE(b•103)INUIT#11#CT(1)P(1IPCT(1I+1).ALPHAT(TI)PBETAT(11)e11 =i
loKT)

103 FORMAT(// I3///^eYpL4t2XPF2097./(9Xp14.2X•3E20.7))
CALL COEFS	 ( JA•CA# ALPHAA#BETAAPKCA*RAPTIPT2rT3•IND2A)
CALL COEFS	 ( Jn• CUPALPHAnPBLTAn tKCDPPOPT1 .T2 ► T3•IND20)
CALL FITY(ALTPNPJAPCA ► ALPHAAPRETAAPKFAPYAORrTIPT2 •INO3A)
CALL FITY(ALTplit%ILL#CUPALPHADrAETAD•KFDPYUORPTIPT2#IND30)
CALL FITY(ALTPNIJT/CT ► ALPHATPRETAT#KFTPTORPT1*TPPTND3T)
CALL FITY(ALTPNPJVA,CVAPALPHVAsPETVAPKFVA.VAOPPTl•T2rIND3VA)
CALL FITY(ALT•NPJVUPCVUPALPHVnoRETVDPKFVU•VDOPtT1rT2rINn3VO)
WkITt	 (6x500)	 IK@ALT(K)•TOk(K)•VAOH (K)PVUOR(K)•K=I#N)

500 FORMAT(//3X11HK ► 5At6HALT(K)r8Xo6HTUR(K)r8Xt7HVAOH(K)8Xo7HVUGH(K)t/
1(2Xr13*F10.4#3t15.b))
%RITE	 (6x450)	 (TpbA(i)•I=1#KCA)

WRITE	 ( 6.451)	 iTrUU ( I),I=IvKCT))
450 FORMAT	 (//4XP1h1r15X ► 5HPA(I)r/(2Xr15o3XPE20.7))
451 FORMAT	 (//4X+ 1H1 ► 15Xr5HHU(1). /(2Xtl5r3XPL20.7))

%R1TL (b•20[)

00 3 I=1.N
EANM=24.b8+.1235*ALT(I)-.000875*ALT(I)*ALT(i)

RG=A314.S4/EANM
SRU(I)= VUGH(I) /(2.*RG*TOk(1))**.5

IF	 (SR0(I)-1.25)1y5.195•l9b

195 S=SRU(I)
CMU = S/LONVSM
GSI	 GSIF(CMD)

CDFMU(I)	 =/2./lPl*+.5))*(8•/(3.*S) +P. *5/15.-8.*S*5 *5/210.)*GSI
GO TO
	

197

F, 196 S=SRU(I)
CPU = S/LONVSM
GSI = 6S1F(CMD)

Flo SI2=1•/(5 *S1
SI4=SI2*SI2
CDFMU( I)=2.*(1.+SI 2-.25*SI4)*CSI

197 GALHD(I)=SHD(I)/LUNVSM
DM=nACHD(I)
COLA(I)=.91+.1b6U714/0I0-.3b6U714/(UM*nM*UM)
VRATIO(I)=VAOR(I)/VrOR(I)
SPA(1)= VAOK(I)/(2.*PG*lOk(1))**.5
IF	 (SRA(1)-1.25)	 9bv95.9b

95 S=SPA(I)
CMA = S/LONVSM
GSI	 =	 GS1.F(CMA)
CDFMA(I)	 =12./(PI;+.5)) *(H./l3. *S)+A.*S/15.-8.*S ► *5/210•)*GSI
GO TO 97

91b S=SPA(I)
CPA = S/LONVSM
GSI	 = GS1F(CNA)
SI2=1. /(S *S)

S14=SI2*SI1
COFMA(1)=2.*(1.+512-.25*SI4)*GSI

97 DALHA (I) =SHA M /LUwV -:M
DM=DACHA(I)
CDLL) (I) =.92+. lb6U 714/DM-.3b6U714/ (L;M*(1M*UM )

oo^
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RHUCUA=EXP(YAOR(I))
RH0CDP=EXP(YUOR(1))

UENOM=CDLA(I)*LCFMU(1)-COCU(I)*CUFMA(I)
RHO(1)=(RHUCUA*(CUFML(I)-CUCC(I))-RHOCDt)*(CnFMA(I)-CUCA(1)))/VENOM

RHOIN=1./RHO(I)
XX=(RHUCUA*RH01N-LOCA(l))/ICCFNA(I)-CDCA(1))

IF(XX)77.79o7Q
77 C3A(I)=-l.

CO TO 78
7 y X	 =	 XXF(CMA)

C3A(I)=-(RHOIN**X	 )*ALOG(XX)

78 XY=(HHOCUD*RHO1N-CUCC(l))/(COF N n(T)-Lncnti ))

IF(XY)	 87#69PS9
87 C3U( 1)=-1,

GO TU 88
89 X = XXF(CMU)

C3U(I)=-(RHOIN**X	 )*AL06(XY)
R8 AOVRO=RHUCUA/RH(lLUU

FMRA=CUFMA(T)/CnFMU(I)
CONRA=CDLA(I)/CDLU(I)
TMIN=(( 1. -AOVRU)/I AOVRU/(VUOk(I)**1.)-1. /(VAOR(T) **2..)))/(2.*PG)

%RITL(6#102)ALT(I)PYAOk(I)PRl~OCf)ArYnOR(1).RHOCD(1rFMRAPAOVRDPCONAAr
1 TMIN

^

S
[! 3 CONTINUE

wR1TE(6r333)(ALT(	 ) r SRA(1)•CLCA(I)PCUFMA(I)PUACHA(I)PI=1#N)
%PITEl6r334)(ALT(i)•SRU(I) ► CCCO(I)•COFMD(I)•DACHO(I)PT=1#N)
%PITE(6r335)(ALT( 1) ► L3A(I) rC3n(I)•VRATIO(I)•RHO(I)rI=IPN)

333 FORMAT(//4Xr3HALTp9Xt3HSkAr9Xt4H000A•9Xt5HCOFMAr8Xr5HOACHA,/(?X ► F1
10.4.4E13.5))

334 FORMAT(//4Xr3HAL1olDXr3HSRU,lOX.4HCDCDp9X.5HCnFMU•8Xt5HOACHn#/(?X.
AFlU.4r4E13*5))

335 FORMATI//4Xr3HALT ► lOXr3HL3ArlOXr3HC3Ur8Xt6HVRATTC•8Xr3HRH0r /(?XIF1

0.b.4E13.5))
GO TO 10

100 FOHMAT(2X#f10.4.2X#E12*6)
102 FORMAT	 11XoF10.4#bt.14.b)

200 FORMAT(///t)Xr5HAA(I)PIUXr3HYIA//)
201 FORMAT(///5Xr5HAU(i)tlUXr3HYIn//)
202 FORMAT(///bXr3HALTr12Y#2HYAt8Yo +HRHOCnArlOXt2HYrr1UXr6HRHOCDU.8Xr4

HFMRA•10XvbHAOVR0p9X ► 5HC0NHA)
250 FOHMAT(2E2U.10)

251 FORMAT(//r4X ► 3HC3= PF10.1U,4Xr,^HF=.120.10)

ENu
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PROGRMi RHORAT

This program takes falling sphere data and performs the usual
i

analysis to determine the temperature and density profiles. The data

in the region of overlap of the ascent and descent trajectories is

treated as if the atmosphere were influenced by isentropic waves.

Thus, differences in density at the same altitude will result in

differences in temperature at that altitude according to the isentropic

relations.

The program also inputs various standard atmospheres so that

ratios of the measured density and temperature can be readily com-

pared to the standard values.
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f4HUN9/TP RHUkAT,UA1 ► XXXXXXXXX,ENVIR—DYN-G1C,5,15U

XXF(S) = 	.199*.U16*5
GS1F ( S ) 	 n 	 .9915617977—.018426966*S
LANMF(G) 9 24.68*ol 235 n G-•000874*G'G

P PARAMETER	 NPP:ZOU
DIMENSION	 M(5UO),NAD(500), NAA( r-00),TU(500),TU2(500),TMEI500),
1SIG1500),PUISOUI,PU2(SUO),PME(SUO)9%IP(500),TMSR(500),SISR(500)
DIMENSION	 RHDDIIOU),RAISO1100),TRA(100),CISO(1001
DIMENSION	 TTAINPPI , kTA(NPP),CTA(NPP) , APTTA ( NPP),BETTA(NPP)
DIMENSION	 6R(IUU),GRA(IOU), ALPHG( IOC),BETA(3I100),GRDIIDO),CG(1UO)
DIMENSION	 TINA ( NPP),TI140 ( NPP),THAINPP) , THD(NPP)
DIMENSION	 SRA ( NPP),CDFMA ( NPP),DACHA(NPP),CDCA ( NPP),SRD ( NPP),CDFMD
1(NPP),DACHD(NPP),CDC0(NPP)
UIMENSION	 AAINPP),RHOA(NPP),CDA(NPPI,RHODINPP),CDD(NPP(,AD(NPP),
ITLMPA(NPP),TEMPD(NPP),VA(NPP),VD(NPP),

_ IRHOGA(100),NAN(IOU),RHORA(100)9 	 CDGA(100),CDRA(100),RHOGD(100),NDN
1(IOU),RHORD(1U0),CDGD(100),CDRUtlOO)
DIMENSION	 HHLS(NPP),RHLSA(NPP),RHLSD(NPP)
DIMENSION	 RHOSA	 (NPP),RHOSD(NPP)
DIMENSION	 ALS(NPP),RHOSINPP),TES(NPP),TI(NPP),T2(NPP),T3(NPP),FPS(
1NPP)95MOL(NPPi,W(NPP),CS(NPP),ALPS(NPP) ► BETS(NPP)
DIMENSION	 AT(NPP)
1,XA(NPP),XD(NPY)9C3A(NPP),C3D(NPP)
19RHA(NPP),CRA(NPP),APA(NPP),REA(NPP)gRHD(NPP),TEMAD(100)
I,TTA(NPP),TTD(NPP)
CC	 •	 307072000.•.64
KTA	 8
JTA	 0
LTA	 n 	 0
READ	 (5 9 801)	 (MS)
REAU	 (5,800)	 (ALS(I),RHOS(I),TESII),FPS(I),SMOL(I),I n 1,MS)
READ	 (5 9 600)	 (GR(I),I n I,MS)
WRITE(6,599)

599 FORMATIIHU	 ,8X9'ALTl,8X,'GRAVITY')
WRITE	 16,601)	 (ALS(I),GR(I),I n I,MS)

600 FORMAT	 (10X,F10 n 5)
WRITE	 (6 9 8031	 (M5)
WRITE	 (69802)(ALS()),RHOS(I),TES(I).FPS(I),SMOL(I),I n I,MS)

801 FURMAT	 (110)
80U FORMAT	 (F15.59E15.59F15.5rE15.5,F15,5)
803 FOkMA'T	 (///92X,3HMS n ,I1092X,13HU.59	 STANDARD,//,9X,3HALS,12X,4HRN0

i59l2X,3HTES,IZX,3HFPS,12X,4HSMOL,;/)
802 FORMAT	 (2X9F15 n S9^I5.S,F15.5,EIS.5.F15.5)

ENOS0001
DO	 60	 I n I,MS

60 HHLS(I)=ALOG(RHOS(I))
KKK*6
CALL	 URTHLS	 (ALS,RHLS,W,MS,O,O,CS,ALP5,8ETS,KKK,TI,T2,T3,INDI)
GAMMA=I*4
C0NVSM n (GAMMA•.5)•*.5
PI839141592653
DU	 84	 I n 80912U
M111 n U
TU(1) n 0.
TU2(I) n 0.0
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305
301
300O

311
311
3G4
303
302
20U

2n1

601

S

5-)
76

85

4b

4y

47

TMk11 )0090

5Iu11)sue
PJ(I)aU.
PUt(11an.
PME(I)=n.
511'(1 )n0•
REAU (5,302) (SA)
REAUl5,3101(MAU)
HEAD (5.2UO) (C39E)
HLAn(S,301)(MA,MU,N,ALTM)

RF.AO( 5,300)( AA11),RHOA(I),TEMPA(I),COA(I),VA(I),I=I,MA)

NF.AO(5,300)(AU1 11,RHOO(I),TEMPO(1),Cf)D(1),VDII),!=I,MD)

TEA n TEMPAII)
TEU n TEMPDII)
UU 49 1 a I,MA
NAA(I)=AA(1)•92
AT(I)	 a	 AA(I)
UO a c; 1 = 1 , MD

TEMAO(I)s0.1J

NHUU(I)a0.0
NAJ(I)=AUIII*•L
UU 47 1 a 1 9
wTA I I	 = •5
UU 47 1 a 69MA
WTA(1) = 1.0
CALL OHTHLS (AL59GR,w,M5,U,O,CG,ALPHG96ETAG,4,TI,T2,T3,IND1)

CALL FITY (AA ,MA ,O,CG,ALPNG,BETAG,4,GRA,TI,T2,1ND3)
CALL FITY (AU,MD,n,C(3,ALPH('3,RETAG,4,GRD,TI,T2,1'403)

FUKMAT 14X92FIU.51
WHITE (6 9 601)	 (AA(I),GRA11),IaI,MA)
WHITE	 (6 9 601)	 (AD(1),GKD111,1=I,MD)

UU 5 I=1,1UU
CUKA(I)aU.0
CUHU(I)a0.0
dHITE (6 9 305) SA
WRITE(6,311)(MAU)
WRITE (6,2J1) (C3,E)
wkITF16,304)MA,MU,N,ALTM
WHITF(6,303)1AA(I),RHOA(I),TEMPA(1),CDA(I),VA(I),1=I,MAI
wRITE(6,3n31(wU(1),HHOU(I),TENPD(I),COU11),VD(11,1:I,MD)
FORMAT 14X, 17HSOUNDING NOMBFN :,13/1

FORMAT1313,F6921
FUHMAT (F7.3,L8*4,F8#4,F5.3,F8.2)
FORMAT (4X94HMAD=,14/)
FUHMAT (12)
FOkMAT(///3HMA s g14,3HMU n 9I 4 93H N=,I4,5HALTM=,E10.5)
FORMAT (4X,F6.2,2X9E7.192X,F4.0,2X,F5.3,2X,F6.1/1
FORMAT (13)
FUHMAT (2E20910)
FORMAT (//,4X,3HC3 n ,E2J91O94X92HEs,E2n.10)
CALL FITY IAA, MA,nrCS,ALPS,RFT5,KKK,RHL5A,Tl,T2,lNr)3 ►
C A LL FITY (AU,MD,O•CS,ALPS,RFTS,KKK,RHLSD,TI,T2,IND41

MNU=0

UU 5S I=I,MU
RHOGU(1)aRHODIII

UU 12 1a I,MA

ALTA.AA(I
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RG:b314.34/EANMF(ALTA)

SRA (II•VA(I) /(2•ORGOTEMPA(l))00.5

IF	 (5HA(l)-1.251	 95.95.96
95 S n SRA(I)

CMA	 =	 5/CONVSM

G51	 a	 GSIF(CMA)
CUFMA(I)	 =(2./(PI•..5))•(B./( 3. •S)+i;.•S/15.-B.*S.S*5/210.)•GSI

GO	 TO	 97
96 5sSRA(I)

CMA	 -	 S/CONVSM
GSl	 n 	 GSIFICMAI
512=1./(Sos)
514.5120512
CUFMA (1)n2•o(1. +S12-•25*S14)•GSI

97 DACHA(I)sSRA(I)/CONVSM
DM90ACHA(I)
CUCA(I)=.92+.166U714 /DM- .3660714 /(UM *DMOUM)

UCmC0FMA(I)- CDCA(I)
NNs20
RHOOoRHOA(l)
Ka - l
XA111	 a	 XXF(CMA)
X	 •	 XXF(CMA)
C3A(l)	 _	 .212e(CC/EANMF(ALTA))0*XA(jl

Lit C3	 n 	 C3A(I)
30 FX n RHOA(I)•CUA(I) /(CUCA(I) + DC O EXP(-C3 • (RHOU OO X 	 II)

CALL	 wEG1T(RHUU,FX,L,K,NN)

(11tt33)ii GU	 TO	 (30.31x32,33)•K
31 RHUGA(I) n RH00

GO	 TO	 34
32 HHUGA(1)F0.0

GO	 TO	 34
33 RHOGA(I)=-I.O
34 NAN(1) n NN

i RH0HA(I)sRHOGA(1)/RHOA(Il
f

CUCA(I) CUCA(I)+DC*EXP(-C3+IRHOGA(1)••X	 ))
kH05A(I)=EXP(RHLSAII))
CUkA(I) n RHOGA(I)/RHOSA(I)

12 CUNTINUE
IF(MAD-SU)	 2U•i1.21

20 DO	 59	 JK-1•MAU
TEMAD(JKI=TEMPA(MA-MAU+JK)
RHDD(JK) n RHOGA(MA-MAU+JKI

S8 TLMPU(JK):TEMAU(JK)OIRHOGU(JK)/RHDD(JK)100(94)
GO	 TO	 22

21 TLMPD(1)	 •	 TEU
22 UU	 11	 I n I,MD

ALTU n AD(I1
kGu8314.34/EANMF(ALTD)
SHU (IIeVU(I) /(2.•RGOTEMPD(I))••.5
IF	 (5RD(1)-1.25)195,195,196

195 5 n 5RD(I)
CMU	 a	 S/CONVSM
GS1	 s	 GSIF(CMU)
CUFMD(l)	 =(2./(Pl••.5))•(b./(3.05)+11.•5/15.-8.0S0505/210.)•GSI
GO	 TO	 197

196 5 n SRO(1)
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CMD	 •	 S/CONV5M

G51	 GS1F(CMU)
512=1./(S•S)
SI4=S12•SI2
CUFMDII)=2••(1.+S12-92%*S14)•G51

197 UACHOII)=SRD(1)/CONVSM
DM=UACHD(1)
CUCD(I)=.92+.166U114/UM-.3660714/IDM•DM+DM1
DC=COFMDII)-CDCO(1)
NN	 20

MP K•-1
RMUGuRHOOIII
XUII)	 n 	 XXFIChUI
X	 n 	 XXF(CMD)
C3U(l)	 _	 9212*(CC/EANMF(ALTD))••XD11)
C3	 =	 C3D(1)

40 FX=RI/OD(I)*CUD111/ICDCUII)+DC O EXP(- C3 • I R H00 •O X 	 111

CALL	 WEGIT(RMOU,FX,E,K,NN)

GO	 TO	 (40,41,42,43),K
41 RHO6D(I)=RH00

GO	 TO	 44
42 HHOGO(1)=0.0

GO	 TO	 44
43 RHOGO(I1=-1.0
44 NUN(1)=NN

kHURD(I)=RH000(1)/RHOD(I)
C060(I)=CDCD(I)+DC • EX P (-C 3 n ( RH OGU(I) ••X	11
RH0SD(1)=EXP(kHL5O(1))
CURD(I)=RHOGDIII/RHOSD(I)
RAI50(I)-(RHDUII)/RHOGU(1))•+.4

11 CONTINUE
WHITETE	 16,902)
WHITE	 (6,900)	 ( AA (I),RHOG A (I), R HORA(1),	 CDGA(1),CDPA(I),NAN(I),

1	 XA(I),C3A(I),1 n I,MA)

WHITE	 (6,901)
WRITE	 (6,900)	 (ADIII,RH0GD(1),RHDD(I) 	 ,	 CDGO(1),CDkD(I),NDN(1),

I	 XU(I),C3UIII,I=I,MOI

BB=O.0
DO	 61	 K=29MA
BduBR-( AA(K)-AA(K- 1))=(RHOGA(K)•GRA(K)-HHUGA(K- I)•GkA(v- 1))/ALOG

61
1lKHOGA(K)•GRA(K)/IRHOGA(K-II•GRA(K-1)))
TINA(K)=BB
BB=O.0
00	 63	 K=2,MD
OB&BP-(AD(K)-AUIK-111•(RHUGI)(K)OGRD(K)-RHOGD(K-1)OGRD(K-1)1/CLOG
7(kHOGD(K)•GRDIK)/IRHOGU(K-I)OGRD(K-1)11

63 TINUIK)OBB
THA(I)=TEMPA(1)
DU	 64	 KKs2,MA
ALTA=AA(KK)
RGuS314.34/EANMF(ALTA)

64 THA(KKI=TINA(KK)•IOUO./IRHO(,A(KK)•RG)+RHOGA(1)•THA(1)/RHOGA(KK)
THD(1)=TEMPD(l)
UO	 65	 KK=2 ► MD
ALTU n AD(KK)
N,,=8314.34/EANMF(ALTO)

65 THDIKKI•TIND(KK).1000./IRHOGD(KK)•RG1+RHOGD(I)OTHD(1)/RHOGDIKK)
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3nNIINO3	ZR

Z••(1)vdW31•(3ri?n1n(3r)tnl
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v^10+111)VH1/((IIVHl-(1)VdW31►)SeV•V310
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I)nS13'11)OVW31'II)OSivb'(I )OHIOli)0dH31'lt)IV)(I19'9)311HM
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111x,3HADN,9X,'AA•,13X,•C3A•1

902 FOknAT (///,6X,3HALT,99,5HRH0GA,9X, SHRHOkA,l0X,4HCDGA,l0X,4HCDRA,
I11X,3HAAN,9X,IXD•,13X,IC3U•)
GO TO 10
ENU

WXOT
41

800 1.999 -ES18U.65 4.065 -E32899614
8 1 • 1.662 -ES180.65 4.888 -E32A•964
82. 1.38 1 -E5180.ti5 5.877 -F32A.9641 830 I.15U -E5180.65 1•U67 -E329•964
8 44• 9.563 -E6180.65 8.496 -E328•964
85• 7.955 -E6180.65 1.021 -E228.964
86• 60617 -E6180.65 1.228 -E228.964
87. S.5U4 -E6180.65 1.476 -F?2A•964
A80 49579 -E6lbO*65 1.7/4 -F228.964

"90

3.819 -E6180.65 2.133 -F22A•964
900 3.170 -E6180.65 2.563 -E218.9691• 29598 -E6183.63 3.127 -F228.96
92• 2.137 -E6186.62 3.802 -E229.96
930 1.763 -E6189.59 4.607 -E228•96
94• 1.459 -E6192•S6 5.566 -F828.95
95• 1.211 -E6195.51 6.702 -F278.94

'
9 6 9 I.00b -E^198.45 8.052 -E828.94
97• 8.415 -E7201.37 9.643 -F818992980 7.044 -E7204.78 1.151 -F128.91

990

S-911 -E7207916 1.371 -F128990
1006 49974 -E7210•(12 1.629 -E128.88
101. 40159 -E72149A6 19946 -E129986102• 39493 -E7219.66 ?•316 •F12A•83
lU3• 2.945 -E7224.43 2.744 -E128.81
10 4 • 2.492 -E7229.18 3.240 -F128.7S
105• 2.117 -E7233.90 30810 -E128975
l0ti•
IU7•

10904
19543

-E7238.58
-E7243.23

4.465
5.215

-F129972
-F128.68

IOH. 1.323 -E7247•A5 6.071 -E128o664
IU9. 1.139 -E7252.44 7.045 -E128.60
110. 9.829 -E8257.00 A0150 -F128.56
111• 8.36U -EA266.44 9.568 -E128951112• 7.153 -EA275.85 1.117 28047

w
113. 6.153 -E8285920 1.296 28.42

• 114• 5.321 -E8294.92 1.496 2A•37
1150 4.623 -EA303.78 1.719 28.32

""o
117•

49035
39536

-E8313.01
-E8322.19

1.966
2.239

28.27

11k• 39112 -E8331.33 29S40
28.22
28.17

119• 29748 -E8340.43 2.810 28.12
120• 29436 -Ed349949 3.133 289U7
& o• 9.564
8 1 • 9.561
82. 9.55H
b3• 9.555
84. 9.552
H5. 9.550
A6. 9.547
87. 9.544
88. 9.541
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ODU341 UUU b9. 9.538

ODU3 4 2 U00 9U• 9.535
0003 4 3 000 91. 91p532
ODU344 (JUU 92. 90529
ODU345 UUO 93,. 9.526
ODU346 OUO °4"0 9.523
nUO347 UUU 95. 9.52U

( 000348 OUO 96. 9.517
ODU349 00U 97. 9.514
ODU350 UUU 98. 90511
000351
ODU3S2

UUU

UUU
99,

1000
96508

90SUS
ODU353 UUU lUlo 9.502

` ODU354 U00 102. 9.499
ODU3S5 UUO 103. 9.496
ODU356 000 1040 99493
ODU357 UUU IU50 91490

- 000358 UUU 106. 9.488
ODU359 ODU 107. 99485
ODU360 UUU 1080 99482
OUO361 ODU 1099 9.479

000362 000 110• 9.476

r ODU363 OU0 Ill• 9.473

E 000364 UUU 112• 9.470
000365 UUU 1130 9.467
OUO366 UUO 1140 9.464

ODU367 UUO 1150 9.461
ODU369 000 1160 90458
00036Y OOU 1170 90455
ODU370 UUU 118• 90452
ODU371 UUU 1190 9.449
ODU372 11wu 12LL 9.447

zz

r

z

k

z

e
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PROGRAM AFILIP-HIGH CM

This program computes values of drag coefficient for various

values of Knudsen number and Reynolds numbers for Mach numbers above 1.



t
,rNUN ,/TPL 	 AFILIP,UAHXXXXXXXXX, ORgITl5,4OU

HIG H Ch1
GFOR,IS	 MAIN,MAIN

(,51F(S1	 =	 .V97b617977-•0Id426966e5
XF(S)	 •	 .399+•016.5
CUFMLF(5)0(2./INl••.5))0(8./(3.05) +a.•S/15.-6.•5.5.5/2109)•GSI
CGFMHFIS)	 n 	 2.•119+I. /(SsSI - 925/ISOS*5*51)•GSI
CUCFI51 i.91+91ti6U714	 /S - 01660714	 /ISe5e51
UIMEN51014	 XMIIUO) , REIIUO) , CD(100) , HKNI100),

1 CDLSIIOOI,CR(IUO)
PI	 s	 3.14159265
GAMMA	 :	 1.4
CONVSH	 =	 (GAMMA*.5)••95

It) READIS,I9END•1001CM,Nl
I FORMATIFIUo0ol51
REAUIS,33)	 XL,EL,GSI

33 FORMAT(3F1590)
READ(5,2)	 (XMli),RF(1),CD(Il,l•I,N1)

2 FURMAT(3F20.U)
G51	 GSIFICM)
SEEK	 :	 0.0
SELK2	 •	 O.0
5Y	 s	 (1.0
SYKN	 •	 ().0
WHITF16,11)

it FURMAT(IH1 9 13X, 9 PHESENT	 EXPERIMENTAL	 SPHERE	 DATA$)

WRITE( 6,5)CM

5 FURMAT1IH0 9 /,/,25X, l CM	 a	 99F6. 40/, /,IIX,•XMI,17X,#REI,19X,•CD$9/)
WHITE(6,6)(XM(1),REIII,CD(I),Isl,f4l)

6 FUHMAT (5X,F10.49IUX,FI0.4,1'UX,FIO.4)
AbsGAMMA*6(- .5)

7 DO	 20	 I.1,N1
A	 =	 .4990(6./f'I)••.5

Î A	 •	 I . / A
BKN 1I)	 =	 XMII)/(NE(I)•AG)

HKN(I)	 =	 A•HK1411)

SK	 :	 XMII1•CONVSM
IF(5R-1.15)	 95995,96

95 CUFM	 x	 CUFMLF(SR)
GO	 TO	 97

96 COFM	 s	 CDFMHF(SR)
97 GM	 s	 XM(ll

CDCN	 n 	 CUCF(GM)

# DC	 n 	 CDF M -CDCN
UC	 n 	 CD(I1-CDCN
CR(1)	 •	 UC/UC
WKITF(6,4)DC,UC9CR(I)

4 FORMAT(/,/,IH	 , • DC	 n • ,E20.10 9 SX, 9 UC	 n • ,E2U•10,5X, • C R (l)	 =1,E209101
20 CONTINUE

E	 •	 9212
DO	 41	 Jsl,lnl

X 0 9005 • (J -1) 	 +U.35
FxxDSUX (CR,RKN,E,NI,X)

(
1
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t
F XaFX-X

y l wkITE(6,121X9FX,NI

X	 a	 XFICM)
UU	 42	 J819101
Ea•OnS*(J-I)+91
FEwDSuE(CR,BKN9E,Nl,XI
F LaFE-E

42 Nk ► TE16•I3)E•FE•NJ
X	 n 	 XF(CM)

E	 a	 .212
12 FURMATI/,1!.	 , • X	 • '•E20•IUsSX•'FX	 =• ,F2U9lG,5X,'N	 a	 9031
13 FURMATI / 9 1H 	 • • E	 a• 9E20•lU9SX, • FE	 -	 • ,E20•10 9 SX 9 0 N	 a	 1i131

54UaD-U
1fy DO	 7S	 1=1 •Nl
iL t SkaCMaCONVSM

GMaCM

^.. 1FISR-19251d5,85,e6

d5 COLS(()	 a	 CDCF(GM)+IICOFMLF(SR)-CDCF(GM))•EXPI-E/(BKN(1))••X))
GO	 TO	 70

86 CULS111	 a	 CDCF(Gm)+(CDFMHF(SR)-CUCF(GM))*EXP(-E/(BKN(l))a*X)
7U S4DaS(.1D+ICULS(l)-CD(I))•a2•
7S CONTINUE

RM5015UD/NII••95
wRITE16,74)

74 FURMATI/,/,/,9X,'CUL5',18X,'CD'917X.'BKN',/)
WRITF(6,73)(CDL5INI,COIN),BKN(N)pNal,Nl)

73 FURMAT(IH	 ,3EZU-10)
wRITF(6,3)CM,NI,X,E,6S1

3 FURMATI/,/,/,/,/,IH	 ,9X, 9 CM'9ISX, 9 Nl' 9 /r/,1H 	,7X9F6o4ol6X,!2, /, /./
I,IH	 99X,'X •, IYX,•E',18x, ' GSI•,/, /,IH 	 ,JL2091o)
wkITE ( 69711RMS

71 FORMAT(/,/,/,'	 RMSa',E20910)

51	 a	 CM
52	 a	 CM*CONV5M
DCF	 a	 COCF(Sl)
UFML	 a	 CDFMLF(521
UFMH	 a	 CDFMHF(52)
WHITE(6,76)	 OCF,	 UFML,	 DFHH,	 51,	 52

76 FURMAT(/,/,/,lM	 to	 CDCFa99E20.1n•/,/,lH	 ,•	 CDVMLF=',E20.10,
1	 /9/91H	 ,•	 CDFMHFa',E2091U,/,/,IH	 ,•	 Sl n ',E20•l0,/,/,1H

I	 •	 S2a',E20910)
UU	 53	 Lal,S
DO	 50	 Ka 1,9
811NIK1	 a	 l0.01+0.01•IK-II)*110•••(L-1))
BKN(K)	 a	 BKN(K )•( 109a0(-3))

• SR	 a	 CM*CONV5M
GM	 a	 CM

1F(SR-1925155955,56
55 CULS(K)	 a	 CDCF(G M ) + ((CUFMLF(Sk)-COCF(GM)) O LXP(-E/(	 BKN(K))•*X))

GU	 TO	 S1
56 CULSIK)	 a	 CUCFIG M )+ICDFMHF(S R )-CUCF(GM)I • EX P (-E/(	 BKN(K))•aX ►
51 WRITE(6,52)CM,SR,8KN(K),CULSIKI
52 FORMAT(IHO,16X,'CM',14X, • SR',/,/,IH	 ,1ZX,Fd•4,dX,F10.5./,/./,IH	 ,

• l	 YX, 9 BKN • ,17X,'CDLS',/,/,IH	 ,3X,FI5•F,5K.EIS*8)

SU C U)4 T I NUE

53 CUNTINUE
GO	 TO	 10
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IOU STOP

FUNCTION DSUX(CRg4KN.E,NI,X)
UIMENSION CR(IUO),BKN(IOU)
SX s 090
DO 65 I . 1 NI

BKNX s BKN111•*X
SX s SX+(CR(l)-EXP(-E/BKNX))+(EXP(-F_/BKNX))+IALOG(

65 CUNTINUE
DSUX s X+SX
RETURN
FUNCTION OSUE(CR.BKN,E.NI.X)
UIMENSION CR()01)1,BKNIIOOI
SE * 0.0
UO 66 1•I^NI

BKNX = BKN(I)•*X
SE = SE+(CR(1)-EXPi-E /BKNX))•(EXP(-E/BKNX) ► /BKNX

66 CONTINUE
DSUE n E+SE

RETURN

END
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PROCRAM AFILIP-LOW CM

This program computes those same values as the AFILIP-HIGH CM

except that only Mach numbers lower than unity are employed.
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@k UN, /TPC	 AFILIPsUAHXXXXXXXXX,ORBIT,4,30U

LOW CM
6F OR , IS M AI t 4	 MAIN

XF(5)	 -	 .399•.U1605

GSIF (51 	 =	 .9975617977-• U18426966*S
CUFMLF(SI=l2./lPI••.511^IA./13.•SI•A.•5/15.—e.^S^S^S/?I0.1•G51

CJFMHFISI	 =	 2.*(!••1./(S•S)—.25/IS*5*505))•GSI
CDCF(S)	 -	 U.4U297-0.1424799*S*S*0945950669015•*4.1
DIMEN51ON	 XM(IUO),RL(IUO),CD(100),BKN(100),

1 CDLS(IUO),CR(100)
PI	 =	 3. 1 415926!-,
GAMMA	 -	 1.4
CON VS4	 =	 (GAMMA•.5)•••5

I HLA015,I,E:NU n IUUICMINI

I F'ORMAT(FIO•U,15)
READ(5,331	 XLrEL,G51

33 FORMAT13F'15.U)
READ(5o2)	 (XM(1),RE(I),CDII),1-I.NI)

2 FORMAT(3F20.0)
GSI	 GSIF(CM)
SELK	 =	 0.0
SELK2	 U.0
SY	 =	 U•0
SYKN	 =	 0.0
WRITF(6,11)

11 FORMAT(IH1,13x,'PRESENT	 EXPERIMENTAL	 SPHERE	 DATAI)
WHITE(6,5)CM

5 FUHMAT11H0,/,/,25X, • CM	 n 	 $,F6o4,/, /,11X,tXMti17X99HE,, ► 9X,'CD',/)
j[ ovHITE16,6)IXM(I),RE(I),CD(I),1=l,Nl)

6 FURMAT(5X9F10.4,1OX,F1U.4,IOX,FI0.4)

AG-GA MMA.0I -.Sl
7 JU	 20	 1-1,NI

A	 =	 .499-(8./PI)•0.5

A	 =	 1./A
r: dKN(l)	 xM(I)/IRE(I)•AG)
x BKN(l)	 =	 A*BKN(1)

5H	 =	 xM(I)•CO N VS M

95
IF(SR-1.25)	 95995,96

CUFM	 a	 CDFMLF(SR)
GU	 TO	 97

96 CUFM	 =	 CDFMHF(5R)
97 vM	 s	 xM(l)

CDCN	 =	 CDCFIGM)
UC	 n	 CDFM—CDCN

UL	 n 	 CD (I)—CDCN
CHIII	 =	 UC/DC

Wk1TE16,4)DC9UC,CR(l)
4 FUKMATI/, /91H 	.'DC	 -',E20.10,5x,'UC	 -',E20.10,5X,'CR(1(	 -1,E20.101

2U CONTINUE
L	 =	 .212
00	 41	 J=1,101
x=.00S•(J -1) 	 •0.35

FX n 0SUX(CRv9KN9E,NI,X)
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56
S ►
51

5U
53

FXsFX-X

41
	

wHITE16,12)X,Fx9NI
x - XF(CM)

UU 42 J=1,101
E n .005*(J-1)+.l
FEw0SUE(CH,8KN, E,NI,X)
Fi^ n FE—E

42
	

WHITE(6,13)E,FE,NI
X	 XF(CM1

+ua
	 E _ .212

1 
	
FORMAT(/,114 ,'X s',L20.l0,SX, 9 Fx =9,E20•IU,5X,'N a ',13)

l3 FORMAT(/,1H ,'L = • ,E20.I0,5X, • FE as 9,E20.10 9 5X 9 0 N	 1,13)

SQD n 0•U
DU 75 I n I,NI
SRaCM *CONVSM
(,M*CM
IF IS R - 1.25)85,85,86

85 COLSII) a CDCF(Gm)+((CDFMLF(SR)-CDCF(GM))OEXP(—E/(HKN(1))•*X1)
GU TO 70

86 COLS(1) n CDCF(GM)+(CDFMHF(SR)-Cf)CF(GM))•EXP(—E/(BKN( l))**X)
7U
	

SQD=SQD+(C0L5(I)-CO(1))0•2.
7S CONTINUE

RM5 n (SOD/NI)0*.5
wkITE(6,74)

74 FORMAT(/,/,/99X.'CDLS',18X,•CD'117X,•BKN•,/)
WRITE(6,73)(CDLS(N),CD(N),BKNIN),r4 n ),NI)

73 FORMAT(1H ,3E20.10)
wH ► TE(6,3)CM0NI,X,E,GSI

3 FORMAT(/,/,/9/9/91H ,9X, I CM'•l8X, I NI I ,,/,/,IH ,7X,F6.4,i6X9l2'/'/'/
191H 9 9X 9 'X',19x 9 'F_',IBXo(351',/,/,IH #JE20010)
WHITE(6,71)RMS

71 FORMAT(/,/,/,'	 RM5-1,E20.101
S 1 - CM
52 a CM*CONVSM
DCF - CDCF(51)
DFML = CDFMLF(521
DFMH - CUFMHF(52)
WRITE(6,76) DCF, DFML, DFMH, 51, S2

76 FORMAT(/, /r / ► 1M i t	CUCFv',E2U.10. /, /,IH o f	 CDFMLF*' ► E20.10i
/,/,IH ,'	 CDFMHF=•,E20.1(j,/,/,1H ,• 	 Sl=',E20.10,/,/,IH

1	 .	 52*',L20.10)
00 53 Lu1,5
DO 50 K n 1,9
8KN(K) * (0.01+0.01*(K-)))*(!0.••(L-1))
HKN(K) * HKN(K)*110.**(-31)
SR = CM*CONVSM
GM a CM
IFISR-1.25155,55,56
COLS(K) a CDCF(G M )+(ICDF M L,F(S R )-CDCF(G M )I*E XP ( — E / (	 BKN(K))**X)l

GO TO 51

COLS(K) - CDCF(GM)+(CDFMHF(5R) — CDCF(GM)1 • EX P I-E/(	 BKNIKI)**X)
WHITE(6952)CM,5R,FiKN(K),CDLS(K)
FORMAT (1HU,16X9 • CM',1 4 x,'SR', /,/,IN ,j2X,Fb.4,8XgFl0.Ss/,/, /,IH
19X,'8KN',17X,'CDLS' ► /, /sIH 9lX,El5.895X9L15.8)

CONT P4UE
CUNT t NUE
GO TO 10
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100 STOP

FUNCTION DSUX(CRoBKN@E#NI.X)

DIMENSION CR(IUO),BKNIIOO)
sx . 0.0
DO 65 I•I,NI
BKNX n BKN(I)•*X
SX a 5X+(CR(li-EXPI- E /BKNX)1•(EXP(- E,18KNX))•IALOG(

6S CONTINUE
OSUX s X*SX
+tE TURN
FUNCTION DSUE(CR#BKN,E,NI,X)
DIMLNS10N CR(IU0),BKN(I00)
SE n 0.0
DO 66 I n I NI
BKNX z BKN( I )•*X
SE i SE•lCR(11-EXP(-E /dKNX)) *!EXP(-E/aKNX)) /BKNX

66 CONTINUE
USUE s E•SE
RETURN
END

BKN(1)) ► /BKNX
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PROGRAM CDCLEV

This program computes free molecular drag and lift coefficients

for flat surfaces at various angles of attacks and for a specified

range of speed ratios.
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krkUN,/TP CUCLEV. UANXXXXXXXXXgFANTASTIC- GK#SelSU

1-'I NLICIT REAL*b(A-HjO-[)
UIMENSION ANGO(20)9CLI25s2U),CD(25,2n1
RLAU15 t 100) PJgALJ,X
542•).41421356237
P1w3.141S926S3
SwP1:1.7724538S09
S42s1.41421356137
E•2.718261828459
XKUX*Pl/180o
P=0.3275911
AIwU•1S4b29592
ALo- 0.284496736
A3=1.421413141
Alin- l.4531S2U97
AS&1.061405429
LOD*4.•3./PI
UUL21=1,25
St; I
OU 22 J=1,10
ANG*XR•(J-l)
Afv(3D ( J) =AN(a• 1 8U. /P 1
SA=SIN(ANG)
CA=COS(ANG)
Z=5*S*.S*SA•SA
L 	 L**I - ZI
T 	 /3.75
L5=E*•(-S•S)
R•l•()/(1.0+P*S)
LRFS n I.U-(AIOR•A2* R*R+ A3•IR•03.)+A4*(RO*4.)+A5*IR••5.))•ES
F=54P1•IS*5+I.U-(0.25/(S•S)))•ERFS+(5+IU.5/5))•LS
CuU n 2.•F/(S•5•5OPI)
IF(2-3.75)IU9lUvll
bU =IZ * 0 .5)*EZ • (1.0+3.5156129 • TOT +3,0899424•(T**49)
1+1.2067492 • (T**6.) +.2659732 • (TO•89) +.U36U768•(T•+10.)
2+.U04SH13*(T*•12.))
H1 = (Z •• 1.5) • EZ • (.S + .87891JS94 0 T • T +.514y886Y*(7•*4.)

2 + •I5nb4934 • (T •• 6.) +•O16587330IT 9 96 9 1 +•003C1532•(T••IrJ9)
3+.UOr)32411•(T••l2.))

f.i u T 	 12

RUs. 39994226*.01328592/T+.00225319/IT•T)
1-•00157565/(1*T+T)+.OU916281/(T*04.)
2-oU2nS77U6/(T•*59)+•UZ635537/(T*06.)
3-.ul647633/(70*7.)+.i)0392377/(T*•8.)
H1s.3989422F-.U3988024/T-.00362O16/(T•T)
l+•uU1638U1/ ITOTOT)-. OlU31S55/(T••ti.)+9U2282967/(T+.S.)
2- .Ul°9S31211T006.)+. 01787654 /(10 0 7.)- .U042U059 /IT0o8
AL=ti. •SA•5A/3.
8L=-4.•SA*SA+PI•SA
Cx-PI•.S•5A+(b.•SA•5A/6.)

A,zALJ
CL(I•J)=SG2 . 5(g PI • .50CA+((60 4 8 1)•AJ•(AL+8L•PJ+C•?J•PJ1
1*4u*(1.+(3.-PJ)•AJ)/( 5*5)+ Bl•(l. +((./3. +PJ/3.(•AJ)/(15*S))
C6(1•J)=(LUU/(I.+LUU))•CL(1gJ)
Auu- 1.a4. *5A *SA /3.
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t3UNPI-8 • OSA•SA/3.

CUDw1 9/ 2.-PI+6.•5A•5A/j•

G 0Uw-9S+PI/4•-5A•SA/3.
KUGAU+BOOPJ+CGD*PJ•PJ+CD•PJOPJOPJ
lF(J-1)2U,21,2iJ
Cu(I,J)aSQ2•SAAI(BU+B1)=(1.+AJOKUI+BQ•(I.+AJ•(3•-2.*PJ+•5+PJePJ))
1/(2.•S^S!•91•II•+ALJ•I1•/3•+2.•PJ/3.-PJ^PJ/6.1)/12.•S^SI1
2+SW2•(80+81)+(I.+ALJ•(-1•+I.S•PJ•PJ-.5•PJ+PJ•PJ))/(SA050S)
CD(I,J) n CD(I,J)•SQPI
CUiI,J)s(LUD/(I.+LOD))•CDII,J)+CDO/tl•+LOD)
GO	 TO	 22
CJ(1,J)n$GIPI•(I.+AJ•(-1.+1•S*PJ•PJ-.c,+PJAPJ•PJ))/S
CU(19J)s(LUD /(i.+LOD))oCD(I,J)+CDO/(1.+LOU)
CUNT INUE
vhlTE16,2()U)PJtALJ

.vn:lTE16,2C1)(ANGD(J),Jw1,I0)
Uu	 2	 1=1,25
vvRITF(6i202)I,(CD(I,J),J n 1,10)

'
tf WKITE(6,203)PJ,ALJ
i WxI TE(6,201)(ANGD(J),J-I,IU)

UU	 3	 1=1,25
VRITE(6,202)1,(CL(I,J)gJulglO)
GU	 TO 50
FJHMAT ( 301 U.5)
Flj4M4T(I ►i19251,9HCDIS,ANCi),8X,3HPJ n ,E15.5,4X94HALJ*#F1S•5/)
F-URMAT(4X,7HS..ANG n ,l0E12.5/)
FURMAT(3X,12,6A,10E12.5)
FUiiMATIIHI,25X9 9HCL(S,ANG)98X93HPJ n ,E15.594Xg4HALJo,E15.5/)
END

}
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i PROGRAM CFEVAL

This program computes values of force coefficient for a

specified speed ratio as a function of gas surface interaction para-

TV

	

meters and angles of attack.

1

x
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^F
f.HUN,/tP CFEVAL,UAHXXXXXXXXX,FANtASTIC-GK,S,l5Ui

. IMPLICIT	 W+AL*e(A- H*0 - 1)
DIMENSION	 A(5C,2)9G(50,2)oH(50,2),Qt50,21,P(50r21
DIMENSION	 E(5U92)
UIMENSION	 GAM(2G),ALJ(15),PJ115),CF120,20,20)

DIMENSION	 AS15t)#2),GS(S092),HS(50,2),QS(50,219PS(50,2)
UIMENSION	 FF(5U,2)
RLAU(S,l00)SRA1
SRA2 n SRA1•'3RAI

ARs1.5780
Al n .44325141463
a1=.062606U1220
Ad n .04757383546

A4s.01736S06451

bl n .2499836831U
82 n .092OU180037
83 n .04069697526

b4 n .00526449639
AAU n 1.38629436112
AAl n n.0Y666344259
AA2 n 0.0359U09Z383

_ AA380.03742S63713
AA4 n O.J1451196212

tj bbU n U.5
13d1.0.12498593S97
bd200906BOU24b576
883 n n.03328355.146
H6480900441787U12

P1 n 3.1415926S359

0051	 1.1,19
1-- ^AnII) n 5.0.11•!1

GAMH n 5•0•(1-1)•PI/180.0
SING n SIN(GAMR)

COSA n CO5(GAMR)
51HA n SING
FM) n 1.U-Slr)G•S1NG
FML n FMIOFMI
FM.^ nFMl•FM2
F144 n FMI*FM3

J n lIF(FM1)21r31r21
t1I,J ► n 1.+A1 • fMI+A2 • FMZ+A3 0 FM3+ A4 • FH4 *BI *Fm I+82*FM2+83*FM3+E4*FM4

I	 )•AL()(,(	 I	 ./FMI	 )
FF(I,J) n AAO+AAI•FMI + AAt•FM2 + AA3*FM3 + AA4*FM4+11380+[iHl • FM1+bf32•FM2
1+bN36FM3+RFf4*FM41 •LUG(1./FMI)

(30	 To	 41
E(1,J) n 1.
Ff (l,J) n 1l100.
A(I,J)w7. +4.*Ak*E.(I,J) /P1
A5(I,J)=2.+5• • AR*FF(I ,J)/PI
U(I,J) n Ak*4 .•L(I,J)/(39•PI)+AR•16.•COSA000SAOFF(1,J)/(9.•Pl)
(251I,J) n -AR9FFt I.J) /PI
N(I,J) n 4./3.+Ake(E(I,J)•(-8A./(9.•PI)+4.-16.00OSA•COSA/(4.•0l))
I+PI•SINAs5INA•.5-A.•1FII,JI.ro5A•CO5A/(3.•PI))
ri5(1,J)= 4./3.+Ak*l .•(_ II,JI/13.`PI ► +aR•FF(I,J)•(-1.+2./(3.•PI))
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I+ Ak•(-PI05INA•SINA/4.- P1.3.•(SlfJA•O*•)/16.)

U(I9J)sl./69+AksE(l9J)•(16•/13•*PI)- 49+8.*COSA000SA /(3.0PI))
1+ Ah•(h.• E1 I l i) / PI-9 25•P1 05INA•SINA+8••COSA•COSA•FF119J1 /199*PII)

4511• J1 ; 1•/ 6.-A RO E ( I oil . 2./13. • PI)+AR*FfII9J I*( I**16./(3*ePIII
I-Ah• 1.5•FF( 19J)/P1+AROP1•ISINA*51NA•I1•/89+3.aSINA*SINA/32.)1
P(I9J) n -1./69*AROElI,JI•l-8./(9.•P1)+I9- 8*eCOSAOCOSA /(q.•P1)1

1-Ah*2.sE(I,J)/PI
P5IIiJ)s-1./69+AROE(19J)/(3.*P1)-AR*FF(19J)•1925+2.!PI)
1+.5•FF(I,J)•AH/Pl
D  b 	 Jsl,ll
Uu	 51	 Ks1911
ALJ(J) n •l*IJ-1)
PJ( K)a92*IK-11
PJIaPJIKI
VJ1sPJIsPJI
F 43 u PJ 1 •P12
CF(K,J,11s A( 191)+ AS(I, 1)/SRA2+ALJ(JI•(G(I,1)+PJ1•H(191)+PJ2*0(1 ► 1)
I+F.)3*P11,111+ALJ(J)•IrsSII,II+PJI•HS(1,1)+PJ2oQS(1,1)+PJ3oPS(1,1))

2/5hA2
CF(K 9 J 9 11 s CFIK9J91)/l1	 ARI

b CONTINUE
UO	 15	 i s 1, 11

WkITE(6,211)	 J9ALJ(J1
211 FOkMAT(IX,4HALJI 1 1294H1	 F892)

WR1TE(619797)
WRITE(6,9997)
vikI TE ( 6,9899)
DO	 IIIS	 K u l ,II
wk1TE(6,2111)tCF(K,J,I),ls1,7)
WRITEl6,21111(CF(K,J9I),1s8,I4)
WRITE(6,2111)ICF(K,J,)1,1=15,19)

1115 WRITE1691621
15 vjhITE(6,163)

GL	 Tn	 99
162 FORMATI//1
163 FOhMATt////1

211' FLHMAT( IXE15. 992XE1509,2XE159992XE1599t2XE1599,2XE15.9,2XE15.9)
97 0ONMATl7X9IH()916X9IH5916X92H1(J915X92H15915X92H2O9I5X92H25,15X,2H3U

9997
1)
F(114MAT(7X92H35915X92H4U915x,2H45915x92HSO,15X92H55,15X,2H60915X92H

165)
9899 FORMAT17x92H7U915X92H7S,15X92H80,15X,2H8591SX,2H90)
I('0 FORMA T l 01(1.5 1

E.vu
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PROGRAM RUFSPH

This program was used to compute drag coefficients for a

number of non-spherically shaped objects. The copy shown here was

used to compute the drag coefficient of ellipsoids of various eccentric-

ities and gas surface interaction parameters.

l.J

6,d

f
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Wk UN,/IP	 RUFSPH,UAHXXXXXXXXX,ENVZR-DrN—GK,5,15U

I MP LICI T	 REALOB(A -H90-1)
DIMENSION	 FB(dl)OFF1211,TH8121)sTHF121 ► ,TXB1211,TXF(21)
DIMENSION	 D11 21 ) , DR( 21,21 ) , X1 2j)- w i211, PJ (2j),C OF (21,21),GA M (21)-
1TH1121j,WW(21)
DIMENSION	 THX140)
DIMENSION	 GA(IOloGA2(IU)
DIMENSION	 GR(20)
DIMENSION	 F1121),SS(21)
DIMENSION	 RRI21)
X(1100.0765265L113350
X121.0.22778585114165rl 9(3) n 0.37370608871542
X(4) n O.SI086700195083
X(5)00.63605368072652
X(6)0097463319U646015

{LL^^^ X!71•0•H39116V7182222
X(8)00.91223442825133
X19100996397192727791
X110100.9931285991851
W(1)00.15275338713U7
W12180.1491729864726
W(3)00.1420961093183
W(4) 0 09 1316FIB6384492
W(5)=0.1181945319615
W16)00.1019301198172
W17)00.0832767415767
W(8) n 0.0626720483341
w(9)=U90406014298004

{LJf W11U100.O17614007132
P n 0.3275911
Al n 09254829592
A20-0.284496736
A3219421413741
A4=-1.453152027
A5-1.061405429
PI n 3914159265358976
DO	 2	 1=1,10
J=11-I
GAM(I)=Pl•.5•(l.-XIJ))

2	 Ww(I)•W(J)
DU3I=1.10

f J=1.10
GAM(J)RPI•*5o(1.+X(1))

3	 WW(J) n W(1)

I
00	 40	 M= 1 , 5
ECC	 =	 O.000I•M
GAZ( M)8 950II090•(M-1))*P)/(360.03600.)

S (jAIM) n ECC
i AS= 1.0

85=(1.-ECC*ECC)-•-S

0041 n 1.21
i 00 4 J = 1*21
i, 4	 DR(I,J)00.0

DO	 29	 1 n 1 9 10
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33
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I^

y

51

1 53

I

61

SbA n SI NIGAM(Ill

CUA•CUSIGAM111)
C2=CGA•CGA
52 n SGA*SGA
RH111.(C2/I85*BS)+52/(A5*AS))•01-.5)
DmOTH•((RRII)1%-3.1•(BS••(-2.)-AS••(-2.11•CGAOSGA
GR(II•ATAN(DRDTHI
CONTINUE
DO 27 I=11920
Gk1118090
RR(1) n 1.0
CONTINUE
D051 n 1010
55(1)•10.9.1-11
Tsl./119+POSS(I))
5 n 5511)
EHFS n 1.•lS-S*5*5/3••(5005.)/10.-(S**7•)/42.
)+(S009.)/t!6.l/(P1•9.5)
0111):0•U
006J•1i20
Y•ABS(5oCO5(GAMIJ)))
T=1./(l.+P*Y)
ERFY s2.• IY- Y •Y•Y/3.+IY•05 •)/10. - (Y•.7o)/42.
1+1Yf*99)/216.)/fPi00.5)
CGAsCO5(GAM(J))

1F(CGA131933,33
Y n - Y

ERFY n -ERFY
PW n .5+.56ERFY
Q=5•Y•II.+ERFY)+S*EXP(-Y*Y)/(PIo•.5)
FIIJI•(Q O Q+2.•PQ+Q$C(oA+PQOPQ)•065
THIIJ)•P1•.5-ACOS(fQoCGA+PQ)/FI(J)I
THX(J).PI•.5-THI(J)
CONTINUE

00 70 in  20
ANB n GAMfJI-GR(J)
ANF•GAM(J)-GR(D)
Yb=ASS(SeCO5(ANS))
YFBABSIS•CO5(ANF))
TES n l./ ( 1 .+P • YB )
TF n )./().+P•YF)
ERFYB n 2.*(YB - YB•YH • YB/3.+(YB •• 5.1/1(D•-IYB ••7.)/47..(YB• i9•)/216.)/

I1p1•005)
EkFYF n 2•*IYF-YF•YF•YF/3.•(YF••5.)/IO.-(YF••7.)/42.•(YF••9.)/216.)/
11FI••.51
CANB n COS(ANB)
CANF=COS(ANF)
If(CANS)51 S3,53
Ydw,.YB

EkFYB n -ERFYB
PQB•95+.S*ER'r Yb

(46 n SOYB•(1.•ERFYB)+S•EXP(-YB•YB)/(P1••.5)
Fb)J1 n (WB*WB+29•PWB*WBOCANB+PQBoPWB)••.5

THB(J) n P1•.5-ACO5(IWB•CANB+PQB)/FB(J))
IF(CANF)61963o63
YF • - YF
ERFYF*-EHFYF

1
T

ll
19

li	
27

U
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63 PyF.•5+950ERFYF
QF n SoYF•(I.+ERFYF)+S•EXP(-YFOYF)/(PI•••5)
FF(J) n (QF•QF+2.+PQF•WFOCANF+PQFOPQF)•0.5
THF(J) n P1-.5-ACOS((WF•CANF+PQF)/FF(J))
TXB(J)wPlo*5-T ► '.B(J)
TXF(J).Pl•.S-THF(J)

70 CONTINUE
DO 85 L n 1920
DIB•FB(L)•COS(GAM(L)-PI••5•THB(L) - GR(L))
I•RR(L)•RR(L)•WWIL)•SINIGAM(L))/COStGR(LI)
OI(I) n DIB+01(1)

85 CONTINUE
D1111•D1(1)•P1*•5
D07K n 1,21
PJ(K) n .I•(K-1)
DO 8 L n 1,20
THRF n PJ(K)•PI•.5+(l.-PJ(K)I*THFILI
DRF n FF(L)•COS(THRF+PI••5-(3AMIL)+GR(L)1•Ww(L)•5IN
1(GAM(L))•RR(L)•RR(L)/COSIGR(L))
Dk(I,K)•DR(I,K)- DRF

8 CONTINUE
DRII,KI n PI*.S*DRIIoKl
COF(I,K)•DR(1,K)/D1(I)

7 CONTINUE_
5 CONT 1 NUI'.

0091 n 1,10
WRITE(6,1011 55(I)9DI(1)
WR1TE16,103) GA(M)
DOIOK n 1,21
WRITE(6l102) PJ(K)9COF(I,K)9OR(I,K)

10 CONTINUE

9 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

WR1TE(69105)
DO 2A 1.1,20
AI•I
GR(I).GR(I)•l8U,/PI
GAM(I)&GAM(I)•l80./Pl
WRITE(6,lO4)AI,GAM(I),RR(I),GR(1)

28 CONTINUE
105	 FOkMAT(//4X,iHl,6X,6HGAM(I)96X,5HRR(I)#6X,5HGR(1)/)
104	 FORMAT(2X,FIU.5,2X,E10.5,2X9E1065,2X,E10.5)
103 FORMAT(4Xs3MGAO,E10.5/)

101	 FORMAT(////4X,2 H 5 n ,LIO.. 2Xr6HDI(S) n ,E13.5//SX,2HPJ06X,7HK4PJ,S),
15X,eHOR(PJ,S)/)

102 FURMAT(4X 9 F10.5,2X9E10.	 vElO95)
200	 FORMAT(////4X92HS n ,E10•_ ZX,6HDI(S).,E10.59//8X,1HK,IOX,6HGAM(K)I

I6X96HTHIIK)96X,5HFI(K)/)
201	 FORMATl4X,FIO.5,2X,E10.5,2X,E10.5,1X9E10.5)

ENO
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PROGRAM CLELAN

This program was employed to calculate orbit perturbations

due to lifting satellite shapes.
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';QUN,/TPC	 CLELAN ,UAHXXXXXXXXX,ORPIT,I0,600

C
C

CALCULATION	 OF	 SATELLI T [	 ORPIT	 CHANGE	 CA U SED	 B Y	LIFT	 AND	 DRAG

PERTURPATIONS•4069	 NUMERICAL	 INTEGRATION	 USING	 A	 MODIFIED	 R U N GA-

C KUTTA	 TECHNIQUE

C
IMPLICIT	 DOUBLE	 P RECISION	 (A-H90—Z)

NIMENSION	 Y(7)iw(7)90(7),PRINT(10),PHI*(I0),AA(S),YY17,60),DEN(60

I),MT160)
1OUPLE	 P R ECISION	 MU

R EAL	 ESTEP9DIFFE0,0,0
EXTERNAL	 0(FFEG

C

COMMON	 TAtMU,P,FF9ACT9W,R,ACN9ACK#VMEAN

C INPUT	 OF	 I N I T IAL	 VALUES
C
C L	 •	 NUMBER	 OF	 ECCENT R ICI T IES	 TIMES	 NUMBE R	OF	 PERIGEE	 HEIGHTS

C M	 NUMBER	 OF	 DIFFEREN T	SATFLLITE	 ATTITQDES

C N	 NUMBER	 OF	 AREA/MASS	 RATIOS

C NO	 n 	 UPPER	 LIMIT	 ON	 T HE	 N UMBE R	OF	 ORBI T S	 FOR	 A	 SINGLE	 LAUNCH
READ	 (S 9 3)	 NXMtLINO

3	 FORMAT	 (41S)

R EAD	 (S*4)(AA(I1,I.	 I,N	 1
4	 FORMAT(E15.91

R EAD	 (S,14)(PHINT(K), P HI*(K), 	K	 n 	 l,M)
14	 FORMAT	 (2FIS910)

READ(S,10)VE9RE,MU

10	 FORMAT(3EIS,9)

R EAD	 (5 9 13)	 GA,PJ
13	 FORMAT	 12F10•81

R EAD	 (5 0 151	 ((YY(MM,NN),MM	 n 	 1,7)	 oDEN(NN),HT(NN),	 NN	 n 	 1,L)

IS	 FORMAT	 (SEISs9/2EIS,9/2915,6)
P 1	 n 	 3.I4IS926S3S9
PSTEP n 92
STEPt'X n .3010299956

C

n0 1010	 I n 1 I
AM	 n 	 AA(I)
r)O	 1020	 K	 n 	 I*M

PI	 n 	 (PI/1809)	 •	 PHINT(KI
P2	 n 	 (PI/180.)	 •	 P H IN	 (N)

PRINE	 (6912)	 N,M9L,NO

12	 FORMAT(IHI,	 @ FLAT	 PLATE	 IN	 AN	 ELLIPTIC	 O R BIT	 ABOUT	 THE	 EARTH991SX,

1416,///)
W RITE(6116)	 AM,PHIw(K),PWINT(K),GAoPJ, V E,RE9	 MU,ESTEP

16	 9-0RMAT	 (IX, t PARAMETERS'i///,	 '	 SA T ELLI T E	 AREA/ M ASS	 n 	 '915X,F7.399X

1•'M2/KG99//,'	 ATTITUDE	 A N GLE	 PHIW	 n 	 'oISX * F79399X, 9 DEG'9//9'	 ATTIT

2 U DF	 ANGLE	 PRINT	 n 	 9 ,14X f'F7.3 i 9X, 9 DEG'o/!9'	 G A	(GAS	 SURFACE	 PARAMET

3ER)	 n 	 + ,8X # FB04 9 20X,'	 (GAMMA)	 X	 SQRT(I-ALPHA)	 ------	 REF•	 1t9//,
4'	 PJ	 (GAS	 SURFACE	 PA R A M E T ER)	 n 	 ',8x,F8*40//q'	 EARTH	 ANGULAR	 VELOCI
STY	 n 	 egllX,E14,8.	 Ix, fQ AD/5EC',//,'	 EARTH	 RADIUS	 n 	 ',23X9EI09e

6 9 3x, 9 Mv;//,'	 EAR T H	 G R A V I T ATI ON AL	 CONSTANT	 .	 ',7X,E11.7,2X,'M3/SE

7C2',//,'	 ECCFN T RIC	 ANOMALY	 S T E P	SIZE	 .	 197XvF11.795X,'RAD'9,091HI)

AT n CO5(P2)•COS(P1)

AN n ATOTAN(P1)
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AK n SINIF2)

npCOtlnpnOtltlOtlnpQaddtlQddnpdDDdapdgpdQddddd•pf7QDdtldadDndDddddDdDDap

"AI N ORBITAL ELEMENTS

V I E FCCEN I RIC ANOMALY
Y 2 0 SEMIM A JO R AXIS
Y30ECCENTRICITY
Y4.ORBITAL INCLINATION
Y S n ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE t*ITH R ES P EC T T O ASCE N DING NODE)
Y6 8 LONGITUDE OF ASCE N DING NODE ( W I T H RES P ECT TO VERNAL EQUINOX)
Y7 n T1ME OF P E O IGEE PASSAGE
T IME n TIME INTO ORBIT(S)

aa^e^tlneDea1111aDOeodooDdDadoDQddaoQdadddddaadodDOOdeDODaoDDddatloDn

r)O 1000	 I1 n 191.
DO 20 MM • 1@7

20	 YfMMI • YY(MM911)
R H00 n DEN1I1)
HH	 HT f I I )

NPI	 Yf21•(1• - Y(3)) - RE
VP•SQRT4 (MU /Y(2))+(1.+Y(3)) /(I. -Y(3)))

t)YNA ► P n RMOOOVP*+2

OLDY n 0.0
0LDT n 0.0
N0RBIT n 1
ITER n O
J r 1
NULL • 0

CALCULATION OF VARIAALES

24 NEXT•0
ND ► P . 0

25 ITER n ITER +1

R n Yf2)0(I.•Y(3)+C0S(Y11)11
H•R - RE
RP n Y(2)•(1.-Y(3))
HP • RP • RE
IF (MP•LT.O9OsOR9Y(3)•LT•O.0) GO TO 990
RHO n RHOO*EXPf-(M•HP11/HH)
F F n SORT((1.- Y(3).•2).11.6Y( 31•COSIY(I)))/(I.-Y(3)aCOS(Y(Ii)) ►
P n Y(2)•(1•gY(31**2)

TA n ACOS((COS(Ytl)) - Y(3)) /(I••Y(3)•COSIYII)11)

TASIN n (SIN(Y(11)•SORT( I. aY(3)+021)/(I.-Y(3)*CCS(Y(111)

IF (TASIN) 40'50'50
40 TA n (2•*P()-TA

SO	 U n TA+Y(S)
AR n (1•/FF)•(ATOY(3)•SIN(TA) +AN•(1• +Y(3)•COS1TA)))
AS n (19/FF)•( A'•t1. +Yt31•COS(TA)1-AN•Y(3)+SINITA))
A n SQRTIAR+*2+AS*02+AK**2)
VR n SQRT(MU/Y(2)),IY(3101IN(YII)))/(1•-Y(3)+COS(Y(I)))
VS•SQRTIMU•(I.+Y(3)•COSITA)l/R)-(VE•ROCOS(Y(4)))
VK n VE*R+C0SIUI0C0S(Y(4) 1

V n SQRT(VR*•2+VS*+2+VK*+ ?1
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VMEAN n SQRT(MU/Y(2)0.3)

DOT•(AR•VR#AS•V5#AK•VK)/(A0V)
IF	 (ABSIDOT)tLT•190)	 GO	 T O	 51
DOT n 1.

51 ANGATK n ACOS(DOT)
TAS•ANGATK
IF	 (TAS)	 55,S4,55

54 COTAS	 n 	 0.0
60	 TO S6

SS COTAS	 •	 COTAN	 (TAS)
56 TAJ	 a	 1111/2.•TAS1

CDV•299StN(TAJ1.2.•GA951N(TAJ )•COSI(PI/2.)•PJ•(29-PJ)•TAJ)

CDR n (VR/V)•CDV
CDS8IVS/V1000V
CDK.fVK/V1•CDV
CLZ n - 2.•GA•SIN( TAJ)•SINZPI /2.•Pj•(2.- PJ)•TAJ)
CLR n (AR•(VR/V)•SIN(TAJ)1•CL7/SIN(TAS)

t CLS n (AS-(VS /V)•SIN(TAJ)1•CLZ /SIN(TAS)
CLK•(AK-(VK/V)•SIN(TAJ)1•CLZ/SIN(TAS)
CDV	 •	 CDV•1.486792117
CLZ	 n 	 CDV•(il/SIN(P2))
AMM • AM/2.00
ML	 n CLZ•AMM
80	 n CDV•AMM

i ACR•(RHO•V•02)•t(BL	 •ARI(VMEAN•SIN (TAS)1)•fl••Y(3)•COS(Y111) ► -Y(2
1)•Y(3)•SIN(Y(I))•(AL	 •	 COTAS	 +BD	 )/V1
ACS n (RHO 9 V 00 2) 0 I(8L	 *AS/	 (VMEAN • SIN(TASI))	 0 (1•- Y (31 • COS(Yfl)))	 ►

-; I( SQRT(I:-Y(3)002)•(VE•COS(Y(4))/	 VMEAN)0(I• — Y(3) 0 00S(Y11)1)	 0•2)•
I(Y(2)/VI • (BL	 •	 COTAS	 • BD	 ))
ACK • (RHO • V) • ((VE 0 Y(2)/VMEAN) 6	SIN(Y(4))	 6CO5(U)0((i.—Y(3)•	 COSfY(
111)1 00 21 	•(-SL	 •COTAS	 POD	 1•(AL	 •V/VMESNI•AK•(1•- Y13)•COS(Y(1)1))
ACN•tl•/Fr)•(( 1.•Y(3)•COS(TA)1•ACR•Yt31ASIN(TA)•AC5)

L; ACT•tl• /F ► 1•(Y(31•SIN(TA)•f,CR•(I o.Y(3)•COSITA))•ACS)
T IME . (Y(1)-Yf3)•SIN(Y(IT)) /VMEAN 	 •Y(7)

a
RA n Y(2)9(&.•Y(3))
DYNA .	 RHO•V••2
! ► ((DYNA/DYNAPP) ♦ LT.I.00-5)	 GO	 TO	 $P

{ [STEP	 a	 IPS1'E ► •(DYNA/DY %App)••(•STE ► EX)1•.01745329251
it GO	 TO	 59

S8 ESTEP n 913962634(11
59 ORBIT n NORBIT

TF	 (NDIP.EQ•I9OR.NEx T .E9.l)	 GO	 TO	 81
IF	 (NORAIT.EQ•1•AN0.ITER.EQ.I) 	 GO	 TO	 60
GO	 TO	 70

60 O LDRA	 n 	 RA
OLOT	 •	 TIME
TAI n TA
Y2.Yt21
Y3•Y(31
Y4•Y141
YS n Y(SI
Y6•Yf6)
HP1•HP
OLOHP.HPI

OLDY3 n Y3
v) n v
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1

ACTI•ACT
*RITE	 f6,18)	 (Y(MN),NN n 1,7),TA,HPoRH00

IS F ORMAT(35X,' 60• 00*96 0	 INITIAL	 MAIN	 ORBITAL	 ELEMENTS	 •^s„^^^^^^,///
1,IX,'ECCENTRQC	 SEMIMAJOR	 ECCENTRICITY	 ORBITAL	 ARGUMENT
20F	 LONGITUDE	 OF',ax,'T1ME	 OF',ex9'TRUE f ,5X,'PERIGEE	 PERIGEE ,/o
3'	 ANO!; ALY',6X,'AXIS'$2Bx,9INCLINATION 	 PERIGEE	 ASCENDING	 NOD
4E	 PERIGEE	 PASSAGE	 ANOMALY	 HEIGHT	 DENSITY	 t o /ox" y llolox,
5 • Y2',I1X,' Y3', 12X, • Y4',12X,'YS',12X, I Y6',ISx,'Y7',12x I O TA* ,AX*SHP0
6, 7 X,'RM00 9 ,/ / vF9s6oEl4s7@	 F9-w,F16,7,2F14.7,F17.7,F14.5,2E1D.4,/,/
7,S2X 9	 O (M — K-S — RADIANS)'f////	 )

70 iF	 (Y(l)-(2•-PI)	 )	 90,80,80
80 NORBIT n NORBIT41
81 DELRA n OLDRA-RA

OELT n TIME- OLOT
DELTA n 294lP1•(TA-TAI)
nELA•Y2-Y(2)
OELACT n ACTI-ACT
DELV n VI-V
DELHP*HP-HPI
0EL[ n Y(3)-Y3
DELI•Ytq)-Y4
DELN•Y(5)-YS
DELWW n Y(6)-Y&
ADECAY	 n 	 D'LRA /TIME
THETA n I85*$TA'!^I
EE n 180.*Y(1)/Pl
IF	 (	 NOIP.EG.I.OR.NFXTsE9.I1	 60	 TO	 620
O LDRA	 n 	 RA
OLDT	 •	 TIMEi
TAI n TA
Y2 n Yf2)
Y3 n Y(3)
Y4 n Yf41
Y5 n Y(51
Y6•Y(6)
HPI n NP
OLDHP n HPI
OLOY3 n Y3
VI n V
ACT) n ACT
IF	 (NULL•E0.11	 GO	 TO	 62
Y(1)•Y(I)-2.•Pl

82 DYNA P n (RHO 0 V •• 2) $	00001
DYNAPP•(RHO4`V•4`2)

OUTPUT

IF(HP9GToO9O.AN0.Y(3).GT.090	 )	 GO	 TO	 610
*RITE	 (6000)

700 FORMAT	 (//,IDX $ ,	 S A T ELLI T E	 HA S	C R ASHED	 ON	 THIS	 ORBIT	 OR	 THE	 ORBIT
1	 HAS	 BEEN	 REDUC[D	 TO	 CIRCULAR',///)

610 *RITE	 (6,800)
IF	 (NU LL*ED •I )	 GO	 TO	 620
wnIYE	 (6,801 )

620 *RITE	 (6 1 610)	 NORBIT,THFTA,EE9Y(2),Y(3)sY(4)
WRITE	 (6,820)
* R ,TE	 (6,830)	 Y(SI,Y(6),Y(7),TtME

^t
Y
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*RITE (6,8401

W RITE (6,6SO) VR,V3,VK9y,ACNjACT9ACK
W RITE (6 ► 860)
*RITE (61870) R,M,HP ► PeQMO,TAS
ARITE c6,eAO) ADFCAY

*RITE (6,885) DELHP,DELt9DEL1,0!LW,0ELWW

*RITE(6,940)OELTA,DELA*OELRA,DELT,DELV,DELACT,ITER
*RITE (6 9 795) CL Z ► CL R *CL S 9CLK9C OV ► CDR ► CO5.CDK*A ► AR,A5,AK
IF (NULL•EO•I) GO TO 1000
IF (NDIP9EQ*1)	 GO TO 24

IF (NEXT9EQ91) GO TO 24

795 FORMAT 137X, 9 R 9 ► 18X, 9 S',j6X, • K 9 ,/ ^* LIFT COEFFICIENTS,/r9X,4DI9.
1109/ 9' DRAG COEFFICIENT',/ 0 9X,4DI9.10 ► / ,' ATTITUDE VECTOR•,
19X,4D19910,//////)

ADD FORMAT (IX,SNORSITS;IIXoITA' ► 17X,'Yl',17X,'Y21,17X9'Y39 ► 17X*'Y4'91
I0X, 9 TA 9 Y1 IN DEGREES')

801 FORMAT(IX,'NEAR PERIGEE')

R IO FORMAT (1So4X950199129/7
820 FORMAT (ISX,•YSS,I7X9SYj9i17X9SY79,16X,STIME')
830 FORMAT (9X,40)9512,/)
840 FORMAT (8X,'VR',16X,'VS'916X,'VK'9I6X,'V'*16X,9ACNt,15X*'ACT',15X,

I 'ACK')
850 FORMAT (7D18911,/)
A60 FORMAT (9X,'R',(9X,'M',18X,SHP',19X,'RA' ► 18X91RHO',18X,'TAS')

870	 FORMAT (6D20.13l//)
SAO FORMAT (&X, , THE APOGEE DECAY R A T E n '91D20* 9 0 METERS/SECONOS,//)
RAS FORMAT 17X,'nELNP'913X9'DELE'*14X9'DEL10915X9'DEL*' ► 13X ► 'DELW009/0

ISE18912 0 / 1
890 FORMATt7X,SDELTA', I3X ► ' DELA' ► 14X ► 'DELTA' ► 14X9'DELT' ► 14X ► 'DELV'913X

( ► 'DELACT'SIOX ► 9ITERATIONS9,/,6El8.12,ex9150/)

1TEp n 0
J - 0

OgJ^v7gnnne^qqqp n ooggneroeq^qpcea n oe0ana n nQOpeeEGngpeebCacGn9f n 1010100

CALL GILL(DIFFEQ ► Y,919ES T EP, W 9Q,7 1

enannnogopoedneooaooaonn n ancepoaagoapooeooeennganqnetee^eoonaooan

IF (MP.LT.0.O.O R •Y(3).LC90.0)	 GO TO 999
IF (NOR81T • NO) 910,1000,1000
IF (HP9GT9(9a • OLDHP) • AND.Y(3).G T 9 ( .8 • OLD Y 3 ) ) +10 TO 915
OLDMP n HP
OLDY3 n Y(3)
NOIP n I

WRITE (6,800)
GO TO 25
IF(DYNAIGT n JYNAP90R.J9EG1o1) 	 GO TO 24
Y(I) n 2,9P;.Yt1)

J a 1
NEXT n 1

*RITE (6,800)

*RITE (6,802)
FORMAT (IX,'NEAR APOGEE')
GO TO 25

f

C

C

C
40

C
C

C

10 1 0

915

920

A02
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999 NULL	 a	 1

GO	 TO	 81
1000 CONTINUE
1020 CONTINUE
1010 CONTINUE

END
9FOR,I3 DIFFE09DIFFEG

P EAL	 FUNCTION	 DIFFEQ(Yo1)
DIMENSION	 Y(1)
DOUBLE	 PR ECISION	 Y	 gTAgmU,P#FFoACToUtReACN,ACK.VMFAN

C

COMMON	 TA,MU,PIFF•ACToUlR,ACN.ACK,VMEAN
^aaon^oeeeeeopeeenennen^eoaeeavesevo^aaoev^opdd000addoe000doepeepe

,ij C
C DIFFERENTIAL	 EQUATIONS	 FOR	 ORBITAL	 PARAMETERSeY2-Y7t	 WITH	 RESPECT

C TO	 THE	 INDEPENDENT	 PARAAETERe	 YI
C
C oaopaoevedodnonnodapopa00000000p000nooanodpoaaooeoe000e0000eoenoe

GO	 T O 	 (31oe320,33Ot3'4Ot3S0s36O)9I
310 DIFFEQ•(2.•(Y(2)0•2)/SORT(MU*P)1•FF•ACT

GO	 TO	 400
320 DIFFEQ•ISQRT(	 P/ MUI/FF)0(2.•(COS(TAI*Y(3))•ACT•R•(1. - Y(3)••2)•SIN(

ITA)OACN/P)
GO	 TO 400

330 DIFFEQ%R000S(U)9ACK/SQRT(MU*P)
GO	 TO	 400

340 DIFFEQ O (SQ R T(P/MU)/Y(31) 0	( f2.oSINITA)•ACT•(R/P)•(2.•Y(3)•COS(TAI•
IIY(3)•*2)•COS(TA))•ACN)/FF.ROY(3)051N(U)•ACT/(P*TAN(Y(4))))

350
IF	 (Y(41)	 400099,400
DIFFEQsfR•SIN(U)•ACK)/(SQRT(POMU)•SIN(Y(4)))
IF	 (Y(4))	 4000399,400

360 DIFFEQo( Y(2)/MU)•(2••1P/Y( 3).R•Y(3) )•SIN(TA)/FF-3.•SGRT(MU/P)•FFO(
IY(I)-Yf3)•S)N(Y(I)))/VMEAN)*ACT•((R•P.COS(TA)1/(MU•Y(31•FF))•ACN

GO	 TO	 400

399 DIFFEQuO.O
400 RETURN

FND
';FOR.IS GILL,GILL

SUBROUTINE	 GILL	 (DY,YllgW,N,QgN)
DIMENSION	 Y(N)tW(N),QfN)tA(4)oC(4)98(4)
DOUBLE	 PRECISION	 Y
DATA(AfI)PC(I) oBfl)o1.1t41/2*•S92•o2•.292693283o1.92.1•707106719
11•A.166646666o•S,2./

C
C THIS	 ROUTINE	 15	 A	 MODIFIED	 RUNGA-KUTTA	 N U MERICAL	 INTEGRATION

C TECHNIQUE

C
C........ •---•-------------- -.• ------------------------

C DX.	 IS	 THE	 INTERVAL	 SIZE.
C 0-	 15	 THE	 ARRAY	 U SED	 Tr	 STO R E	 THE
C VALUE	 OF	 Y I (X1 0	W(I)nFO(X).1
C -••-----------•----•---------------------------------

Dx-H

C ----------------------------------------------------

C FOR	 THE	 FIRST	 INTERVAL	 THE	 005	 ARE	 SET	 T O	 ZEBU.	 FOR
i C SUASEQUENT	 INTERVALS	 THE	 PREVIOUSLY	 COMPUTED	 QtS
l r ARE	 USED•

3
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C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DO S jai ON
5	 0(iI•0a
10	 00 20 J n 194

r)0 1S K•2gN
IS	 w(K) n DY(ViK- I)

00 20.K•IrN

Y( K) n Y(K)•DX*A(J1•t11tK)-S(J)•Q(K11
20	 0(K)EG( K). 39•A(J)•(w(K)-PR(J)*Q(K)).C(J)*w(K)
C..........................^.......—..----------------
C 
C	 HAS BEE N REACHED.
C---... ...............--------------------------------

1F(Y(I)•DX•G T -2) DX•2-Y(1)
IF(DX.LT•A8S(Y(I))02.E-8) GO TD 25
IF(Y(1)-2) 10#25925

2S	 RETURN

ENO

9
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